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Abstract
The region of the optical spectrum known as the thermal infrared (TIR) has long been a waveband 
of interest for space-based Earth observation. By mapping thermal variations, on-orbit TIR 
imaging radiometers can provide a significant amount of information regarding the temperature 
and emissivity profiles of the ground scene. The traditional approach to space-borne TIR 
instrument design usually focuses on high radiometric sensitivity and hence, typically relies on 
expensive and bulky cryogenically-cooled detector technology. This approach yields instruments 
that are very precise but are cost- and/or size-limited for flight on single large-scale satellite 
platforms. While these systems serve the bulk o f the TIR user community needs, there are 
numerous user groups still ill-served due to the finite data products offered by these handful of 
instruments. The main objective of this thesis is to advance the field of TIR instrument design by 
developing a novel TIR imager, affordable and compact enough for flight on multiple micro- 
satellite platforms, therefore enabling low-cost high temporal/medium spatial resolution TIR data 
products. Leveraging the latest low-cost miniaturization developments in the terrestrial uncooled 
TIR detector industry has been the key to reducing instrument cost and size. In this thesis, a 6 kg 
thermal infrared (TIR) imaging radiometer, compatible with a Surrey Satellite Technology 
Limited (SSTL) Disaster Monitoring Constellation (DMC) micro-satellite has been designed. The 
flight instrument concept utilizes two commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) un-cooled 
microbolometer arrays in a pushbroom configuiation to collect Earth observation data in two TIR 
wavebands (3-5 and 8-12 |im). After the bench-top characterisation of a prototype, a computer 
model was created to predict the expected on-orbit performance. Analysis has shown that a flight 
version of this instrument flown in tlie DMC would yield a 0.4 K noise equivalent temperature 
difference (NETD) for a 300 K ground scene, a 300-metre ground sample distance (GSD), and a 1 
to 7 day ground revisit time, depending on the instrument and constellation configuration. Its 
application in specific niche or currently ill-served mission areas, such as autonomous global 
thermal change detection dedicated to highly specialized user communities, is proposed.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Scope of Research
The region of the optical spectrum known as the Üiermal infrared (TIR) has long been a waveband 
of interest for space-based Eartli observation. By mapping tliermal variations, on-orbit TIR 
imaging radiometers can provide a significant amount of information regarding the temperature 
and emissivity profiles of the ground scene [1]. For example, the collection of oceanic and 
atmospheric thermal data over time has been a key input for global climate models [2]. Other 
applications include hotspot detection and characterization over wide expanses of the globe, 
which can be directly applied to forest fire monitoring or the study of volcanoes [3, 4, 5], The 
20+ year legacy of space-based TIR Earth observation (EG) has in fact, encour aged the growth of 
numerous applications and a sizable user community who are continually developing new ways to 
exploit the unique characteristics of this waveband.
One of the key themes in space-based TIR instalment development, in addition to continually 
improving the quality and variety of delivered data products, has been to decrease the cost of 
flight. In addition to saving scarce space resources, reducing the cost of flight (i.e. lowering 
instrument mass, power, size, etc.) would facilitate increased numbers of TIR instruments placed 
on-orbit enabling more frequent gi'omid coverage or the dedication to one of several niche TIR 
user communities. However, the majority of advances in this area have been limited due to, 
among other things, str ict radiometric requirements and their associated bulky and power-hungi'y 
cryogenically cooled detectors. As a result, a tmly low-cost alternative continues to elude 
instrument developers.
In this thesis (The Design and Characterization of a Low-cost Micro-satellite Thermal IR Imager 
Based on COTS Technology), the key objective has been to define and validate a novel design 
approach that would enable very low-cost but conti’ibuting TIR EO image products (e.g. dedicated 
real-time monitoring of dynamic thermal phenomena). To do this, a departure from mainstream 
methods was taken by drawing largely from the recent successes experienced by the small 
satellite community in the visible and near infrared wavebands. With die application of a few key 
proven design principles, a tmly low-cost alternative for TIR instiument developers was
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engineered. These applied design principles include: 1) challenging user requirements when 
doing so conti'ibutes significantly to flight cost reduction, 2) rapid development utilizing the latest 
developments in commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) technologies, and 3) leveraging the unique 
capabilities of low-cost Earth observing micro-satellite constellations.
It is important to note tliat even with the application of these design principles, the development of 
an Earth observation instiument from the ground up on any scale is a major undertaking. Ideally, 
a sound development approach would include a requirements definition and concept exploration 
in which the instmment type and expected capabilities are determined. From there, an 
engineering model build phase followed by the flight model(s) build would complete the 
development of a first generation flight instmment. Given the limitations of this research program 
(a single researcher with limited funds and time), this thesis has been bound to include all of these 
phases excluding the fabrication and flight test of the engineering and flight models (see section
1.3 for more detail). Obviously, tire inclusion of empirical on-orbit results would be the best 
validation of this research effort. However, with an expanded modelling and simulation phase 
dming the concept exploration as well as a more detailed design of the flight model, the definition 
of a robust design approach was still achieved.
1.2 Motivation
For other applications within the small satellite community, the approach characterized by the 
tluee desigr principles introduced in the previous section has had a proven track record. When 
tliese principles are examined in the context of the TIR mission area, they form the foundation of 
an interesting and previously mrexplored opportunity for the development of a novel solution 
contiibuting to the field of space-based TIR instmment desigr. In this section, a brief look at the 
opportunities each of tlrese design principles bring to this research will be presented.
The first design principle, challenging user requirements, stresses a stiong dialogue between the 
instmment developers and the final users of the instmment’s data products. With iterative 
analysis of the requirements and theù effect on the ‘cost of flight’, the instmment specification 
can eventually be optimised. In other words, the instmment specification can be tailored to fit 
within the tight restrictions of a low-budget micro-satellite program, whilst still preserving the 
core of the user’s needs. Success in doing this depends on selecting the right requirements in 
exchange for the right savings in cost (mass, size, power, etc.). Presently, as will be detailed in 
chapter 2, there are no published TIR instmment concepts that meet the strict requirements for 
flight in a low-cost micro-satellite constellation. Developing a new specification suitable for a 
low-cost flight yet robust enough to provide useful data was one of the key novel results of this 
research.
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The next desigr principle, rapid development utilizing the latest developments in commercial-off- 
the-shelf (COTS) technologies, also offered sigrificant potential for the design of a low-cost 
instrument. With tire use of a rapid design-to-flight cycle, it was possible to take advantage of the 
latest gains in commercial technology. This is unlike typical space instruments, which can have a 
design-to-flight cycle of five or more years. Following this approach, lower-cost but newer TIR 
imaging teclmology has been explored along with recently SSTL flight-proven supporting 
technologies (e.g. power modules, computing and menroiy electi'onics, etc.) to help bring the low- 
cost instrumeirt concept up to par with the field of existing TIR systems based on older, more 
robust technologies. In the field of TIR remote sensing, this approach holds particular promise 
given tire recent developments in commercially available uncooled TIR detectors which, because 
of tlreir low mass, bulk, and power requirements, are considerably more micro-satellite 
compatible than their cooled comrteiparts. Altlrough this technology is not without risk (such as 
lacking space qualification and of limited sensitivity), it still offers promise based on the past 
successes in tire small satellite community in the flight of other COTS technologies.
The last design principle, the use of low-cost micro-satellite coirstellations, again offered air 
interesting research opportunity in the context of the TIR mission area. As will be discussed in 
chapter 2, the frequent revisit times inherent in a satellite constellation is an atti'active option for 
many TIR instrument developers. However, creating a host constellation tlrat is affordable, even 
without a TIR capability, has already proven to a significant challenge. One notable exception, 
and one close to home, is the Sm'rey Satellite Technology Ltd. (SSTL) built but internationally 
owned Disaster Monitoring Constellation (DMC), which became operational in 2004 [6]. The 
foui‘ micro-satellites that make up DMC presently have the capability provide medium resolution 
visible waveband Earth observation imagery daily anywhere in the world. This feat is significant 
in that the total cost of DMC, which is shared amongst the four individual satellite owners, is less 
than that of a single, tiaditionally developed Earth observation satellite [6]. Designing a TIR 
instmment concept that can be easily integrated into the DMC would enable a high-temporal TIR 
data set of which tlie TIR data user comimmity would be sure to take note.
The approach proposed here helps to make the PliD topic addressed by this thesis extremely 
timely and opportunistic. With an effective application of the available resources to the above 
design practices (described in the following chapters), there is a strong likelihood that a real 
contribution to the space-based TIR instiument field will be made.
1.3 Structure of Thesis
The structure of this thesis has been illustrated in figure 1-1. In the figure, each of the numbered 
boxes represents the corresponding thesis chapter in which descriptions of the most significant
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components of this research are laid out. In box 2 (chapter 2), the current field of space-borne 
TIR imaging instmments is analysed with the focus on the latest tiends in capabilities and 
strategies for reducing die ‘cost of flight’. The results of chapter 2 have then been integrated 
along with select user requirements and the host micro-satellite constraints and interface 
requirements in chapter 3 to form a baseline instrument specification. This baseline specification 
served as die launching point for the core of the research contained in chapters 4 , 5 , 6  and 7. In 
chapter 4, candidate commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) teclmologies were examined and selected 
to form die basis of an instiument prototype. Next, two parallel research efforts are described in 
chapters 5 and 6. These efforts include the prototype test campaign and on-orbit simulations via a 
radiometiic computer model, respectively. From here, the prototype lessons learned and an 
optimised instiument specification were used as the foundation of the flight instminent design 
described in chapter 7, which, in turn, was evaluated with respect to potential niche applications 
in chapter 8. Finally, a final assessment and the thesis conclusions are presented in chapter 9 as 
the results from die mission simulations are compared to the cuirent field described in chapter 2.
Present & future trends in 
instrument characteristics 
& capabilities
target capabilities & 
characteristics
cost-saving 
strategies
User requirements, 
microsatellite constraints (^^  
& interface requirements
COTS technology research 
and component selection
Baseline Specification
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design and fabrication
COTS Vendor
specifications 1
Test
, Requirements , Test Components
Radiometric model used to 
evaluate instmment parameters o i i '^
r
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V V
l i
Optimised 
Instrument Specification
Response
Data Design Lessons Learned
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Flight Instrument Design & ©Satellite / Constellation Integration
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Results
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Figure 1-1: Thesis Structure
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2 Current Trends in Instrument Design
This chapter examines those trends in space-based TIR instmment design most applicable to the 
low-cost instrument developed in this thesis. That is, relevant capabilities and characteristics have 
been identified from the field in order to help define the baseline instrument specification in the 
next chapter. Furthermore, the latest strategies used by the field to reduce the costs of flight have 
been identified and evaluated for potential application within this research effort. To illustrate, 
this chapter has been organized into six sections. The two first sections summarise the current 
field of on-orbit TIR instruments in two general classes—those focusing on high spatial resolution 
and those focusing instead on high temporal resolution capabilities, respectively. The third 
section then describes recent TIR instmment programs representing the latest design trends intent 
on advancing the capabilities of current systems whilst reducing costs. The capabilities and 
characteristics of all the space-based TIR instiinnents are tlien analysed in the final three sections 
in which inputs for the baseline specification and applicable cost-savings strategies are drawn.
2,1 High Spatial and Low Temporal Resolution Systems
The first class of on-orbit mshuments to be discussed is one characteristically producing high 
spatial but low temporal resolution thermal IR data products. As in the next section, the list of 
instruments surveyed and presented here is not exhaustive but includes those most commonly 
utilized by the published thermal IR remote sensing user community. This class represents some 
of the first TIR imaging systems placed on-orbit that offered data products to the scientific user 
comnimiity at large. The initial systems were typically adaptations of existing visible (VIS), near 
infrared (NIR), and short wave infrared (SWIR) waveband scanning instruments which became 
possible with the development of fast-response, TIR-sensitive, quantum or photon detectors 
(required for rapid-scanning) in the 1960s [1]. A combination of the high-spatial resolution 
scanning optics and relatively large-pitch, cryogenically cooled detectors make the TIR 
instiuments in this class considerably large and power hungry (see table 2-1).
Because these systems were adaptations of earlier non-TIR systems, they typically emphasized 
the matching of TIR data products witli those of other wavebands resulting in the spatial 
resolutions being pushed to relatively high levels for the detector technology at that time (60 -  90
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m ground sample distance from low Earth orbit). As a result, ground coverage and therefore 
temporal resolution is relatively poor. In addition, wavebands for these systems have been limited 
to those in the long-wave infrared portion of the TIR waveband (8 to 12 pm) and do not include 
any capabilities in the mid-wave infrared (3 to 5 pm).
2.1.1 Thematic Mapper (TM) and the Enhanced Thematic Mapper (ETM+)
The United States Geological Survey’s (USGS’s) Thematic Mapper provides a good illustration 
of the capabilities of early TIR imaging instruments. In partnership with the National Air and 
Space Administration (NASA), the Thematic Mapper contained a single TIR band operating from 
10.4 to 12.5 pm and was placed in orbit in 1984 on Landsats 4 and 5 [1]. The TIR channel had a 
ground sample distance (GSD) of 120 m and an imaging swath of 185 km resulting in a 16-day 
revisit time. The general characteristics of this across-ti ack scanning instr ument are given in table 
2-1. While TM has been used extensively to make surface radiance and emittance measurements 
for a variety of land applications (e.g. vegetation type, state, and change), its low temporal 
resolution (16 days) and the high cost for images have rendered TM ineffective for real-time 
monitoring and operational purposes [4].
In 1999, die USGS advanced its thermal IR remote sensing capabilities with the Enhanced 
Thematic Mapper (ETM+), which flew on Landsat 7. Many new capabilities were incorporated 
into the derivative instiument such as improving the ground sample distance down to 60 m for the 
same ground coverage [7]. The general characteristics of this across-track scanning instrument 
are also given in table 2-1. In addition to the mission areas served by the TM, ETM+ data has 
also been applied to the characterization of hotspot events. For example, in the area of volcanic 
study, ETM+ has been used to analyze lava domes [5, 8], lava lakes [9], and fumarole fields [10]. 
However, like the TM, the 16-day revisit time make frequent or real-time monitoring of dynamic 
thermal phenomenon impractical.
2.1.2 Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer 
(ASTER)
Also in 1999, NASA and Japan’s Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry (METI) launched the 
Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) instrument on 
board the Earth Obsei-ving System (EOS) Terra spacecraft [11]. Still in use, ASTER offers the 
advantage of five thermal IR wavebands as opposed to the one in TM and ETM+ but at a slightly 
lower spatial resolution (90 m) and a significantly longer revisit time (46 days) due to its 
relatively small swath width. The general characteristics of ASTER are given in table 2-1 [11]. 
ASTER has been primary used for high-spatial surface, cloud, and volcanic plume imaging as
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well as the creation of local surface temperature and emissivity maps [2]. However, because of 
the limited ground coverage, these mapping functions are limited to generally localized areas in 
time and space.
Instrument,
(Owner),
Date
Launched
TIR Wavebands TIRGSD
Swath 
Width / 
Revisit 
Time
NETD@  
300 K
Total
Instru­
ment
Mass
Total
Instrument
Size
Power 
Req. / 
Duty 
Cycle
TM 
(USGS & 
NASA) 
1984
10.42- 12.50 pm 
+ 6 non-TIR bands 120 m
185 km / 
16 days < 0 .5K 425 kg
196 X 114 X 
66 cm 
(1.5 n f  )
590 W / 
15%
BTM+ 
(USGS & 
NASA) 
1999
10.42-12.50 pm 
+ 7 non-TIR bands 60 m
185 km 
16 days < 0 .5K 425 kg
196 X 114 X 
66 cm 
(1.5 nf)
590 W / 
15 %
ASTER
(NASA&
METI)
1999
8.13 — 8.48 pm 
8 .48 -8 .83  pm 
8.93 -  9.28 pm 
10.12-10.95 pm 
10.95-11.65 pm 
+ 9 non-TIR bands
90 m 60 km / 46 days < 0 .3K 421 kg
73 X 183 X 
110 cm
(1.5 nf)
463 W 
(avc), 646 
W(peak) / 
16%
Table 2-1: TIR Instruments with High Spatial but Low Temporal Resolution [1, 2, 7,11]
In summary, the instruments from this first class of instruments represent some of the highest 
space-based spatial resolution TIR systems available to the general user community to date. 
Given their large ‘costs to flight’ characteristics (mass, size, and power), their designs have not be 
heavily referenced for the low-cost instrument in this tliesis. However, the waveband selection 
and ground sample distance will be factored in to the baseline specification defined in chapter 3. 
Although these systems offer limited ground coverage and temporal resolution, they have 
successfully proven that space-boriie TIR data products can be effectively used for many 
important scientific applications. They also helped inspire the growing TIR user commimity to 
develop the capabilities of the second class of instrument discussed in the following section.
2.2 Low Spatial and High Temporal Resolution Systems
At about tire same time that ETM+ and ASTER were being placed into orbit, a second class of 
TIR instrument was under development. It was judged that TIR image products, if available more 
frequently on the global scale, could be applied to many additional useful mission areas. The 
resulting second class of instruments, therefore, represent a trade-off between spatial resolution 
and the capability to monitor large areas on a more frequent basis. Coincidently, this class of 
instrument also typically includes an added capability in the mid-wave infrared (MWIR) 
waveband (3 to 5 p,ni) opening up the door for the characterisation of hotter gromid
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phenomenology. Because of tlie reduction in spatial resolution, these systems can capture more 
radiant thermal energy per pixel as well as utilize smaller optics. The results, when compared to 
the instruments in the high-spatial resolution class, are instruments providing increasing 
radiometr ic sensitivity and a lower mass and size.
2.2.1 Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR):
The first TIR instrument to be featured in this class is the Advanced Very High Resolution 
Radiometer (AVHRR). AVHRR was first launched in 1978 and continues to serve as the high- 
temporal TIR woiidiorse for the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association (NCAA) in the 
United States [12]. The current generation of AVHRR has three TIR bands, including one in the 
MWIR, allowing it to be used for the vast majority of low-spatial, high temporal resolution TIR 
user communities. Its spatial resolution is relatively low (providing 1.1 km ground sample 
distance or GSD) but its vast 3,000 km swatli width gives it full Earth coverage twice a day. 
AVHRR data has primarily served meteorological users such those interested in sea and land 
surface temperature, cloud cover, snow and ice cover, soil moisture, and vegetation indices [2]. 
In addition, with its MWIR capability, AVHRR has also proven useful in monitoring for volcanic 
emptions and global mapping of large fire occurrences [4]. In fact, AVHRR was one of the first 
insti'uments widely used for near real-time volcano activity monitoring, in terms of ash cloud 
detection and tracking as well as volcanic thermal feature recognition [13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. 
AVHRR has been used to provide detailed chronologies of effusive emptions at Mount Etna, 
Sicily, and is cuirently used by the Alaskan Volcano Observatory (AVO) to routinely monitor 
North Pacific volcanoes [10, 18]. According to Dr. Oertel at the German Aerospace Center, DLR, 
the minimum detectable 800 K fire area for AVHRR is ~ 1000 m  ^ [4], The limitations of 
AVHRR, otlier than its low spatial resolution, include the saturation of the MWIR over warm 
temperature sources, including desert areas, limiting its practical use in this area to fire detection 
occiurence only as well as its limited routine use in the north Pacific [4, 18]. However, AVHRR 
has proven useful in the daily monitoring for rain forest fires in Brazil in which fire teams are 
dispatched if an unregulated hotspot is detected (i.e. illegal rain forest clearance) [19]. A 
summary of AVHRR characteristics and capabilities is given in table 2-2.
2.2.2 Along-Track Scanning Radiometer (ATSR-1 and -2) and Advanced 
Along-Track Scanning Radiometer (AATSR)
The three instruments discussed in this section include the Along-Track Scamiing Radiometer 1 
and 2 (ATSR-1, -2) and their follow-on, the Advanced Along-Track Scanning Radiometer 
(AATSR). These three instruments represent a series of scanning radiometers developed and
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flown by the Einopean Space Agency (ESA) aboard the European ERS-1 and -2 and ENVISAT 
satellites respectively [20]. The instmments in this series serve as the primary source of space- 
based TIR data products for Europe and are used to measui'e sea and land surface temperature, 
cloud top temperature, cloud cover, aerosols, vegetation, as well as atmospheric water vapoiu" and 
liquid water content [2]. Like the other instmments in this class, AATSR is characteristically low 
spatial resolution (resulting in 1 km GSD) but with coverage of the entire globe every 6 days. In 
addition to its primary roles, data from AATSR has also been used for global mapping of large 
fire occurrence in which the minimum detectable 800 K fire is around 1000 n f  [4] as well as for 
monitoring volcanic activity [8, 21]. A smnmary of ATSR-1, ATSR-2, and AATSR 
characteristics and capabilities is given in table 2-2.
2.2.3 Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS)
The next instmment in this class is NASA’s Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer 
(MODIS), which was launched on the EOS Terra (along with ASTER) and Aqua satellites in 
1999 [22]. Witli its 1 Imi giound sample distance and twice daily coverage of tlie entire globe 
(with two satellites) witli its fifteen TIR wavebands, MODIS provides quantitative data on the 
biological and physical process on the surface of the Earth and tlie lower atmosphere, and on the 
global dynamic (sea and land surface temperatui'e, cloud cover etc.) [2]. In addition to its 
capability to simultaneous image in several TIR wavebands, one of the more interesting features 
of MODIS is the iiicoiporation of a low-gain MWIR channel (band 21: 3.929 -  3.989 pm). While 
this band does satuiate at a ground pixel brightness temperatui e of around 500 K, it is still a useful 
option over the other high-gain MWIR channel, which saturates around 330 K [4]. With this 
capability, MODIS has been used for the retrieval of quantitative fire data in the sub-pixel 
domain, such as tlie temperature and area of High Temperature Events (HTEs) [4]. However, the 
minimum detectable 800 K fire area is comparable to other systems (~ 1000 m^) [4]. A summary 
of MODIS characteristics and capabilities is given in table 2-2.
2.2.4 Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) Series
The last instmment to be discussed in this section is the TIR instmment that flies aboard the 
NOAA and NASA geostationary meteorological satellites in the GOES (Geostationary 
Operational Environmental Satellite) series. It is important to consider the capabilities of GOES 
because, although they don’t provide the spatial resolution of other instmments in tliis class, tlieir 
very high temporal characteristics are important when considering the costs and benefits of a low- 
cost micro-satellite constellation. The Earth observation instmments in the GOES series contain 
six TIR wavebands which image the full disk of the Earth at a 4 Ian spatial resolution every 30 
minutes [23]. In addition to providing high-rate meteorological data, GOES has also provided
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valuable insights mto the development of lava flow-fields and eruption timings [9, 10]. 
Furthermore, GOES has a history of being used as the basis for an automated volcano monitoring 
system based at the Hawai’i Institute of Geophysics and Planetary (HIGP) School of Ocean and 
Earth Science and Technology at the University of Hawai’i [24, 25]. Lastly, GOES data has been 
used to study processes governing tlie behaviour of potentially explosive silicic lava domes in 
Mexico [18]. The key limitations to the use of GOES data include not only its low-spatial 
resolution but also the fact that the MWIR channels satuiate over high temperatuie sources and 
coverage is limited to the Americas and Pacific [18]. However, the last limitation could possibly 
be mitigated by tlie simultaneous use of other geostationary TIR instiuments such as ESA’s 
Meteosat Visible and Infrared Imager (MVIRI) instmment on board METEOSAT [2]. A 
summary of the basic GOES characteristics and properties is given in table 2-2.
Instrument TIR Wavebands GSD Swath Width 
/ Revisit Time
NETD@  
300 K
Mass Size Power
Req.
AVHRR
(NOAA)
1998
3 .5 5 -  
10 .3 -  
11 .5 -  
+ 3 non-
3.93 pm 
11.3 pm 
12.5 pm 
TIR bands
1.1
km
3,000 km / 
0.5 day <0.12K 73 lbs
80 cm X 
36.5 cm X 
29 cm 
(0.09 n?)
27 W
ATSR 
ATSR-2 
(ESA) 
1991 & 1995
3 .5 5 -
1 0 .5 -
1 1 .5 -  
+ 4 MOM-
3.85 pm
11.5 pm
12.5 pm 
TIR bands
1 km 500 km /  6 days
SST < 0.5 K
LST<0.1
K
98 kg 0.75 n f 106 W
AATSR
(ESA)
2002
3 .5 5 -
1 0 .5 -
1 1 .5 -  
+ 4 MOM-
3.85 pm
11.5 pm
12.5 pm 
■TIR bands
1 km 500 la ii/ 6 days
SST < 0.5 
K
LST<0.1K
101 kg ■ 0.75 n f 100 W
MODIS
(NASA)
1999
3 .6 6 -
3 .9 3 -
1 .0 2 -
4 .4 3 -
4 .4 8 -
6 .5 4 -
7 .1 8 -
8 .4 0 -
9 .5 8 -
10 .78- 
11.77- 
13 .19- 
13.49-
13.79- 
14.09 -
■+21 non
3.84 pm 
3.99 pm 
4.08 pm
4.49 pm 
4.55 pm 
6.90 pm 
7.48 pm 
8.70 pm 
9.88 pm 
11.28 pm 
12.27 pm
13.49 pm 
13.79 pm 
14.09 pm 
14.39 pm 
■TIR bands
1 km 2,300 km / daily < 0.05 K 229 kg
104.4 
x ll8 .4 x  
163.8 cm
(1.6 n f)
162.5 W 
(avc), 225 
W (peak) /
GOES 
(NOAA &
NASA)
choice of 5 
wavebands/ 
satellite
3 .8 -
5.8
6 .5 -  
10. 2 -  
11 .5 -  
1 3 .0 -  
+ I non-
4.0 pm 
7.3 pm
7.0 pm 
11.2 pm 
12.5 pm 
13.7 pm 
■TIR bands
4 km
Full Earth 
D isk/ 
30 min
<0.1 K notavailable
approx. 0.6 
n f
not
available
Table 2-2: TIR Instruments with Low Spatial but High Temporal Resolution [2,12,20,22,23]
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In summary, as the instmments featured in this section demonstrate, moderate concessions in 
spatial resolution can yield significant gains in monitoring large extent or dynamic thermal 
characteristics of the Earth’s surface. Since these are the types of missions most appropriate for a 
low-cost micro-satellite constellation, the characteristics displayed in table 2-2 have had an 
important role in determining the baseline specification for the instmment developed in this 
thesis.
2.3 Current Trends in Instrument Development
The legacy of on-orbit space-based TIR instruments summarized in the preceding two sections 
has seeded an expansive TIR imagery user community. As a result, the impetus for instmments 
with increased or tailored capabilities is strong. However, in a world of waning space budgets, 
developers are also pressured to reduce the costs of flight (mass, size, power requirements, etc.). 
This environment of doing more with less has necessitated various cost cutting strategies, which 
will be illustrated by the four representative programs discussed in this section. While not all of 
these approaches were successful at providing higher quality data at a lower cost, understanding 
why some systems have been able to push this boundary and others have not has proven to be 
very relevant to the research contained in this tliesis.
2.3.1 Visible Infrared Imager Radiometer Suite (VIIRS)
A key cost reducing sti'ategy in the United States has been to share costs between various TIR 
data user communities. As follow-on to AVHRR and MODIS, NOAA, NASA, and the U.S. 
Department of Defense (DOD), have jointly developed the Visible Infrared Imager Radiometer 
Suite (VIIRS) scheduled for flight in 2006. The stated objective of this next-generation 
instmment is to combine the radiometric accuracy of AVHRR with the DOD’s high-spatial 
resolution Operational Linescan System (OLS) flown on the Defense Meteorological Satellite 
Program (DMSP) [26, 27]. VIIRS will have multi-channel imaging capabilities to support the 
acquisition of medium-resolution atmospheric imagery and generation of a variety of applied 
products including visible and infrared imaging of hmiicanes and the detection of fires, smoke, 
and atmospheric aerosols. VIIRS will also provide capabilities to produce higher resolution and 
more accurate measurements of sea smface temperature than currently available from the heritage 
AVHRR instrument, as well as an operational capability for ocean colour observations and a 
variety of derived ocean coloiu* products [27]. A summary of anticipated VIIRS TIR 
characteristics and capabilities is given in table 2-3.
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2.3.2 Bi-Spectral Infrared Radiometer (BIRD)
In Europe, the use of a low-cost micro-satellite has been an alternative cost savings strategy. In 
2001, the German Aerospace Centre DLR launched the first ever micro-satellite compatible TIR 
instiument on the Bi-Specti’al Infrared Radiometer or BIRD spacecraft. The 26 kg payload, called 
the Hot Spot Recognition System (HSRS) consists of a dual chaimel (MWIR and LWIR) 
radiometer based on cooled line detectors [28]. The key mission of BIRD was to technologically 
demonstiate a low-cost approach to the scientific quantitative investigation of hotspots on the 
Eartli surface (vegetation fires, volcanic activities, burning oil wells or coal seams) [4]. The 
characteristics of BIRD, summarized in table 2-3, include a gromid spatial resolution of 370 m 
and a 190 km swatli width. Although the spatial resolution is not a high as those instruments 
described in section 2.1, the HSRS has successfully demonstrated the sub-pixel detection of 800 
K fires as small as 100 m  ^[4]. The BIRD HSRS has made several advances in the miniaturisation 
of infrared imagers for small satellite platforms including the integration of the detector/cooler 
assembly. In addition, the radiometiic performance for hotspot detection rivals that for larger and 
more costly scanning systems. However, given that BIRD was only a ‘one-off technology 
démonstration satellite, it lacks tlie ground coverage and temporal resolution to meet most 
operational fire detection time requirements.
2.3.3 MediUm scale Surface Temperature (MUST) Instrument
In 1997, Matra Marconi Space and their partners completed a study sponsored by the Emupean 
Commission (DG XII) for a large swath, medimii resolution thermal infrared instmment called the 
Medium Scale Surface Temperature (MUST) Instiument [29]. The basis of their design was a 
series of custom uncooled micro-bolometer arrays manufactured by INO in Canada. Because of 
the use of uncooled technology, MUST would have offered a considerable spatial and temporal 
improvement over AATSR at a fraction of the cost for flight. The characteristics of MUST are 
summarized in table 2-3.
2.3.4 FUEGO
In 1998, the European Commission (DG XII) again commissioned a study, this one called 
FUEG02 [30]. Several agencies took part in tlie FUEG02 contract to develop the concept for a 
12-satellite constellation dedicated to the detection of forest fires. The TIR payload was based on 
a pushbroom MWIR camera to detect forest fires assisted by a VIS/NIR and LWIR cameras to 
improve the resolution of the fire monitoring and to reject false alarms. The entire payload 
worked in concert with a steerable mirror used to point the sensor beam and pitch manoeuvres to 
increase coverage [30]. The overall FUEGO architecture proved to be prohibitively expensive
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and the program was eventually cancelled in 2003. The characteristics of FUEGO are 
smnmarized below.
Instrument TIR Wavebands GSD Swath 
Width / 
Revisit Time
NETD@  
300 K
Mass Size Power
R eq./
Duty
Cycle
VIIRS
(NOAA,
NASA,
DOD)
2005
3.61 - 3.79 j.im 
3.97-4.13 Jim 
8.40 - 8.70 Jim 
10.26- 11.26 Jim 
11.54- 12.49 Jim
3 .55 -3 .93  Jim 
10.50-12.40 Jim 
+ 6 non-TIR bands
800 ni 
400 m
3,000 km / 
0.5 day <0.12K 199 kg
198 cm x  
87 cm X 
129 cm
(2.22 iiF)
134 W
BIRD
(DLR)
2001
3.4 — 4.2 Jim
8.5 -  9.3 Jim
+ 2 non-TIR bands
290 m 148 km notavailable 26 kg ~  0.05 iiF 40 W
MUST
(cancelled)
10.3-11.3 Jim 
11.3 -12.3 Jim 
+ 6 non-TIR bands
250 m 1200 km < 0 .5 K 60 kg -0 .1  n f 100 W
FUEGO
(cancelled)
3 .4 5 -4 .15  Jim 
8 —12 Jim 
-+- 6 non-TIR bands
80 m 
369 m
177 km, w/ 
12 off- 
pointing sats 
16 min
< 0 .4K 62 kg ~  0.4 n f
180 W 
(peak), 140 
W (ave) / 
14%
Table 2-3: TIR Instruments Representing Current Design Trends [26 - 30]
2.4 Analysis: Target Instrument Capabilities
All four of the programmes representing tlie cuirent field of space-borne TIR instiument 
development sti ive to increase tlie quality of their data products whilst reducing the costs of flight. 
The tiend for spatial resolution has decreased somewhat from the instruments discussed in section 
2.2, but is still higher than those discussed in 2.1. The determination of spatial resolution appears 
to have been maximized given the detector technology whilst preserving a reasonable ( 1 - 7  days) 
temporal resolution. The low-temporal resolution of BIRD is tlie exception since it was strictly a 
technology demonstration.
To assist in captming the general target requirements for the development of the baseline 
instrument specification in the next chapter, figure 2-1 was created. In it, all the heritage systems 
discussed in this chapter have been plotted witli respect to ground sample distance (related to 
spatial resolution) and revisit time (temporal resolution). An increase in both of tliese parameters 
would be desirable but, for now, the area defined by the grey circle has been selected as a target 
for this thesis (GSD of ~ 250 -  600 ni, Revisit Time of ~ 1 -  7 days). Lastly, instrument 
sensitivity (NETD) appears to be steady even as more capable detector technology becomes
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available. For low-spatial resolution systems, on-orbit NETDs tend to be around 0.1 K, and for 
medium and high-resolution systems, around 0.4 K.
100
% 10
_ A ASTER
ETM+
A A
-  TM
♦  BIRD
KEY
A  high-spatial, low  temporal resolution
#  low-spatial, high temporal resolution
♦  system s representing future trends 
region o f  focus for thesis
I-J**,
MUST <> 
(cancelled) i
WllKS
FUEGO 
^  (cancelled)
$  AATSR
-- MODIS -# -  
AVHRR
GOES
4 km
250 500 750 1,000
Ground Sample Distance (m)
1,250
Figure 2-1: Revisit Time vs. GSD for Major Space-based TIR Imaging Systems. (The grey 
area represents the targeted GSD/Revisit time region for the instrument development.)
2.5 Analysis: Target Instrument Mass, Size, and Required Power
In the following three figures, instrument mass, size, and required power have been plotted 
against the TIR instrument launch date. While the trend towards reduced mass, size and power is 
slight, overall it is possible to see a gradual tendency towards lower ‘costs to flight’ instruments. 
The exact requirements for the instrument under development in this thesis will not be fully 
defined until after the prototype and modelling phases of the design (discussed in chapters 5 and 
6). However, the general characteristics of heritage instruments will help to identify target ranges 
for these parameters. These target ranges, defined by grey ovals in the figures, will be used as 
inputs to the baseline instrument specification developed in the next chapter where they will be 
evaluated in light of the micro-satellite constraints and interface requirements.
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Figures 2-2: Instrument Mass vs. Launch Date for Heritage TIR Instruments
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Figures 2-3: Instrument Size vs. Launch Date for Heritage TIR Instruments
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Figures 2-4: Instrument Required Power vs. Launch Date for Heritage TIR Instruments
In summary, for the TIR instrument in this thesis, the target mass should be around 5 to 20 kg. 
The final target mass won’t be finalized until after an assessment of the micro-satellite constraints 
in the next chapter and the utilized teclmologies in chapters 4, 5 and 6. In the same way, the 
target volume should be around 0.01 to 0.04 m  ^and power requirement, around 5 to 30 W.
2.6 Analysis: Strategies for Reducing the Costs of Flight
In addition to examining the trends of TIR instmment physical properties, it is useful to also study 
the various strategies taken to reduce the ‘costs to flight’. While all the progiammes in section 2.3 
are unique in their approach, we can identify five cost savings strategies of which all these 
systems use in vaiying degrees of combination. These five shategies include 1) partnering or cost 
sharing, 2) focusing on only a sub-set of user requirements, 3) the extensive use of mass, size, and 
power-saving technologies, 4) tlie use of small satellites, and 5) the use of satellite constellations.
The benefits of the first cost-saving strategy, partnering or cost sharing are obvious. By pooling 
together tlie resources of two or more communities, the cost to each of the individual communities 
is reduced. The VIIRS program effectively demonstrates cost sharing. The second strategy, 
focusmg on a sub-set of user requirements, lessens the requirements on the instrument design 
having a direct effect on its cost. However, the cost savings need to be justified by the benefit 
brought to intended users. BIRD, FUEGO, and to a certain extent, MUST (with its LWIR-only
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wavebands) demonstrates this strategy. All of the systems exhibit some degree of reduced 
waveband selection when compared to systems such as MODIS.
The third cost-saving strategy, use of mass, size, and power-saving technologies, was found in the 
BIRD, MUST, and to a lesser extent, the FUEGO programs. BIRD utilized a relatively compact 
design based on a linear detector array in a push-broom configmation. This approach offered a 
considerable size advantage over the traditional scamiing designs. The MUST design, also a 
compact pushbroom system, was based on uncooled detectors without the requirement for bulky 
and power-hungry on-board detector coolers. Lastly, FUEGO utilized a relatively compact 
pushbroom design and uncooled detector technology for its LWIR band.
The fomth cost-saving strategy, the use of small satellites in order to significantly lower launch 
costs was demonstrated by BIRD and to a lesser extent, the FUEGO design. These instiuments 
were designed to fly on spacecraft with masses of 96 kg and 240 kg respectively. The last cost- 
saving strategy, the use of constellations, was partially shown by BIRD and the FUEGO 
programs. While, both of these programs worked towards a constellation concept in order to 
bring about the full benefit of their data products, neither was able to be fully realised. In 
smnmary, tlie following table displays the five general trends in ‘reducing costs to flight’ and their 
applicability to the four representative programs just discussed.
1) Partnering / 
Cost Sharing
2) Focusing on 
a Sub-set of 
Requirements
3) Use of Mass, 
Size, Power- 
Saving Tech.
4) Use of Small 
Satellites
5) Use of 
Constellations
V im s X
B m D X X X /
MUST / X
FUEGO X / / X
‘TIR-eiihaiiced’
DMC X X X X X
Table 2-4; Applicability of the Four Representative TIR Instrument 
Programs to the Five Current Trends in Reducing the ‘Costs of Flight’ 
X = Fully Applicable, / = Partially Applicable
The last row of table 2-3, labelled ‘TIR-enhanced’ DMC represents the complete technical 
solution proposed by the research in this thesis. DMC stands for the Disaster Monitoring 
Constellation and will be discussed in more detail in the following chapter. What’s important 
here is that the application of the three design principles discussed in the introduction (challenging 
user requirements, rapid development using COTS teclmologies, and use of micro-satellite 
constellations), do overlap with the five cost-savings trends pursued by the cmrent field. 
However, tliis tliesis has attempted to push all these strategies in novel combination beyond their 
cunent limits resulting in a system that exceeds what has been accomplished by heritage systems.
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Chapter 3
3 Defining the Baseline Instrument 
Specification
In staying true to the three design principles introduced in chapter 1 (challenging user 
requirements, rapid development using COTS technologies, and use of micro-satellite 
constellations) and die analysis drawn from chapter 2, the approach adapted from figure 1-1 and 
illustiated below, was taken to develop the instiument specification.
CH A PT ER 3
Target Instrument 
Capabilities
Target Instrument 
Characteristics
Strategies for Reducing  
the Cost o f  Flight
Baseline Specification
Select U ser Requirem ents
M icro-satellite constraints 
& interface requirements
C H  VPTKUS 4 & 5
P ro lo is iv  Testing
C H A P T E R  6
'  C H A P T E R ?
ClplimiSed Spk.\;iliCiili.n!
I h am  Instium ent I te s ta i
M odelling  and SmiulLition
S i m u la t io n
R esults
Figure 3-1: Approach for Developing a Low-cost Instrument Specification
In this thesis, the instrument specification has evolved as these design principles were applied and 
more knowledge was gained regarding the costs and benefits of candidate designs. In this way, 
the specification has been optimised over the com'se of the thesis and will not be presented in final
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form (labelled ‘Optimised Specification’ in the figure above) until chapter 7 prior to the flight 
instmment design. In tliis chapter, however, the rationale for a baseline specification will be 
presented which has served as a launching point for the prototype design and modelling phases of 
tlie research. In doing so, key instrument performance requirements (section 3.1) and micro­
satellite constraints and interface requirements (section 3.2) have been evaluated in light o f the 
results of chapter 2 (target instrument capabilities and characteristics and cost reducing strategies), 
additional remote sensing publications, as well as the standard enhanced Disaster Monitoring 
Constellation (DMC) micro-satellite bus interface and recommendations drawn from tlie Surrey 
Satellite Technology Limited (SSTL) imaging team. The resulting baseline specification is 
broken down element by element in the following sections and is summarized in the final section 
of this chapter.
3.1 Instrument Performance Requirements
Rather than derive the instiument performance requirements directly from a specific niche 
mission application, they have been generalized initially to facilitate greater flexibility in 
explormg a wide range of instmment concepts. Once a concept was selected, it was then possible 
to hone in on the appropriate niche mission areas. What follows is an analysis of each of the 
general parameters that made up the baseline specification. From the souices just described in the 
previous section, initial values for these parameters have been determined to seme as a starting 
point for the prototype design and modelling and smiulation phases.
3.1.1 Spatial Resolution
For most space-based imaging instmment developments, spatial resolution is one of the first 
parameters to be scmtinized. Along with the spacecraft altitude and detector size, the 
specification for spatial resolution has a direct effect on the required optical focal length and 
hence the size and mass of the resulting instmment. In addition, increasing spatial resolution for a 
constant field of view and detector array size decreases the ground coverage and therefore, the 
temporal resolution of the system. In the identification of a baseline value for spatial resolution, 
the results of section 2.4 (Analysis: Target Instmment Capabilities) as well as select user 
requirements drawn from tlie literature were evaluated with a bias towards those capabilities most 
appropriate for a low-cost, micro-satellite compatible instmment.
Returning to figme 2-1, we can see than the spatial resolution of heritage systems has provided 
anywhere from 60 to 4,000 metres ground sample distance (GSD) with the ti'end towards medium 
resolution systems (250 -  500 metres) when the revisit time and detector/optics characteristics
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permit. From the analysis in section 2.4, a GSD of ~ 250 to 600 metres was determine a good 
target relative to the field.
Now, refeii’ing die remote sensing literature, a recent ESA-sponsored study entitled, “Study of a 
Thermal High-Resolution Earth Mapper (THEMA)” was referenced [31]. Although this study 
was devoted to the definition of a high spatial, low temporal resolution TIR instrument, it still 
provided a good overview of spatial and sensitivity TIR imaging requirements as identified from 
several authoritative studies. In table 3-1, die THEMA study synthesis of on-orbit requirements 
are presented. The required top of atmosphere (TOA) radiometric sensitivities have been derived 
from ground requirements by use of an atmospheric radiative transfer model.
Application Required 
GSD (m)
Required
6Ttoa(K)
Reference
1 Fires a) Extension 50 1 .5 -2 .5 ERSIS
b) Burned Area 50 0.3 ERSIS
2 Volcanology a) Geothermal 50 0.3 FOCUS
b) Translucent clouds 100 0.3-0.6 THEMA
3 Urban Heat Islands a) Material charact. 50 0.29 THEMA
b) Microclimate 100 0.29 THEMA
4 Hydric/ETR conditions a) Risk 200 0.1-0.3 ERSIS/CSK
b) Agriculture 30-50 0.08 THEMA/CSK
5 Earth Science / Geology 50 0.1 ERSIS
6 Oil Slicks (Thin) a) inshore 50 0.08 THEMA/CSK
b) offshore 100 0.08 THEMA
Oil Slicks (Thick) a) inshore 50 0.22 THEMA/CSK
b) offshore 100 0.22 THEMA
7 Water Pollution a) thennal phunes 50 0.22 ERS1S7THEMA
b) ciu'rents & fishery 100-200 0.22 ERSIS/THEMA
ERSIS [32]; FOCUS [33]; THEMA [34]; Skyined [35]
Table 3-1: User Requirements from the THEMA Study [31 - 35]
Another representative source of user requirements has been the German Aerospace Centre 
(DLR) as published in their contribution to the 2001 textbook, “Global and Regional Vegetation 
Fire Monitoring from Space; Planning a Coordinated International Effort” [4]. In this source, 
DLR presents a list of space-bome fire recognition tasks and requirements. This list has been 
adapted and presented as table 3-2 below.
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Task Radiometric
reqiûrements
Geometric requirements 
for global analysis
Geometric requirements for 
local and regional studies
GSD (m) Swath (km) GSD (m) Swatli (km)
Remote
measiu'ement of hot 
event temperatiu’e 
and area and 
classification of fire 
type
VIS, NIR, MWIR, 
and LWIR 
channels:
MWIR (@ 300 K): 
NETD = 0.5 K 
LWIR (@ 300 K): 
NETD = 0.3 K
3 0 0 -5 0 0 >1500 5 0 -1 0 0  for 
MWIR and 
LWIR
300 - 500
Determination of 
hot event 
coordinates
-5 0 0 100
Table 3-2: Space-borne Fire Recognition Tasks and Requirements [4]
Considering all these sources, summarized in table 3-3 below, the resulting spatial resolution 
range for the baseline specification was determined to be 250 -  500 m GSD. Later in this thesis, 
the limitations of the detector array and optics sizes, as well as a trade analysis with the desired 
temporal resolution will be performed. These factors will be analysed in chapters 4 through 6 and 
will provide a key influence to the final instiument specification defined in chapter 7.
Influencing Factors for Spatial Resolution Value
Standards and future trends set by TIR data products o f heritage systems (figure 2-1) -2 5 0  -600 m
Published requirements fi'om remote sensing TIR data user community (tables 3-1 & 3-2) - 5 0 - 5 0 0  m
The need to balance high spatial resolution with limits in optics and detector array size TBD in Chpt. 4
The need to balance high spatial resolution with decreased ground coverage TBD in Chpt. 4
The exact characteristics of available supporting COTS hardware (detector and optics) TBD in Chpt. 4
Baseline Specification -2 5 0  -500 in
Table 3-3: Sources and Final Determined Value for the Baseline Specification for Spatial Resolution
3.1.2 Temporal Resolution (Revisit Time)
In developing the baseline specification for temporal resolution, many of the same sources used 
for spatial resolution were referenced. From the standards and fiituie trends set by TIR heritage 
systems (see section 2.4 and figme 2-1), a temporal resolution of 0,5 to 7 days was deemed an 
appropriate target for a future mid-spatial resolution instmment. Looking at the THEMA and 
DLR references [4, 31], the temporal requirements come as short as 15 minutes but this 
requirement is presently unrealistic for any spacecraft also striving for medium spatial resolution.
In addition, the available detector array size, the final specification for spatial resolution, the host 
satellite’s off-pointing or roll capabilities, and the number of spacecraft in the constellation flying 
TIR instruments were also influencing factors. These factors will be discussed later in more detail 
but it is important to identify them here as an influence that will midoubtedly have an effect on the
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final optimisation of the specification. Therefore, for now, the value of 1 to 7 days has been 
judged an appropriate range for a baseline specification for temporal resolution for a low-cost 
medium spatial resolution TIR instrument.
Influencing Factors for Temporal Resolution Value
Standards and hiture trends set by TIR heritage systems (figure 3-2) ~ 0.5 - 7 days
Published requirements fiom remote sensing TIR data user commimity Up to 15 min
The need to balance higher temporal resolution with decreased spatial 
resolution TBD in Chpt. 4
Available detector array size TBD in Chpt. 4
Host satellite’s off-pointing (roll) capabilities (see section 3.2.7) TBD in Chpt. 4
Number of satellites in constellation (see section 3.2.6) TBD in Chpt. 4
Baseline Specification 1 - 7  days
Table 3-4: Sources and Final Determined Value for the Temporal Resolution Baseline Specification
3.1.3 Waveband Selection (Spectral Resolution)
The final specification for imaging waveband or spectral resolution will also be derived from 
several sources. Waveband selection will be influenced primarily by the TIR characteristics of 
the ground scene, the atmospheric windows in which that radiance can reach the satellite platform 
and the characteristics of available supporting COTS hardware (detector specti'al responsivity, 
relative optical apertuie, optical filters, etc.). It will also be influenced by the need to apply split- 
band algorithms for atmospheric correction and hotspot detection false alarm rejection. These 
factors, however, are beyond the scope of the analysis performed for the baseline specification but 
will be investigated in detail prior to settling on the final specification.
In the interest of establishing a baseline specification for spectral resolution, the wavebands of 
heritage systems listed in tables 2-1, 2-2, and 2-3 were referenced. From here, the list of 
candidate wavebands is long, especially in systems such as MODIS. However, for a low-cost 
instrument, only a select number of wavebands will be possible. Therefore, the looking at the 
most common choices for heritage systems, the wavebands shown in table 3-5 have been chosen 
for the baseline specification. However, they will be scrutinised and eventually optimised, as the 
other influencing factors become known.
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Influencing Factors for Spectral Resolution Value
TIR characteristics of the scene (siu'face phenomenology) TBD in Chpt. 6
Atmospheric windows TBD in Chpt. 6
Characteristics of available supporting COTS hardware (detector 
spectral responsivity, relative optical apertuie, optical filters, etc.) TBD in Chpt. 5
The need to correct for atmospheric effects and reduce false alarms TBD in Chpt. 6
Standards and hiture trends set by TIR data products of heritage systems 
(most commonly used bands)
3 .55-3.93 pm 
10.3 -  11.3 pm 
11 .3-12.3 pm
The need to balance the benefits of multiple channels with instrument 
size and complexity as well as reduced radiation available to the detector. TBD in Chpt. 6
Baseline Specification 3.55 -  3.93 pm10.3 -11.3  pm
11.3 -12.3  pm
Table 3-5: Sources and Final Determined Value for the Baseline Specification for Spectral Resolution
3.1.4 Sensitivity (Noise Equivalent Temperature Difference)
The factors influencmg a specification for on-orbit instrument sensitivity, or noise equivalent 
temperature difference (NETD), include as before, standards and future trends set by the TIR data 
products of heritage systems as well as published requirements from remote sensing TIR data user 
community. Referencing section 2.4, NETDs for heritage typically ranged from 0.1 to 0.5 K. 
Referencing table 3-1, the THEMA study indicates that NETDs ranging from 0.08 to 0.6 would 
be useful for most applications. However, tlie ultimate capability in terms if NETD will be 
determined by the characteristics of the imager itself such as detector responsivity for the chosen 
waveband and the relative apertuie of the imaging optics, but most importantly, by the total 
systems noise mainly influenced by the detector choice and electi'onics design. These factors will 
all be evaluated in later chapters but prior to settling on a final specification. For now, the 
following table shows the selection for sensitivity at 0.1 to 0.6 K NETD for a 300 K ground scene 
for the baseline specification.
Influencing Factors for Imager Sensitivity Value
Standards & hiture trends set by TIR data products of heritage systems 0.1 to 0.5 K
Published requirements from remote sensing TIR data user community 0.08 to 0.6 K
The exact characteristics of available supporting COTS hardware 
(detector spectral responsivity and total system noise) TBD in Chpt. 5
The need to balance the benefits of low NETD with a spectial 
resolution (wide waveband will lower NETD) TBD in Chpt. 6
The need to balance the benefits of low NETD with a high relative 
apertuie (low relative apertiues add optical complexity and increase the 
optics size/mass)
TBD in Chpt. 6
Baseline Specification
0.1 to 0.6 K NETD 
for a 300 K 
ground scene
Table 3-6: Sources and Final Determined Value for the Baseline Specification for Sensitivity (NETD)
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3.1.5 Scene Dynamic Range
The specification for the scene dynamic range becomes important when considering the large 
variability of TIR scene phenomenology, especially those containing hot events such as fires or 
volcanic emptions. The dynamic range needs to be high enough to captuie the full range of 
selected phenomenology but low enough so as not to sacrifice too much sensitivity. A final 
determination of dynamic range will not be possible until the detector technology is evaluated for 
a variety of scene conditions in chapter 6. However, for the baseline specification, we can 
reference a few sources in the published literatuie. The first source comes from Wright in his 
proposal for automated detection of volcanic eruptions using MODIS [19]. Wright states that the 
range -  80 to +100 °C is sufficient to cover the full range of ambient Earth surface brightness 
temperatures. As mentioned in section 2.2.3, Wright also discusses the ‘fire channel’ on MODIS 
(the first instmment to be tailored for hot, typically saturating, scene phenomena), which was 
designed to have a saturation temperature of ~ 500 K while tlie non-fire channel for the same 
waveband (more sensitive), saturates around 330 K. However, even with the fire channel, 
MODIS still experienced saturation for high gromid pixel temperatures making fire 
characterization problematic. Lastly, in the DLR fire monitoring chapter referenced for table 3-2, 
a 22 bit digital dynamic range is recommended for a MWIR channel and 14 bits for LWIR 
instiuments engaged in fire classification [9]. Since there is no way to normalize the ground 
scene and digital dynamic range requirements without a definition of the instmment design, only 
the ground scene temperatures will be used for the baseline specification. DLR’s 
recommendations will be referred back to later in the design cycle, especially when considering 
the adequacy of die 8-bit range used for other Eardi imagers flying on the SSTL Disaster 
Monitoring Constellation [6].
Influencing Factors for Dynamic Range Value
Standards and fiitine ti'ends set by TIR data products of 
heritage systems Up to 500 K
Published requirements fi'om remote sensing TIR data user 
comimmity
-  80 to +100 °C for ambient 
temperatures; > 500 K for fire 
characterization
The need to balance the benefits of a high dynamic range 
with lower sensitivity TBD in Chpt. 6
Baseline Specification 193 to 600 K
Table 3-7: Sources and Final Determined Value for the Baseline Specification for Dynamic Range
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3.1.6 Timeliness and Delivery of Imagery
The baseline specification for timeliness and delivery of imagery has been initially tied to the 
existmg capabilities of die SSTL Disaster Monitoring Constellation (DMC) which is at least as 
good as the capabilities of existing systems discussed in Section 2.2 [6]. However, this is an area 
ripe for further advancement and novel approaches to produce a dramatic increase in this 
capability will be explored in chapter 8.
The DMC has been designed to operate with a dishibuted ground segment, which provides 
greatest redundancy, ample scope for growth, and encouiages cooperation. It can also be operated 
as a centralized system when necessary, for instance to carry out constellation-wide housekeeping 
tasks. For disaster response, Reuters AlertNet receives requests for images from Aid agencies, 
activated by the country affected by the disaster asking for international assistance. The DMC 
consortium dien targets the disaster response images with highest priority, and uploads a schedule 
to all available satellites in the constellation. The typical timeline between DMC tasking and the 
receiving of imagery in this operations mode has been in the order of 24 to 48 horns [6]. 
Therefore, this will serve at present, as tlie baseline value.
Influencing Factors for Timeliness and Delivery of Imagery Value
The existmg and planned disaster response capabilities of DMC 24 hours
Baseline Specification
At least 24 
hours via the 
internet
Table 3-8: Sources and Final Determined Value for the Baseline Specification for Timeliness
3.2 Micro-satellite Constraints and Interface Requirements
To complete the second half of the baseline specification, an initial evaluation of the micro- 
satellite constraints and interface requirements has been made. As a significant departure from 
the field, complying with the stringent constraints and interface requirements of a micro-satellite 
will be one of the key factors enabling the flight of a low-cost instrument. Like first half of the 
baseline specification focused on instrument capability, the remaining section will also serve 
merely as a starting point for the instrument design. Until each of these criteria is evaluated 
against their effect on the total system, they are subject to change. Their final, optimised values 
will not be determined until chapter 7 in the preface to the flight instrument design.
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3.2.1 Mass Budget
The first micro-satellite constraint to be specified will be the total allowable instrument mass. 
Obviously, the higher the instrument mass, the more opportunity there will be to add capability 
but the more expensive the instrument will be to place on orbit. Therefore, like any spacecraft 
payload, any amount of the spacecraft mass budget consumed by the TIR instrument should be 
justified and optimised to yield the greatest performance for the cost. To determine a mass range 
for the baseline specification, two key somnes have been used. The first source was the standard 
set by heritage instruments analysed in section 2.5. The second source was historic mass budgets 
of other imaging payloads drat have flown on SSTL spacecraft, particularly those currently in the 
DMC. Later on, after potential instmment mass values were evaluated for their contribution to 
the instmment capability and the ability to be hosted by the DMC, die final specification was 
determined.
Looking at the characteristics of current systems (see figure 2-2), it can be seen that TIR imaging 
radiometer payloads have historically had a significantly large mass (200 -  400 kg) for high- 
spatial, low-temporal resolution systems and somewhat less mass but still large (~ 100 kg) for 
low-spatial, high-temporal resolution systems. The largest contributor to this mass has typically 
been the large scanning optics and detector cooler assemblies used to meet the stringent 
performance requirements of these systems. However, as demonstrated by VIIRS and BIRD, die 
general trend has been a slight reduction in mass. Using BIRD as a benchmark, which 
incidentally, has been the only micro-satellite to have flown a TIR instrument, a low-cost, micro­
satellite compatible TIR instrument should have a mass in the range of 25 kg. However, one of 
the goals of this instiument is to not consume the entire mass budget of a micro-satellite like 
BIRD but be easily be integrated along with diat standard configur ation of other Earth observation 
instruments. Therefore, the instrument developed in this research program should have a total 
mass significantly less than 25 kg.
In referencing the historical mass budgets of other imaging payloads that have flown on SSTL 
micro-satellites, one can get much more specific guidance on the total allowable mass. In the 
past, the 50 -  100 kg SSTL micro-satellites have allowed for 20 to 30 percent for the payload (10 
to 15 kg) [36]. For the SSTL enhanced micro-satellite, the spacecraft weighs around 88 kg, of 
which 19 kg is payload [6]. Therefore, because we will need to share die payload mass budget 
with other instruments, die baseline target mass zone for this instrument, denoted by the gray oval 
in lower right corner of figure 2-2, will be around 3 -  10 kg, a radical departur e from die field 
indeed.
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Influencing Factors for Instrument Mass Value
Standards and future trends set by TIR data products o f  heritage system s < 2 5  kg
Historic mass budgets o f  other imaging payloads that have flown on SSTL 
spacecraft l - 2 k g .
The need to optimise the relationship between mass and instrument 
performance T BD  in Chpt. 4
Baseline Specification 3 - 1 0  kg
Table 3-9: Sources and Final Determined Value for the Baseline Specification for Total Instrument Mass
3.2.2 Structure and Volume
Like the mass budget, the instrument specification for structure and volume was influenced by 
heritage TIR Earth observation instruments, those historically operating in other wavebands on 
other SSTL micro-satellites, as well as the size benefit/cost analysis that took place in later 
chapters. In that analysis, the added capabilities brought by larger optics and camera structure 
were weighed against the performance gained. Looking at heritage TIR instruments (figure 2-3), 
one can see that the next generation of miniature TIR imaging radiometers should consume less 
than the current limit of 0.05 m  ^set by BIRD.
Looking at the available structure and volume available on at SSTL DMC enhanced micro­
satellite (see figure 3-2 below), a TIR instrument should ideally consume around the same volume 
as an existing camera head pair used in the visible/NlR multispectral optics bench (two times 72 
mm X 111 mm x 158 mm or ~ 0.002 m^).
■
Figure 3-2: The Structure of a Typical SSTL DMC Micro-satellite [6]
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The DMC multispectral camera heads have an aperture of 76 mm. For the electronics, the typical 
DMC multispectral imager requires a full size Microsat tiay. This carries the two PCB boards 
(one per Bank of cameras), the two Interpoint DC-DC converters and their respective EMI filters. 
Allowing for tlie larger bulk most probably required for a TIR imager over one operating in the 
visible or near IR, the baseline specification for volume was chosen to be 0.01 m  ^ (minus 
electronics) with an entrance aperture less than 100 mm.
Influencing Factors for Volume and Size Value
Standards and hitine trends set by TIR data products o f  heritage system s <  0.05 n f
Historic m ass budgets o f  other im aging payloads that have flown on 
SSTL spacecraft -0 .0 0 1  m^
The need to optimise the relationship between mass and instrument 
performance T BD  in Chpt. 4
Baseline Specification
<  0.01 liri;
<  100 mm input 
aperture
Table 3 10: Sources and Final Determined Value for the Baseline Specification for Size and Volume
3,2.3 Power
Typically, the power requirements for Earth observation instmments are modest compared to 
otlier satellite systems and it is not wortli it to try to save power in the Earth obseiwation 
instrument design. However, this is not the case when using micro-satellites where it is not 
possible to carry large power plants (sun-ti'acking arrays) [36]. The power system of the DMC 
comprises four body mounted GaAs solar panels and an 8 All NiCd battery. A raw 28 V bus is 
distributed, alongside a regulated 5V bus. Lines are electronically switched and over-current 
protected with electronic switches. The system delivers over 30W orbit average to the platfomi 
and payloads, with 12 W for the platform, and approximately 16-20 W available for payload 
operations including tlie average 1 W for each of the DMC multi-spectral camera heads for their 
detector operation and supporting electronics [6]. For the baseline spec, a peak power of 5 Watts 
will be allotted for the TIR imager until a better understanding of the requirements for the chosen 
supporting technologies is gained in the prototype development. Compared to heritage 
instmments (including BIRD at 40 Watts), 5 Watts is a very low power budget for a TIR imaging 
radiometer and, like mass and size, represents major departure from the field.
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Influencing Factors for Allowable Power Consumption Value
Standards and future trends set by TIR data products o f  heritage systems < 4 0  W
Historic mass budgets o f  other im aging payloads that have flown on 
SSTL spacecraft ~  1 W
The need to optimise the relationship between mass and instrument 
performance T BD  in Chpt. 5
Baseline Specification ~5 W
Table 3-11: Sources and Final Determined Value for the 
Baseline Specification for Allowable Power Consumption
3.2.4 Electronics Interface (Command & Control, OBDH, & Data Downlink)
Because the command and control, data handling and data downlink requirements do not vary 
significantly from one Earth observation instrument to another on a given host spacecraft, the 
electronics interface with the TIR imaging radiometer should match as closely as possible to those 
used for other DMC Earth imagers. Unless an engineering justification arises during prototype 
development, it will be assumed that a similar electronics interface can be used.
Payload
3-bands
SSDR
4Gbit
From OB C
TX1 MS M U lspedrel TX2S-band SSDR S d id  State 
Data r e c a d  a-
S-band
Ë3 CAN C o rtrd  Area NefcvCTk H i
 ^rT
OBC
MUX
TX
Antenna
On Board Computer 
MU tplexer 
T lansmitter
Figure 3-3: DMC Camera Electronics System Block Diagram |6]
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As can be seen in the system block diagram in flgiue 3-3, each of die DMC multispectral cameras 
interfaces with a set of solid-state data recorders (SSDRs). The two main solid-state data 
recorders are configured to provide 4Gbit or 8Gbit each, and a back-up data recorder provides an 
additional 1Gbit of solid-state storage [6]. Input from the spacecraft clock allows software on the 
data recorder to deal with significant parts of the payload-scheduling task. The primary data 
recorders are based around a Motorola PowerPC processor, and have the capability to carry out 
on-board image processing should this be required in the future. The secondary data recorder is 
based on an Intel ShongArm processor, providing a minimal level of redundancy through 
alternate technology. A high speed S-band downlink is employed for data return, witli 4 W RF 
power, and operating at 8 Mbps. The spacecraft is largely dual redundant, with a CAN-based data 
handling system. Therefore, for the baseline specification, the TIR imager will be specified to 
interface with the LVDS/CAN interface of the DMC spacecraft. It should be able to operate with 
only 1GB of memory and a 30 Mbit/s data rate.
influencing factor for the Electronics Interface Value
The enhanced DMC standard interface LVDS/ CAN 
Data rate: <30 Mbit/s 
Memory: < 1GB
Baseline Specification
LVDS/ CAN 
Data rate: < 30 Mbit/s 
Memory: < 1GB
Table 3-12: Sources and Final Determined Value for the 
Baseline Specification for the Electronics Interface
3.2.5 Thermal Control
The thermal gradient in micro-satellites actually varies less than in larger spacecraft [36]. On­
board telemetry has shown that the interior of a SSTL micro-satellite typically sees less than 10 
deg C variation over an orbit [36]. This small variation helps to minimize stress on the hardware 
as well as tlie thermal expansion of optics. A sun-synchronous orbit like that used for DMC, has a 
very predictable tliermal cycle, which allows for an accurate balancing of the thermal budget for 
on-board instmments. The requirements for thermal control will stem mainly from the properties 
of the materials used in the optics, the allowable thermal noise in the detector, the heat generated 
by tlie electi'onics, and the capabilities of the DMC spacecraft’s passive thermal control system. 
The optics will need to be protected from any temperature variation over the orbit and the 
detectors will need to be cooled to a level where thermal noise is tolerable (down to 70 K for 
heritage instmments) whilst preventing the freezing of any on-board micro-satellite propellant.
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This will also need to be accomplished within the allowable mass and power limitations, which 
could make the use of coolers used on heritage systems problematic. Therefore, the specification 
for thermal control will be stated as the expected environment inside the DMC spacecraft: 280 -  
290ÏC
Influencing factor for Thermal Control Value
The enhanced DM C optics bench thermal environment Able to withstand 
2 8 0 -2 9 0  K
Properties o f  the materials used in the optics, the allowable thermal noise  
in the detector, the heat generated by the electronics, etc. TBD in Chpt. 4
Baseline Specification Able to withstand 280-290 K
Table 3-13: Sources and Final Determined Value for 
the Baseline Specification for Thermal Control
3.2.6 Constellation Orbit(s)
The constellation orbit for the TIR imaging radiometer in this research programme has been 
chosen to be that of the SSTL Disaster Monitoring Constellation (DMC). By doing so, the 
instrument can be grounded to tlie experiences of actual fielded spacecraft and permitted to 
exploit the constellation’s high-temporal properties. In order to be able to use a single dedicated 
launcher, the DMC design has been based on a single orbit plane. A sun-synchronous was base- 
lined with a Local Time of the Ascending Node at 10:00 near 700km altitude [6]. With a 
moderate Ground Sampling Distance of the visible/NIR instmments of 32 m, it is possible to 
provide daily global coverage at the equator with 4 to 8 spacecraft, with each spacecraft accessing 
300 to 600 Imi of swath [6].
Influencing factor for the Constellation Orbit Value
The Disaster M onitoring Constellation (DMC) 
orbit characteristics
700 km altitude, sun-synchronous, LAN 10:00 
4 to 8 spacecraft
Baseline Specification 700 km altitude, sun-synch, LAN 10:00 
4 to 8 spacecraft
Table 3-14: Sources and Final Determined Value for the 
Baseline Specification for the Constellation Orbit
3.2.7 Platform Stability, Attitude Determination & Pointing Accuracy
As with the last three areas, the baseline specification for platform stability, attitude 
determination, and pointing accuracy have been drawn directly from the characteristics o f the 
enhanced DMC micro-satellite. A key decision in the DMC spacecraft design was to reject a 3-
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axis conti'olled solution with instrument off-pointing capability, for a nadir-stabilised platform 
with a wide swath instiument and electronics off-pointing. As mission lifetime and reliability 
were considered key parameters, a momentum biased attitude control system was selected, 
augmented by a gravity gradient boom. This provides natural platform stability, as well as 
providing an inherently safe spacecraft attitude configuration. The spacecraft is 3-axis stabilised, 
using a pitch momentum wheel and yaw reaction wheel, and dual redundant 3-axis magnetorquers 
[6].
Various parameters are stored with each image, including spacecraft position, attitude and attitude 
rate. The other DMC Earth observation insti'mnents’ swath widths are wide and so accurate 
pointing or no roll slewing is available. A giavity gradient boom is employed to provide a high 
degi'ee of platform stability, constraining attitude rates to less than ±2.5 mdeg/s. Two vector 
magnetometers and four dual-axis sun-sensors are carried in order to locate position to better than 
±0.25°, but control is relaxed at ±1°. A GPS receiver is carried to aid navigation during the 
critical mission phases, and provides an accurate spacecraft clock [6].
However, there may be other factors that will require a modification of the DMC parameters. 
These factors include the allowable jitter for a given detector pixel pitch and imager spatial 
resolution and user-driven requirements such as the geo-location of TIR phenomena, etc. These 
factors will be explored in later chapters but, for now, the existing DMC parameters will form the 
primaiy influence for the baseline specification.
Influencing Factors for the Platform Stability, Attitude 
Determination, and Pointing Accuracy
Value
The enhanced DMC micro-satellite characteristics Pointing accuracy: ±1.0 deg 
Pointing knowledge: ± 0.25 deg
Allowable jitter for a given detector pixel pitch and imager 
spatial resolution. TBD in Chpt. 4
Baseline Specification Pointing accuracy: ± 1.0 deg Pointing knowledge: ± 0.25 deg
Table 3-15: Sources and Final Determined Value for the Baseline Specification for 
the Platform Stability, Attitude Determination, and Pointing Accuracy
3.3 Summary of Baseline Specifications
In summary, table 3-16 on the next page catalogues die baseline specification that was used in the 
development of an imager prototype and modelling and simulation phases in the following 
chapters. As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, the baseline specification has served 
only as a starting point for instmment development. As more knowledge was gained through the
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prototype design, fabrication, test, and modelling phases of this research, the specification was 
optimised into one offering the best performance for the least cost (see chapter 7).
Specification Most Significant Influencing Factors Baseline Value
Spatial resolution • Satellite altitude
•  Optics focal length
• Detector pixel pitch
250 -  500 meties GSD
Temporal resolution (revisit time) • Detector aiTay size
•  Spatial resolution
• Constellation size
1 - 7  days
Waveband selection and SpecU'al 
resolution
• Scene phenomenology
• Atmospheric windows
• Detector responsivity
•  Optics relative apertuie
3.55 -  3.93 \im
10.3-11 .3  pm
11.3-12 .3  pm
Sensitivity (NETD) • System noise
• Detector responsivity
• Spectial resolution
• Optics relative aperture
0.1 -  0.6 K NETD for a 
300 K gr ound scene
Dynamic range • Scene phenomenology
• Detector responsivity
• Detector gain
• A/d conversion
190 - 600 K 
8-bit
Timeliness and delivery of imagery • Downlinlc rate
• Number of ground stations
• User inhastiuctuie
< 24 hour s via the internet
Mass • Optics (materials, focal length, 
and relative apertui e)
•  Use of coolers
•  On-boaid calibration
3 - lO k g
Volume • Optics (focal length, and 
relative apertuie)
•  On-boai'd calibration
< 0.01 rn^
Overall dimensions • Same as volume < 150 mm X 150 nun x 150 
mm (< 100 mm input 
aperture)
Peak power • Detector operation and cooling
•  Electronics
• On-board calibration
< 5 Watts
Memory Usage • Reliability
• Use of flight proven 
components
< 1GB
Data rate • Reliability
• Use of flight proven 
components
< 30 M/bit/s
Data format # Host satellite LVDS/ CAN
Command and control format • Host satellite LVDS/ CAN
Thermal control •  Host satellite able to withstand 
280 -  290 K
Orbit height •  Host satellite 700 km
Orbit type •  Host satellite sun-synchronous, LAN 10:00
Number of platforms in 
constellation
• Host constellation 4 to 8
Pointing accui’acy •  Host satellite +/- 1.0 deg
Pointing Knowledge •  Host satellite +/- 0.25 deg
Table 3-16: TIR Instrument Baseline Specification
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Chapter 4
4 Imager Prototype Design and Fabrication
As described in section 1.3, tlie approach chosen to develop a low-cost TIR instmment concept 
involved the use of mutually supportive testing and modelling phases. In this chapter, the 
methodology used to design and fabricate the imager prototype used for the testing phase will be 
summarized. This will be done by first identifying the COTS components best matched to meet 
the baseline specification defined in tlie previous chapter. Then, the hardware and software 
modifications required to complete the COTS-based imager prototype were engineered. Finally, 
the COTS components and modifications were assembled and debugged to form a working 
imager. The design methodology described in this chapter is relevant not only because it 
produced an asset used in the testing phase described in tlie next chapter, but also because many 
of the items in the baseline specification were evaluated in light of the available COTS 
technologies. In addition, the hands on experience gained from working with the hardware 
proved to have a direct conti'ibution to the design of the flight instiiiiiient. These ancillary 
benefits will be discussed more fully in the definition of the final instmment specification in 
chapter 7.
4.1 Choice of Commercial off the Shelf (COTS) Technologies
The application of suitable commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) technologies was one of the three 
design principles introduced in chapter 1 that helped enable the rapid-development of a low-cost 
TIR imaging radiometer design. By leveraging the commercial demand for applicable 
technologies (usually for terrestrial applications), the development costs, risks, and time 
requirements were significantly reduced. In the following sections, the methodology and results 
of the sui'vey of low cost COTS technologies used in the instmment prototype have been 
summarised.
4.1.1 Detector Array
In the development of any Earth observation instmment, it is the detector technology that 
ultimately drives tlie capability of the system. Therefore, tlie foundation of the COTS sui'vey, 
which encompasses optics, stmcture, etc., was the thermal infrared detector array and its
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supporting electronics. The survey’s goal was to find a candidate commercially available detector 
array that would enable a low-cost imager design to best meet the baseline specification. Any 
gaps in meeting tlie baseline specification were then answered by readdiessing the specification 
itself or by compensating elsewhere in the imager architectme.
4.1.1.1 Survey Criteria
Table 4-1 below lists those portions of the baseline specification that influenced the COTS 
detector sui'vey. Some of the specifications such as instrument spatial and temporal resolution, 
mass and size were not be able to be fully evaluated until the remainder of the imager architecture 
was selected.
Specification Baseline Value Applicable Detector Array Parameters
Spatial resolution
250 -  500 metres GSD
• Pixel size (the smaller the pixel, the 
shorter the required optical focal length)
• High pixel fill factor
Temporal resolution (revisit 
time) 1 - 7  days
• Airay size (more across track pixels, 
the larger the groimd swath)
Waveband selection and 
Spectial resolution
3.55 -  3.93 pm 
10.3 -  11.3 pm 
11 .3 -12 .3  pm
• Good detector responsivity from 3.55 to 
3.93 pm and 10.3 -12.3 pm
Sensitivity (NETD)
0.1 -  0.6 K NETD for a 
300 K gi'ound scene
• Good responsivity (small terrestrial 
NETD)
• Low noise (the smaller the noise, the 
lower the NETD)
Dynamic range
190 - 600 K
• Does the detector have an adjustable 
gain and offset to cover the dynamic 
range?
Mass 3 - 1 0  kg •  Detector package and supporting infi-asti'ucture (coolers, etc.) mass
Volume < 0.01 n f • Detector package and supporting infr'asti uctui e (cooler, etc.) size
Overall dimensions <150 mm X 150 mm x 150 mm • Same as volume
Peak power
< 5 Watts
•  Detector and supporting infr astructui e 
(cooler, electronics, etc.) power 
consumption
Memory Usage <1GB • Memory requirements
Data rate < 30 M/bit/s • Frame rate, data output
Data format LVDS/ CAN • Data output format
Command & contiol format LVDS/ CAN • Command format
Thermal conti ol able to withstand 
2 8 0 -2 9 0  K • Detector package thermal requirements
Orbit height
700 km
• Small detector time constant; Altitude 
determines orbital velocity. The smaller 
the time constant, the less pixel blur.
Number of platforms in 
constellation 4 to 8
• Large array size (more satellites, the 
smaller required number of across ti ack 
pixels)
Cost <£30,000 • Low detector array cost: < ~  £ 10,000
Table 4-1: Detector Applicable Portion of the Baseline Specification
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In addition to these items criteria, the detector array’s commercial availability (reasonable 
production line, non-prohibitive export contiols, and deliveiy times) as well as the vendor’s 
propensity for futuie technology advances and product availability were also considered.
4.1.1.2 Cooled vs. Uncooled Technology
The TIR Earth imaging radiometer designer has a variety of detector technologies to choose from, 
including flight proven cooled detector arrays such as those made from HgCdTe (MCT), 
antimonide-based materials, and quantum well infrared photodetectors (QWIP) [37]. However, in 
tliis study, the baseline specification required for an order of magnitude decrease in instmment 
mass, size, power, and cost -  whilst still achieving reasonable mission utility (see baseline 
specification). Therefore, cooled technology was sidelined until the emerging capabilities of 
uncooled detectors were explored.
It should be noted that the required concessions made in radiometric performance for uncooled 
technology have been diamatically reduced in recent years. Uncooled TIR detectors have been 
around for decades but due to advances in micromachining and thin-fllm deposition technologies, 
developers have now been able to create anays of veiy small and thermally isolated pixel 
stmctures compatible with silicon IC processes. These advances, in addition to the integrating of 
the detector electi'onics at the sensor head, has created an uncooled detector array industi'y 
offering a wide variety of very small 320 x 240 and 640 x 480 pixel devices, with reported 
terrestrial noise equivalent temperature differences (NETDs) less than 100 mK [38]. It is this 
growing commercial industry that was leveraged in tliis TIR imager development. Cooled TIR 
technology may eventually prove the best solution for of Surrey’s Earth observation payloads, 
but, for the reasons outlined above, uncooled detectors were judged a practical first step to 
imaging in the TIR band.
4.1.1.3 Choices in Uncooled Technology
In this sui'vey the three main classes of uncooled infrared technology (pyroelectric, 
thermoelectric, and resistive bolometer) were initially evaluated. Whilst pyroelectric arrays were 
found to have stiong potential for Earth obsei'vation, tlie fact that they require a mechanical 
chopper, and hence have the potential for inducing micro-vibrations on very small satellite 
platforms, made them unattiactive in light of alternative technologies [39]. Thermoelecti ic arrays 
also offered some potential, but the technology still requires significant development in the 
commercial sector. It should be noted, however, that there have been some advances in 
thermoelectric arrays, which holds potential for Sun or Earth sensors for spacecraft attitude 
determination [40]. Commercial array sizes and radiometiic performance are improving, and so 
the Surrey Space Centie should continue to closely monitor tliermoelectiic arrays. Lastly, it
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should be noted that other teclmologies, such as MEMS microcantilever tecluiology, are 
continuously being explored so it is important that the state of the COTS industiy be reassessed 
with each further generation of TIR imager [41].
The last class of un-cooled infrared tecluiology, resistive bolometers, has recently been the most 
aggressively developed of the three for terrestiial applications. Resistive bolometers have been 
around for decades, but major developments in micromaching and thin-fîlm deposition have led to 
a surge in commercially available microbolometer arrays. These arrays are finding multiple 
markets in fire fighting, security, and manufactui'ing, which encourages sti'eamlmed production 
processes and increasingly less expensive and better performing devices. In the next section, a 
summaiy of commercially available microbolometer arrays will be presented.
4.1.1.4 Commercially Available Resistive M icrobolometer Arrays
The typical commercially available microbolometer array has tlie following characteristics: 320 x 
240 pixel array, 35 - 50 pm pixel pitch, a noise equivalent temperature difference (NETD) less 
than 100 mK at 300 K witli f/1 optics. However, international competition is growing and subtle 
variations are common and will be outlined in this section.
4»LL4*1 United States
One of the leading souices of commercial microbolometers is the United States, where pioneering 
microbolometer development began in 1982, primarily supported by military funding [42]. 
Vanadium oxide (VOx) currently dominates as the bolometer material of choice. It was chosen 
early on for its high thermal coefficient of resistance (TCR) and compatibility with silicon IC 
technologies. The US microbolometer industry has various respectable commercial arrays with 
performance specifications at the top of the international market. However, heavy export controls 
make the majority of these arrays difficult to obtain outside the United States [43].
4A.1,4,2 Canada (INO)
In Canada, VOx microbolometer arrays have also been in active development since the 1990’s 
[44]. The prime manufactuier, INO, produces high quality arrays with precedence for selection 
for space applications [29]. Export controls were found to be non-prohibitive but the delivery 
time for ENO’s custom arrays could be problematic for imager development cycles less than a 
year. Cuirently, the lack of large commercial production is more than compensated by the 
availability of custom arrays and interest in developing a product for Earth obsei'vation [45].
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4,1,1,43 France (ULIS)
Another notewortliy source of commercial microbolometer anays can be found in France where 
the production technology, initiated by the government infrared entity, LETI/LIR in 1992, has 
since been commercially transferred to industiy [46]. These commercial microbolometer arrays 
have competitive performances with those produced in North America but are based on 
amorphous silicon (a-Si) instead of vanadium oxide. The result is arrays witli slightly lower 
responsivities but with significantly lower thermal time constants. This becomes a key parameter 
when contemplating high gi’ound sample distances from fast moving (~ 6.5 km s'*) satellite 
platforms. The key advantage of the French arrays is their large production line, precedence for 
consideration for Earth observation applications, and a strategic plan for array improvements on 
their commercial line [47].
4.1.1.4.4 Australia
The last significant microbolometer legacy explored by the author is that found in Australia. The 
Australian Defense and Technology Organization (DTSO) has researched bolometers since the 
1950’s with significant developments taking place in the 1980’s [48]. DTSO then aggressively 
developed their amorphous silicon based arrays throughout the 1990’s. Australian 
microbolometer technology has found its way to the commercial sector via a U.S. based company, 
however production is still limited [49].
4.1.1.4.5 Turkeyf South Korea, Japan, and the UK
Lastly, the technology lines in Tmicey, South Korea, Japan, and tlie UK have all been examined. 
Entities witliin these nations have all successfully demonstiated microbolometer technology [50 - 
53]. However, the availability of low-cost commercial arrays is not as prevalent as those from the 
US, Canada, and France. In some cases, the technology is still in the development phase. In other 
instances, tlie applicable production line does not meet basic Earth observation requirements or 
has been discontinued.
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4, L 1,4,6 Summary
In summaiy, the following table has been compiled to illustrate the results of the COTS detector 
sui'vey.
Vendor Detector/ Camera Model
Tech
Used Array Size
Pixel
Pitch
Reported 
Performance 
(NETD, X ,  etc.)
Production Status; 
Export Controlled?
Raytheon
Commercial
Infrared
(Texas
Instruments)
IR 2000 AS a-Si 160 X 120 25 gm NETD < 100 mK In development
SB-151
(military)
VOx 320 X 240 50 gm NETD = 25 mK, x 
-  18 ms
In production
AE-189
(commercial)
VOx 320 X 240 50 gm NETD = 90 mIC In production
SB212 VOx 320 X 240 25 gm NETD < 50 mIC In development
No model 
designation
VOx 640 X 480 25 gm In development
BAE
SYSTEMS
North
America
SIM 300L VOx 160x120 46 gm NETD < 75 niK In production; export 
controlled
SIM 300H
(MicroIR
LTC550)
VOx 320 X 240 46 gm NETD < 26 mIC In production; export 
controlled
No model name VOx 320 X 240 28 gm NETD < 50 mK Demonstiated
MicroIR
LTC650
VOx 640 X 480 28 gm NETD < 50 mIC Demonstrated
DRS
Technologies
(Boeing)
U3000 VOx 320 X 240 51 gm NETD = 4 0 -1 0 0  
niK
In production
U4000 VOx 320 X 240 51 gm NETD = 33 mK In production
U6000 VOx 640 X 480 25.4 gm Initial production
Indigo
Systems
Corp.
Merlin VOx 320x240 51gm < 100 mK In production; export 
controlled
UL3 Alpha VOx 160x128 51 gm Replaced by the UL3 
Omega
UL3 Omega VOx 160x128 51 gm < 40 mK In production; export 
conti'olled
FLIR 
Systems (US)
Thermovision 
320 series
320 X 240 ? Not available In production
IR Solutions, 
Inc. (US)
IR160 VOx
INO
(Canada)
No designation VOx 2 56x1 52 gm NETD < 100 niK In production
No designation VOx 160 X 120 52 gm NETD = 175 mK In production
No designation VOx 256x40 52 gm ? Custom order
No designation VOx 512x3 39 gm NETD < 80 mK Custom anay; 
available Jul 04
ULIS
(France)
ULIS 01 01 a-Si 320 X 240 45 gm NETD < 100 
mK, Response = 6 
mV/K
In production; export 
controlled (~3 month 
license process)
ULIS 01 02 IE a-Si 320 X 240 45 gm NETD < 240 mK In production; export 
conti'olled
No designation a-Si 320 X 240 35 gm TBD Futiu’c production
No designation a-Si 320 X 240 25 gm TBD Futui e production
No designation a-Si 640x480 35 gm TBD Futui'e production
IR Comp. 
Corp. (Aust. 
Tech.)
MBC Series a-Si 320 X 240 ? NETD < 100 mK In production
Table 4-2: Results of COTS Detector Survey [45,49,54 - 60]
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4.1.1.5 Detector Choice
After examining over 32 models from 11 different manufacturers, a French COTS (ULIS, 
formally known as Sofradir) 320 x 240 microbolometer array described in the table below was 
selected [61]. The array comes integrated with a thermally stabilized Peltier cooler, and read-out 
integrated circuit. The key rationale for selecting this array is that this array is fairly representative 
of the state-of-the-art and is readily available within the European academic community. 
However, as noted in section 4.1, the nature of rapid microsatellite development times supports 
the insertion of any technology that is deemed appropriate during the initial design phase. For 
subsequent TIR imager designs, other COTS detector arrays may be selected using the best fit for 
the instrument objectives at the time.
Detector Array Parameter Value
M odel Name U LO l 01 1
Manufacturer ULIS (Grenoble, France)
Detector Type Microbolometer Detector Array
Detector Material Resistive Amorphous Silicon
TCR o f  detector material 2.5 % K  '
Design Waveband 8 - 1 4  pm
Pixel Count 240 X 320
Pixel Pitch 45 pm X 45  pm
Fill Factor >80%
Sensitive area 11.4 mm X 10.8 mm
Responsivity (m V/K) 4 mV K '
Peak Responsivity (W /K) 7 x  10^ * V W*
NETD @ 300 K w / f l  optics < 120 mK
Thermal time constant 4 ms (-3 dB cut-off)
Frame Rate 50 -  60 Hz (5.5 MHz clock)
Rms noise 480 pV
Dynamic Range 60 K (-10° C t o + 50° C)
Power Consumption < 200 mW
Weight <50g
Cost € 10,000
Table 4-3: Parameters of ULIS Microbolometer Array 161]
Figure 4-1: ULIS 01 01 1 Microbolometer Array and ROIC Package |61]
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4.1.2 Detector Electronics
While the ULIS detector package contains its own read-out integrated circuit (ROIC), the 
prototype imager still requires a set of drive and processing electronics to provide the necessary 
detector voltage biases and commands, as well as provide a means for digitising and capturing the 
detector’s analogue output as imagery. In this section, the ROIC and the chosen supporting 
COTS electronics are presented.
4.1.2.1 Detector Read-Out Integrated Circuit (ROIC)
The ULIS UL 01 01 1 microbolometer pixel structure is illustrated in figure 4-2. The pixel 
consists of an amorphous silicon ‘micro-bridge’ structure suspended over an optical cavity that 
acts as a thermometer when exposed to incident thermal radiation. The pixel is connected to the 
read out integrated circuit (ROIC) by means of thin metal posts.
Thermal insulation cut 
Metal stud
Pixel pitch
ROIC metal pad
Read-out circuit
Reflector
Figure 4-2: ULIS Microbolometer Pixel ‘Micro-bridge’ Structure 162]
Figures 4-3 and 4-4: SEM Image of ULIS Microbolometer Pixel Structure 162]
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When the pixel structure absorbs incident radiation, its temperature increases which, in the case of 
semiconducting bolometric materials, reduces its electrical resistance. Since the pixel is biased 
with a set voltage, the resultant change in current signal can be measured by the detector read out 
integrated circuit (ROIC) [62]. The pixel implementation and readout architecture has been 
illustrated in figure 4-5.
IR
Radiation
i + di 1
TVni," Active DET pixel
I Blindbolometers
di
CT A ^ O l  T
d i « i
O nly di is amplified by CTIA
Figure 4-5: Microbolometer Pixel Electronic Schematic [621
Each detector (R) operates in a pulsed bias mode to reduce substrate thermal sensitivity 
fluctuation. After a thermal scene is ‘imaged’ on the array, most of the background current is 
suppressed by subtracting the signal from a blind bolometer. The useful current from the 
bolometer pixel is then integrated in a capacitive transimedance amplifier (CTIA) at the bottom of 
the column. Several integration capacitors are implemented in the feedback of the amplifier to 
deal with different operating conditions. This operation takes place row by row at the bottom of 
each array column (ripple operation) until a complete frame is read. In turn, all 76,800 pixels are 
read out as a 5 MHz analogue video signal resulting in a 60 Hz frame rate [62].
4.1.2.2 Drive Electronics
As mentioned previously, drive electronics are required to supply the detector with required 
voltage biases, provide an interface for detector command and control, as well as digitise and 
format the analogue signal outputted by the ROIC. For a flight instrument, reliability and 
interface requirements will necessitate the in-house design and fabrication of robust ‘space- 
suitable’ drive electronics. For this research program, SSTL agreed to sponsor the joint 
development of a ‘flight’ electronic module to work with the ULIS detector array and interface
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with the SSTL micro-satellite bus. The results of that effort have been integrated into the flight 
design and will be presented later in chapter 7. However, in the interest of the timely completion 
of the tests and simulation phases of the remainder of this research, the imager prototype was 
fitted witli a surrogate COTS drive electronics package. Since the key objective of the prototype 
was the evaluation of the COTS detector and optic components, using non-flight electronics was 
judged to be sufficient especially given the benefits the quick availability of test hardware.
For the suiTogate drive electi'onics, the Pegasus module, manufactuied as an OEM component by 
CEDI? Infi'ared Systems in France, was selected for its low cost and quick availability. The 
Pegasus module was designed as a low-power and low-cost interface for various commercially 
available uncooled detector arrays, including the ULIS 01 01 1. From a standard 12 V power 
supply, the Pegasus module provides all the required power and drive voltage biases. Its outputs 
include detector signals in video, RS232 (for I/O), and differential LVDS formats [63]. The 
Pegasus video signal was used directly with a stand-alone video monitor, which aided in initial 
prototype checkout. The RS232 I/O port was utilized for all of the detector housekeeping, 
command and contiol, and monitoring general detector array performance and interfaced directly 
with a laptop PC. The 14-bit LVDS output was used to capture each frame of data used for 
subsequent image processing and analysis. The LVDS data was read by a separate image capture 
card, which is described in the next section.
4.1.2.3 Image Capture
In order to read the differential LVDS data into PC memory for subsequent image processing and 
analysis, an additional capture card (frame grabber) was required. There are many suitable 
capture cards on the commercial market. However, in order to minimise tlie prototype fabrication 
costs and development time, the captui'e card used for other SSTL imager research and 
development efforts was utilised. This card was tlie PC-DIG manufactured by Coreco Imaging 
here in tlie United Kingdom. PC-DIG has many features useful in meeting the needs of the 
various digital cameras and data formats used by the cuiTent market. Because of the way this 
particular card was configured for other SSTL imagers, the LVDS image data could only be read 
as 8-bits on the PCI-bus. However, because it was possible to simultaneous read up to four 
channels, with an additional step in image processing, it was possible to capture all 14-bits 
generated by the Pegasus module (see section 4.2) [64].
4.1.2.4 Software
For command and control of the detector array, as well as reading its captured images, two 
commercial software packages were used. The first package, used for detector command and 
control, was CED IP’s Cirms software, which was designed to interface with their Pegasus chive
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electronics module. With the Cirais software, it was possible to perform calibration functions 
(non-uniformity, gain and offset corrections), compensate for bad pixels, control tlie temperature 
of the detector array, adjust the pixel biases, etc. The second software package, used for image 
processing and analysis was the MATLAB image processing toolbox. This package contains a 
collection of functions that extend the capability of tlie MATLAB numeric-computing 
environment. The toolbox supports a wide range of image processing operations, some of which 
will be described later in tlie applicable sections of this tliesis.
4.1,3 Optics
While the detector technology ultimately defines the limits of the spatial-teniporal-radiometric 
performance trade space, it is tlie optics that determine the final performance within that hade 
space. Before surveying the commercial market for candidate optics suitable for the prototype, 
the applicable portions of the baseline performance specification were first hanslated into survey 
criteria relevant to COTS optics characteristics. Referring back to the baseline specification in 
chapter 3, the desired values for the optics-related portion of the baseline specification are listed 
in table 4-4.
Specification Baseline Value Applicable Optic Parameters
Spatial resolution
250 -  500 metres GSD
• Focal length 
e Modular Transfer Function 
(MTF)
Temporal resolution (revisit time)
1 -  7 days
» Imaging mode; optics type
• Focal length
• Field of view
Waveband selection and Spectral 
resolution
3.55 -  3.93 gm
10 .3-11 .3  gm
11.3-12 ,3  gm
• Pass band
• MTF for each band
Sensitivity (NETD) 0 .1 -0 .6K N B T D fora  
300 K ground scene
* Relative optical aperture (the 
gi eater the f-number, the less 
radiation per pixel)
Mass
3 -  10 kg
•  Focal length
•  Relative optical aperture
•  Optical material properties
Volume <0.01 •  Focal length• Relative optical apertuie
Overall dimensions < 150 mm X 150 mm x 150 mm 
(< 100 mm input aperture) •  Same as volume
Thermal eontiol able to withstand 
280 -  290 K • Optical material properties
Orbit height 700 km • Focal length
Number of platforms in 
eonstellation 4 to 8
•  Focal length
• Field o f view
Table 4-4; Optics Related Portion of the Baseline Specification
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Mass, volume, and waveband are ready to be applied directly to the COTS optics survey. 
However, tlie remainder of the specifications must first be translated into terms of optics type, 
relative aperture (f - number), focal length, and the modular tiansfer function (MTF). This will be 
done in the following sections with a summary of tlie resulting survey criteria, presented in 
4.1.3.8.
4.1.3.1 Imaging Mode
Satellite imagers can be divided into the following categories, based on their metliod (mode) for 
imaging optical energy onto their detectors. Their respective advantages and disadvantages are 
briefly smmiiarised in table 4 - 5 .
• Across Track Scanner (Whiskbroom): As the satellite flies overhead, the scanning 
device (mirror) scans peipendicular to the motion of the satellite across the image scene. 
The individual pixel (row) information is then assembled to form a complete image.
• Along Track Scanner (Pushbroom): Uses a linear array and the satellite’s relative 
velocity to “sweep” across the gi'ound scene. One line of the image is imaged at a time.
•  Snapshot: Using a two dimensional array to collect the entire image at once.
Imaging Mode Advantages Disadvantages
Whiskbroom ♦ Large FOV possible
• Sim ple optics (only image 
several groimd pixels)
•  Requires very stable platform
•  Requires scanning m inor (bulky)
•  Requires a very fast detector 
integration time
Pushbroom •  No scanning mirror required
•  Large along track FOV
•  Can tolerate slow  detectors
•  Requires very stable platform
•  Minimal improvement in across 
track FOV
Snapshot ♦ Sim plest to implement
♦ Can tolerate slow  detectors
♦ Large FOV better SNR
•  Along track dim ensions lim ited by 
detector array size (2-D  array 
required)
Table 4-5: Imaging Mode Options for Spaceborne EG Instruments [36]
For the first stage of low-cost thermal imager development, the snap-shot mode has been chosen 
in order to minimize insti’ument complexity, size, and cost. Utilizing the snap-shot mode holds 
the least amount of satellite platform stability requirement and follows the heritage development 
approach methodology of other SSC imaging systems. However, it is expected that after 
demonstration of snapshot mode instmment(s), a tiansition to a pushbroom mode will be made 
(increasing continuous ground coverage) while assuming a moderate level of additional cost and 
risk.
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4.1.3.2 Optics Type and Lens Materials
One of the first factors to consider is tlie type (or combination of types) of optics tliat will be 
applied to image the TIR gromid scene onto die detector array. The basic choices for a space- 
based TIR imaging radiometer are reflective (mirror), refractive (lens), and diffractive (grating). 
Given the small natme of a microsatellite imager, it is presently more economical to utilize the 
compact and lower cost nature of refractive or diffractive optics. However, if optics size 
requirements increase, reflective optics, with dieir ability for large apertures and to “fold” large 
focal lengdis would become the economical choice. Therefore, the initial optical concept will 
utilize a combination of refractive and diffractive optics. For the elements that will comprise of 
the optics, several materials have been analysed. Their properties have been and summarized in 
table 4-6.
Material TransmissionRange Density
Index of 
Refraction Notes:
Germanium
(Ge)
2 to 14 pm 5.33 g/cnf 4.00-4.10 High index; highest density; 
subject to thermal rimaway
Silicon (Si) 1.2 to 7.0 pm 2.329 g/cnf 3.42-3.5 Very light; harder than Ge 
and not as brittle; very low 
cost
Zinc
Selenide
(ZnSe)
0.6 to 16 pm 5.27 g/cnV 2.35-2.44 Very low absorption co­efficient (good for laser 
optics); very soft, scratches 
easy, more expensive than Ge
Zinc Sulfide 
(ZnS) 3 — 12 pm
4.09 g/cm^ 2.15-2.29 High strength and hardness 
(typically used for windows)
Gallium
Arsenide
(GaAs)
2 -1 5  pm 5.31 g/cm^ 3.25-3.31 Nearly as hard, strong and 
dense as Ge but more 
expensive.
Table 4-6: Evaluation of Potential IR Lens Materials [65]
From the table, it is clear tiiat since silicon doesn’t tiansmit past 7.0 pm, it cannot be a candidate 
material. Zinc Selenide has potential but the fact that it is easily damaged is undesirable for a 
system than must undergo the violence of spacelift and the space environment. That leaves 
germanium (Ge), zinc sulfide (ZnS), and gallium arsenide (GaAs). ZnS would be a good choice 
for the outer element exposed to the space environment and Ge for its high index of refraction. 
This high index may be required to achieve the required FOV and relative aperture. All three 
materials (Ge, ZnS, and GaAs) will remain candidates as tlie optics design progresses and 
commercial availability is determined. All tlnee materials are diamond turnable.
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4.1.3.3 GSD vs. Ground Image Area (Temporal Resolution)
It is desirable to have both a small ground sample distance (GSD) and a large ground image area 
when considering imager concepts. However, since these two parameters are inversely 
proportional for a given detector array size, a trade analysis must be performed. In the baseline 
specification, it was determined that in order to perform a useful mission, the imager should have 
a GSD between 250 and 500 metres and a temporal resolution of 1 -  7 days. Using the 320 x 240 
microbolometer array, table 4-7 and figure 4-6 show the options for ground image area and 
temporal resolution. Revisit time was calculated assuming a 700 km orbit and a 40,086 km Earth 
circumference.
GSD
(m)
Ground Image 
Area
Revisit Time 
1 Satellite
Revisit Time 
4 Satellites
Revisit Time 
6  Satellites
Revisit Time 
8 Satellites
250 60 km X 80 km 34.4 days 8.6 days 5.7 days 4.3 days
300 72 km X 96 km 28.7 days 7.2 days 4.8 days 3.6 days
350 84 km X 112 km 24.6 days 6.1 days 4.1 days 3.1 days
400 96 km X 128 km 21.5 days 5.3 days 3.6 days 2.7 days
450 108 km X 144 km 19.1 days 4.8 days 3.2 days 2.4 days
500 120 km X 160 km 17.2 days 4.3 days 2.9 days 2.1 days
Table 4-7: GSD vs. Ground Image Area and Revisit Time for a 240 x 320 Detector Array
100
KEY: Limits of 320 pixel line @ 700 km
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Figure 4-6: Target GSD and Swath Width for Imager Design
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4.1.3.4 GSD vs. Detector Integration Time
Another factor to consider when evaluating GSD is the speed of the satellite platform relative to 
the ground scene. Smaller GSDs require quicker responses from the detector to avoid pixel blur. 
To determine the GSD limit of tlie detector with regards to its integration time, the velocity of the 
satellite at tlie baseline specification for spacecraft altitude, 700 km, (assuming a circular orbit) 
was first calculated using (4-1) [36],
j/ —sat 'G M (4-1)
where Vsat = velocity of the satellite in orbit,
G -  gravitational constant (6.672 x 10'^  ^ n f  kg'  ^ s'^),
M -  mass of the earth (6.0 x 10^ "^  kg), and
Rsat = distance from the earth’s centre to the satellite (satellite altitude + 6,380 km).
At 700 km, Vsat = 7,519 m s"\ The velocity of the satellite ground track (Vg,) was then be 
calculated with (4-2) [36].
2trRe a r t h
y
^earth
V ^ s a t  J
(4-2)
Vgt therefore equals 6,776 m s’\  If we assume a detector integi'ation time of 4 ms, as specified by 
the manufacturer, the pixel blur would be equivalent to 27 m. The table below summarizes the 
percent pixel blur for several integration times and GSDs.
Detector
Integration
Time
Ground 
pixel blur 
distance
% pixel 
blur 
(250m 
GSD)
% pixel 
blur 
(300m 
GSD)
% pixel 
blur 
(350m 
GSD)
% pixel 
blur 
(400m 
GSD)
% pixel 
blur 
(450ni 
GSD)
% pixel 
blur 
(500m 
GSD)
1 ms 6.77 m 2.71 % 2.26 % 1.94% 1.69% 1.51 % 1.36 %
2 ms 13.55 m 5.42 % 4.52 % 3.87 % 3.39 % 3.01 % 2.71 %
4 ms 27.10 m 10.84% 9.03 % 7.74 % 6.78 % 6.02 % 5.42 %
5 ms 33.88 m 13.55 % 11.29% 9.68% 8.47 % 7.53 % 6.78%
10 ms 67.76 m 27.10 % 22.59 % 19.36 % 16.94% 15.06 % 13.55 %
15 ms 101.64 m 40.66 % 33.88 % 29.04 % 25.41 % 22.59 % 20.33 %
20 ms 135.52 m 54.21 % 45.17% 38.72 % 33.88 % 30.12% 27.10%
Table 4-8; Detector Integration Time vs. Percent Pixel Blur
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4.1.3.5 Radiometric Considerations (Relative Aperture & Wavebands)
As will be shown in chapter 6, the imager’s system signal to noise ratio (SNR) is inversely 
proportionally to the square of the optical relative aperture (f-number) and directly proportional to 
the size of the waveband (spectral resolution). Therefore, f-number and waveband are important 
optical design parameters that are directly related to the imager’s radiometric performance and 
will drive its design. Normally, the required f-number is calculated by applying the Rayleigh 
criteria (minimum required optical aperture for a diffraction limited system) and Airy disk 
calculations (diffraction limited minimum Airy disk that can be imaged on the focal plane) [66]. 
Initially, the detector vendor’s recommendations for the use of f/1 optics (rather than required by 
the Rayleigh criteria or the Airy disk) with the wavebands defined in the baseline specification 
will be used for the baseline design. However, when the exact effect f-number and waveband 
have been explored later, they will be optimised to their ‘flight design’ values.
4.1.3.6 Focal Length and Field of View
With the initial optics requirements, mode, type, speed (f-number) and waveband defined, it is 
possible to begin the trade off analysis with optics size and performance. The first step in doing 
this is examining the relationship between the detector size and the desired ground pixel 
size/image area with satellite altitude and the optical focal length of the imager. This relationship 
has been illustrated by constructing similar triangles as shown in figure 4-7 [66]. In this figure, 
the ground pixel dimension size (Ag*^ )^ and detector pixel dimension size (Ad*'^ ) are the linear 
dimensions of the rectangular ground and detector image area respectively.
Linear D im ension  
o f  Ground Pixel 
(Ground Scene)
0/2
Entrance Pupil
I
0
Linear Dim ension  
o f  Detector 
(Im age Plane)IA '*
Figure 4-7: Ground Pixel Relationship to Detector Pixel Dimensions (66j
From this diagram, it can be seen that
tan
\'l
f
(4-3) and 4 ^ (4-4)
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For a 240 x 320 pixel array with a 45 jj,m pitch, = 45 pm. The planned orbit (h) for this 
imager is 700 km. For a one to one match between ground pixel and detector pixel (no 
oversampling), the ground sample distance (GSD), Ag^^  ^ = 250 - 500 m. A list of required focal 
lengths (f) apertures (D) and field of views (FOVs) for various GSDs is presented in tlie table 4-9.
GSD Focal Length and 
Diameter of Entrance 
Pupil Aperture
Diagonal
FOV
250 m 126 mm 8.2°
300 m 105 mm 9.8°
350 m 90 mm 11.4°
400 m 79 mm 13.0°
450 m 70 mm 14.7°
500 m 63 mm 16.3°
Table 4-9: GSD vs. Focal Length Requirements (assuming 171 optics)
4.1.3.7 Modular Transfer Function (MTF)
The modulation transfer function [MTF(i))] is the ratio of the modulation of the image [Mi(x>)] 
and the modulation of the object [Mq] and is the prime figure of merit for evaluating the imaging 
quality of any imaging system. Contrast or modulation is expressed by (4-5) [66].
T 4-7Omax Omin
(4-5)
For the object, lomaxand lominare the maximum intensities of the irradiance and for the object, lima; 
and Iimhi relate to the irradiance of the image.
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Object Radiant Emittance (W/m-)
Object
Image Irradiance (W/m^)1 /
O max w V/ </i ^Irn in
Image
Figure 4-8: Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) [66]
D is the spatial frequency of a target pattern in line pairs (one dark and one light line) per unit 
length, usually millimetre. The number of line pairs is increased until the contrast in the image is 
too low to be detected and the imaged pattern can no longer be resolved. At that “limiting 
resolution” point, the spatial frequency is called the cutoff frequency \ ) o .  For our system 
(aberration-free), Do is given by (4-6) [66].
—" A ( / /# )  12///77-1 = 83.3 mm (4-6)
For a diffraction-limited optical system, which is one with negligible aberration effects, the MTF 
is stated by (4-7) [66]:
arccos
v^o y
1 -
v^o y
(4-7)
where ( d  / Do) is the normalized frequency [66]. d  is the frequency that is required to be 
resolved (Nyquist Frequency) which is Vi the sampling rate. For the ULIS detector array, d  =  
l/[(2)(45pm)] =11.1 Ip/mm. The diffraction-limited MTF would therefore be 83 %. However,
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given the significant challenges in reducing aberrations for such a low f-number optic, our system 
will probably not be diffraction-limited. The required edge MTF, at Nyquist frequency, has 
therefore been set at 20% for all wavebands. This value is supported by the heritage imagers 
flown at SSTL [36],
4.1.3.8 COTS Optics Selection Criteria
Based on the analysis performed in this section based on the baseline specification and the 
demands placed by the chosen detector array, the optics to be used by the imager prototype should 
have the following characteristics:
Specification Baseline Value Applicable Optic Parameters
Spatial resolution
250 -  500 metr es GSD
• Focal length = 6 3 -  126 mm
• Field of view = 8.2 to 16.3°
» Edge Modular Transfer Function 
(MTF) > 20 % at Nyquist 
Frequency (11.2 Ip/mm)
• Image area: 11.4 mm x 10.8 mm
Temporal resolution 
(revisit time) 1 - 7  days see above
Waveband selection and 
Spectral resolution 3.55 -  3.93 jim 10.3 -1 1 .3  pm 
11 .3 -12 .3  pm
• Ge, ZnSe, ZnS, or GaAs
• Correct passband coating
• Transmission > 80 %
• Edge MTF > 20% for each band
Sensitivity (NETD) 0.1 -  0.6 K NETD for a 
300 K gr ound scene • Relative optical aperture < f/1.25
Mass 3 -  10 kg • < 2-3 kg
Volimie < 0.01 n f • compact design
Overall dimensions <150 mm X 150 mm x 150 mm 
(<100 mm input apertiu'e) • Same as volume
Thermal control able to withstand 
2 8 0 -2 9 0  K • Avoid Ge outer elements
Table 4-10: COTS Optic Selection Criteria
One option in meeting tliese criteria was to design an optical prescription in-house, which would 
be custom fabricated by an outside optics manufacturer. However, the art of optical design 
requires a high level of expertise and after several design attempts, designing in-house optics was 
judged to be beyond the time resources of this PhD. In addition, all of the Earth observation 
instmments flown by the Surrey Space Centie have been fabricated with either COTS optics or 
custom optics designed by a subcontractor when the unique nature of the system required. 
Therefore, in the interest of minimising cost and delays in the prototype fabrication, optical design 
and custom fabrication was shelved in light of any alternatives in the COTS category.
In remaining faithful to the design principles presented at die beginning of this thesis, priority was 
placed on leveraging as much as possible on the developments taking place on COTS
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components. Given the growing COTS imcooled detector industry, it is not surprising to find a 
growing COTS optics industry to match. However, as will be seen, there is an existing gap for 
fast (low f-niimber) COTS optics operating in the MWIR. Since the detector array is not specified 
for operation in the MWIR, this will be forgone for the moment.
4.1.3.9 Choices in COTS Optics
In the survey of COTS optics best matched for the relevant portions of the baseline specification, 
four vendors and eight lens assemblies were selected as candidates. In this section, the four 
vendors and the candidate models they provide are summarized.
The first optics vendor evaluated was Janos Technology, a U.S.-based company with a strong 
legacy of producing quality infrared optics. Janos has typically produced optics for commercially 
available cooled IR detector arrays but has recently expanded into faster IR optics required for 
uncooled arrays. For the COTS optics short-list, four Janos lens assemblies were selected as final 
candidates. These four models varied with 100 to 150 mm focal lengths and f/1 to f/1.4 relative 
apertures. As can be seen in table 4-11, the f/1 optics have a mass significantly higher than the 
optics at f/1.4 [67].
The second optics vendor, CEDIP, is based in France and offers optics as a side to their 
mainstream business of selling complete IR cameras. The advantage of the CEDIP optic featured 
in table 4-12 is the low cost and assured compatibility with Sofradir and ULIS detector arrays. 
However, the optic offered (Bolo Jade-Ruby lens) transmits only from 7.5 to 10 |xm, which 
doesn’t meet the baseline spec extending out to 12.3 jxm [68].
The third vendor, Umicore, is based in Belgium and is unique in that they specialize solely in 
optics designed for uncooled TIR detector arrays. Their location in Europe makes their 
compatibility with ULIS detector arrays extremely likely. Umicore has based their optics on 
moulded GaAs elements that incoiporate both aspheric and diffractive surfaces. While these 
design are expensive to design and manufacture, they become very cost-effective once the moulds 
are produced for large-scale production. The Umicore option is attractive but their lack of a 
commercial option for a lens with a focal length greater than 60 mm makes them an imlikely 
source at present [69].
The last vendor selected for consideration was DiOP, also based in the U.S. Both of the DiOP 
models on the short-list are attractive options but they were undoubtedly designed for U.S. 
microbolometer arrays [70].
In summary, tables 4-11 and 4-12 summarize the short-list of prospective vendors and their 
models of COTS optics most likely to match the criteria laid out in the baseline specification.
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Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4
Manufacturer Janos
Technology
Janos
Technology
Janos
Technology
Janos
Technology
Model TYTO Lens TYTO Lens STRIX Lens STRIX Lens
Material used not available not available not available not available
Transmission
Waveband
7 - 1 4  pm 7 - 1 4  pm 7 - 1 4  pm 7 - 1 4  pm
Focal length 100 mm 150 mm 100 mm 150 mm
f-number 1.0 1.0 1.4 1.4
FOV 11° 7.5° 15° 11°
Image Diagonal 21 mm 21 mm 21 mm 21 mm
Transmission 93% 93% 95% 95%
Center MTF @ 
Nyquist frequency
not available not available not available not available
Edge MTF @ Nyquist 
frequency
not available not available not available not available
Mass 1530 g 2500 g 567g IKOg
Cost not available not available not available not available
Table 4-11: Prospective Vendors and Their Models of COTS Optics [67]
Option 5 Option 6 Option 7 Option 8
Manufacturer CEDIP Umicore DiOP DiOP
Model B olo Jade-Ruby 
lens
GASIR  
Standard Lens
22504 225748
Material used GasIR GASIR I not available not available
Transmission
Waveband
7 .5 - 1 0  
+/- 0.25 pm
8 —12 pm 8 - 1 2  pm 8 — 12 pm
Focal length 100 +/- 0.2 mm 60 mm 100 mm 150 mm
f-number 1 .2 5 + /-5  % I .l 1 1
FOV 10.28° 18.5° 12° 7.6°
Image Diagonal 21 mm 20 mm 20 mm 20 mm
Transmission 93% 92% 95% 95%
Center MTF @ 
Nyquist frequency
74% - 8 2 % not available not available
Edge MTF @ Nyquist 
frequency
67.8 -399 4 not available not available
Mass 620 g not available 80T3g 1814 g
Cost €  3,300 €  1,010 not available not available
Table 4-12: Prospective Vendors and Their Models of COTS Optics (continued) [68 - 70]
4.1.3.10 COTS Optics Selection
For the imager prototype, the CEDIP Bolo Jade-Ruby lens was selected based on it cost, ease of 
acquisition, and ability to meet the majority of the test criteria. Despite being limited in 
waveband, the optic was still able to support 2 micron LWIR waveband field-testing. Most of the 
response measurements for the specified wavebands, as will be seen in the next chapter, were
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performed on the bench without an imaging optic. The specification and image of the CEDIP lens 
are shown in table 4-13.
Property Value
Spectral band 7.5 -  10 +/- 0.25 pm
Focal 100 +/- 0.2 mm
F/number 1.25 +/- 5 %
Horizontal Field o f  View
Vertical Field o f  V iew 6.18°
Diagonal Field o f  V iew 10.28°
Center MTF 74 % at 11.2 Ip/mm
Top and Bottom Edge MTF 72.1 % at 11.2 Ip/mm
Left and Right Edge MTF 70.3 % at 11.2 Ip/mm
Comer MTF 67.8 % at 11.2 Ip/mm
T ransmission >92%
Image Field Flatness +/- 0.1 mm
Distortion <3%
Focus Range (m) 7.5 m to infinity
Back focal distance (mm) 5 mm
Mass 0.620 kg
Operating Temperature 0° to 50° C
Cost € 3,300
Table 4-13: CEDIP Bolo Jade-Ruby Lens Specification |71|
Figures 4-9 and 4-10: CEDIP Bolo Jade-Ruby Lens (with Lens Cover)
4.1.3.11 Optical Filters
In order to perform imager prototype response measurements in the wavebands outlined in the 
baseline specification, optical passband filters were also acquired. From the baseline specification
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and the selected detector package and optics, the following tailored specification was used for the 
optical filters.
• Physically fit either in front of the first element of the CEDIP optic (98 mm) or between the 
rear element and the ULIS detector array package and (24 mm diameter). The latter of these 
two options proved to be the most cost effective and practical allowing for response testing 
within the waveband to take place with or without an imaging optic.
• Transmit in the wavebands outlined in the baseline specification: 3.55 -  3.93 pm, 10.3 -  11.3 
p, and 11.3 -  12.3 pm. Block optical radiation not in the passband.
To obtain filters for the imager prototype, several suppliers were surveyed including Coherent 
Optics Europe Ltd., Ealing, Jenoptik, Janos Technology, Edmund Optics Ltd., Spectrogon UK, 
and BARR Associates. The results of those suppliers with available stick are summarized in table 
4-14 below.
O ptical F ilter V endor Survey F indings
Janos T echiiology O nly MW IR filters available (nothing in the LWIR). Their 
3 - 5  pm and 3.8 -  4.8 pm band pass filters (m odels #  
FXW P-0035 and FXW P-3848 respectively) are each  
available for U SD  300.
Spectrogon UK 3.5 -  4.58 pm and 7.989 -  9.29 pm filters available for GBP 
267 and GBP 367 respectively.
BARR Associates Several LWIR filters available including m odels AlOlO, 
A 5501/4 , and A1209/1206 operating fiom  11.1 -  12.1 pm, 
8.09 -  9.9 pm, and 9.9 -  12 pm respectively. These three 
filters cost GBP 250, GBP 300, and GBP 300 respectively. 
B esides being recommended by Coherent, BARR Associates 
has also proved to be a dependable vendor for other SSTL  
Earth imagers.
T able 4-14: R esults o f  CO TS O ptical F ilter Survey [72 - 78]
Based on the survey results, it was decided to procure two BARR Associates band pass filters 
operating fiom 8.09 -  9.9 pm, and 9.9 -  12 pm (models A5501/4 and A1209/1206 respectively). 
While not a perfect match with the baseline specification, the two 2 micron bands did prove 
adequate for the evaluation of the sub-waveband response of the ULIS detector in the laboratory. 
For the MWIR band (3.55 -  3.93 pm), it was determined that response testing would take place at 
the vendor’s facility using a filter procured by them to avoid damage to their standard COTS 
product which contains a germanium window transmitting only from 8 - 1 4  pm. The 
transmission curves for the two BARR Associates band pass filters and the one used at ULIS for 
the MWIR testing are shown below.
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Figure 4-11 : Band Pass Filter Transmission Curves [79, 80]
4.1.4 Mechanical Structure
With the COTS detector, electronics, and optics selected, the attention was then turned to the 
required mechanical structure. Besides integrating all the components into a single unit, the prime 
requirements for the mechanical structure were to 1 ) provide a mechanism for aligning the optics 
with the detector focal plane, 2) providing physical and electro-static discharge protection from 
the test environment, and 3) provide a suitable interface for externally interfacing equipment. The 
requirements for the mechanical structure of the flight instrument will of course, be more stringent 
as volume and surviving the launch and on-orbit thermal environments will come into play.
For the prototype testing, a two-phased approach was used for the mechanical structure. For 
much of the testing, an optics rail and optics mounts were used. This approach offered the 
greatest flexibility in component and system level trouble-shooting. However, after the 
components were checked out, the interfaces debugged, and imagery from the overall system 
achieved, a more robust structure was used. This structure consisted of a standard aluminium 
electronics box (170 mm x 120 mm %110 mm), which was procured locally and modified to hold 
the detector, optics and electronics. This structure can be seen in figure 4-20.
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Figure 4-12: Optics Mount Used for Detector Blackbody Response Measurements
4.1.5 Calibration
Given the nature of thermal IR imaging radiometers, they are very susceptible to minute changes 
in the imager’s internal and external thermal environment. These small drifts can easily induce 
changes in the detector arrays uniformity or signal levels for a given scene radiance. Therefore, 
imaging radiometers typically employ some level of calibration to anchor drifts in both the 
detector array’s gain and offset. This not only serves to correct for non-uniformities in the array 
but also helps to normalize the detector response to a known range of radiances.
For the flight instrument, on-board calibration proved to be a major engineering challenge as 
calibration mechanisms typically add considerable mass, size, and power requirements to 
spacebome instruments. This consideration becomes only more significant in the context of the 
miniature instrument being developed in this thesis. While the prototype design phase of this 
research does seek to pave the way as much as possible for the later flight instrument 
development, calibration mechanisms took a lower priority to the prime objective of 
characterising the COTS components for a useful on-orbit mission. Therefore, for the prototype 
two ‘stop-gap’ methods were used for instrument calibration. These include 1) use of the detector 
array assembly’s integrated shutter mechanism to periodically correct for nonuniformities, and 2) 
use of independent blackbodies. The mechanical shutter assembly is simply a thin aluminium 
knife-edge connected to a drive motor that could be commanded by the Pegasus electronics 
module and the Cirrus software. For the independent blackbodies, three ISOTECH blackbody 
sources were procured (-10°C to 80°C, 35°C to 700°C, 250°C to 1100°C). These blackbodies 
also doubled as test targets for the detector response measurements discussed in the next chapter.
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4-13: Two of the Independent Blackbodies (middle left) Used 
for Calibration and Blackbody Response Measurements
4.2 Required Interfaces and Modifications
With the COTS components selected and procured, they were assembled into a working imaging 
radiometer. In this section, the required modification required to take the selected components to 
a working imager have been summarized. First, the modified electronic interfaces will be 
described followed by the software written and lastly, the structure modifications. These are 
illustrated in figure 4-14 with the numbers 1 through 3 labelling the required electronic, software, 
and mechanical modifications respectively.
Power 
12 V - 5  A
Video
monitor
Video
Electronics
moduleDetectorarrayLens : (Filter
14-bit 
LVDS
PC  ^
Image 
Processing
PC 
C&C S/W ImageCapture
Figure 4-14: Imager Prototype Block Diagram
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4.2.1 Electronic Modifications
The required electronics modifications, labelled by a ‘1’ in figure 4-14, involved establishing an 
effective interface between the electronics module’s video, RS232, and LVDS outputs and the 
external support equipment (video monitor and PCs). The CEDIP electronics module’s SAMTEC 
connectors providing the three needed output signals required custom built cables to interface 
with the non-SAMTEC connectors of the video monitor and PCs. The video connector simply 
required two of the pins (video signal and ground) from one of the electronics module connectors 
to feed into a standard video connector at the back of the monitor. The RS 232 connector was 
similarly simple but used three pins (transmit, receive, and ground). The LVDS connector, on the 
other hand, required forty of the pins (16-bit data, clock, line and frame enable) from the 
electronics module to interface with a different connector type on the PC used for image capture. 
This cable can be seen below in figure 4-13. All cables were fabricated by the author.
Figure 4-15: 16-bit LVDS Cable Built to Interface the 
Prototype Electronics Module to the Image Capturing PC
4.2.2 Software Modifications
The most significant required software modification addressed the use of two 8-bit channels to 
capture the 14-bit output of the detector electronics module. The algorithm used has been 
illustrated in figure 4-16 below.
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detector array 
electronics module
image capture card
256
16383
biland
240 X 320 array 
8 most sig, bits 
(2 extra bits added)
240 X 320 array 
16-bit data 
(last 8 bits are zeros)
240 X 320 array 
least sig. 8 bits
240 X 320 array 
14-bit data
240 X 320 array 
of 14-bit data
240 X 320 array 
16-bit data
240 X 320 array most significant 8 bits (2 extra bits added)
240 X 640 array of 8-bit data 240 x 320 array I least significant S bits
Figure 4-16: Use of Two 8-bit ‘Colours’ to Capture the 14-bit linage Data
The 320 x 240 array of 14-bit data outputted by the electronics module was captured as one 640 x 
240 frame containing 2 ‘colours’ of 8-bit data. Reading the data as 8-bits permits the use of the 
standard SSTL image capture card, PC-DIG. The first half of the 640 x 240 frame contained the 6 
most significant bits from the original 14-bits plus two additional bits placed in the most 
significant positions. The second half of the 640 x 240 frame contains the least 8 significant bits 
of the original 14-bits. In order to get the original 320 x 240 array of 14-bit data back, the 640 x 
240 frame was first split into two smaller frames as denoted by figure 4-16. The sub-frame 
containing the most significant bits was then multiplied by 256, which converts the 8-bits to 16 
(the least significant 8 bits are now zeros). The two sub-frames are then added together and 
masked with 16838 (0011 1111 1111 1111) to remove the 2 most significant bits added by the 
capture card. The result is the original 320 x 240 14-bit frame.
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Figure 4-17: Single 640 x 240 Frame Captured by PC-DIG (20 deg C Detector Response)
10000
8000
5000
4000
2000
8600 8700 8800 8900 9000 9100
Figures 4-18 and 4-19: Processed 320 x 240 Frame (from the 640 x 240 
Frame Displayed in Figure 4-17) with its Pixel Response Histogram
4.2.3 Mechanical Modifications
The last category of modifications concerned some simple machining of the aluminium 
electronics box to allow for the mounting of the detector, electronics, and lens assemblies as well 
as the attachment of the external connectors. The completed modifications are illustrated in figure 
4 -2 0 .
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Figure 4-20: Final Imager Prototype Configuration
4.3 Prototype Fabrication and Checkout
As discussed in section 4.1.4, the imager prototype was assembled in stages with optics mounts 
and the video output being used initially, gradually moving to the RS232 and LVDS outputs as 
more familiarity was gained with the detector operation. Most of the debugging efforts went into 
understanding the data format outputted by the electronics module and reworking failed 
connectors. A sample image from the prototype is shown in the following diagrams.
Figures 4-21 and 4-22: Sample TIR Image (Grey and Colour Scale) Taken with the Imager Prototype
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Chapter 5
5 Imager Prototype Experimental Results
In this chapter, the results of the imager prototype testing campaign are presented. The focus of 
this campaign, detailed more fully in section 5.1, was to evaluate and determine the exact 
performance of the chosen imager technologies (namely the detector) which, in turn, provided an 
empirical anchor for the prediction of on-orbit performance outlined in the next chapter. In 
addition, the tests have also provided additional hands-on experience that significantly aided the 
development of the final instrument specification and the design of a flight instrument described 
in chapter 7. In the following sections, after a review of die specific test objectives and the test set 
up, the experimental results will be presented and discussed.
5.1 Test Objectives
Specifically, the test objectives for the imager prototype test campaign were to:
• Measure key imager figures of merit (response and noise) to validate previously published 
performance data for the detector technology as well as provide a robust empirical anchor for 
the on-orbit performance model. More specifically,
Measure the detector response (V/K) for the range of blackbody temperatures (~ 273 -  
500 K), range of candidate wavebands ( 3 - 5  pm, 8 - 1 0  pm, 1 0 - 1 2  pm, and 8 - 1 4  
pm), and the range of detector bias voltage values (gain and offset).
Measm'e the total system noise (detector and read out/drive electronics). Compare tJiis 
value to tliose published in the literature for the same detector technology. Determine 
the appropriate noise value to use for on-orbit simulations.
From the response and noise measm'ements, calculate the laboratory value of detector 
sensitivity (NETD) and compare with published values.
* Become more familiar with the hardware and its operation. Generate experience directly 
applicable to the development of a flight instrument.
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5.2 Test Set Up
Prior to the full prototype assembly as described in section 4.3, the test configuration illustiated in 
figures 5-1 and 5-2 was used for system checkout as well as to collect the majority of the detector 
response data. The detector/shutter and elechonics modules were aligned on the optics bench 
along with the blackbody, the appropriate optical filter, and limiting aperture. The detector 
command and contiol was performed via a laptop and the RS232 connection. Detector status and 
response data was provided via the laptop but only in limited scope (detector array mean, 
minimum, maximum, and standard deviation values only). The data used for analysis was pulled 
from a separate PC using the PC-DIG image capture card and a 14-bit LVDS connection (see 
section 4.1.2.3), The video and RS232 links were both used to confirm the detector’s health and 
status before capturing an image via the LVDS output. After a frame of data was captured and 
written to file, it was transferred to another PC running MATLAB where image processing and 
analysis was performed. A similar set up was used for the response measurements in the MWIR 
( 3 - 5  |Lim) at the ULIS production facility in Vemey Voroize, France.
fonlily poA'er 1240V A[)
Fadlily poiver (240V A[)
RS232
LVÜS
Fotililypowertÿ.OVAll
Fonlily POV.W 1240V A[|
[o reco  Imaging 
PC-DIG Capture Card
Power supply 
12VDC.2A 
t n i  EX3540I
W/ Cirrus 
con tro l s/w
Video Monitor
Iso tech Blackbody 
9 8 2  Hyperion R I-1 0 ‘C - 8 0 T I  
982  Gemini R I3 0 T  -  550T1 
9 8 2  Hyperion R I 1 5 0 'C -  1200'C1
(write LVOS 
data)
JP2
VI
MATUB
Image/data
processing
Figure 5-1: Test Configuration Used for Detector Response Measurements
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Figure 5-2 (a -  d): Detector Blackbody Response Test Set Up
The test set up for the noise measurements was similar to that used for the response measurements 
but included the imaging optics and a target landscape scene in place of the blackbodies (full-up 
prototype described in section 4.2.3).
5.3 Gain and Offset Measurements
When operating the microbolometer array, one has the choice of adjusting two bias voltages, 
which have a direct effect on the resulting detector gain and offset. Before embarking with the 
blackbody response and noise measurements, a series of measurements were made with regards to 
the detector gain and offset to not only gain familiarity with the detector array’s functionality, but 
also to ensure the array was properly set up (gain and offset) for the remaining measurements. As 
will be seen, by adjusting the detector gain and offset via the two detector biases, it was possible 
to optimise the detector for varying operating temperatures and ranges of scene flux (i.e. 
blackbody temperatures) as well as to optimise the relationship between the noise equivalent 
temperature difference (NETD) and dynamic range.
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The two voltage biases used in die ULIS microbolometer arrays are known as Vpio and V e b a s a g e -  
VpiD determines the bias voltage across the detecting microbolometer pixels. Vpio should first be 
optimised according to the operating temperature and expected range of scene flux. For a high 
operating temperature or expected scene flux range, Vfid should be lowered. For a low operating 
temperature or expected scene flux range, V f i d  should be raised. V e b a s a g e ,  on the other hand, 
determines the bias voltage of the blind microbolometer pixels. The signal current from the blind 
pixels is subtracted from the signal current of the active pixels to remove any effects not part of 
the input scene flux. EBASAGE is related to the French word for skimming.
In order to demonstiate the effects of V f i d  and V e b a s a g e ,  the following data was collected on the 
240 X  320 microbolometer array under f/1.4 viewing conditions (no optics) in the 8-14 p,m 
waveband during the visit to the ULIS production facility. Figure 5-3 shows a plot of NETD 
versus dynamic range.
V f id V e b a s a g e Blackbody
Temperature V oiJT(A V E )
Dynamic
Range
NETD
1.2 2.74 V 293.3 K 0.5807 V -  924 K 284 niK
1.6 -2 .94  V 293.3 K 0.7345 V 465 K 194niK
2.0 -3 .33  V 293.3 K 0.7841 V 300 K 163 mK
2.6 3.797 V 293.3 K 0.9064 V 155 K 137 mK
Table 5-1: Microbolometer Data for Various Values of V p i o  and V e b a s a g e
NETOIK!
Figure 5-3: NETD vs. Dynamic Range for Four V f i d W e b a s a g e  Combinations
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The relationship between dynamic range and NETD appears to be rather close to linear for the 
microbolometer array. For this specific an*ay, the relationship can be approximated by the 
expression DR = 5231*NETD - 550. Therefore, under these conditions, tlie NETD limit would be 
slightly less than 105 iiiK. To fuither demonstr ate, the effect of the detector biases, the following 
data was also taken on tlie same ULIS microbolometer array under f/1.4 viewing conditions (no 
optics) in the 8-14 p.m waveband. The data is represented gi’aphically in figure 5-4.
V f id V e b a s a g e Blackbody
Temperature V o UT(AVE)
1.6 V -2 .94  V 318K 0.8025 V
1.6 V -  2.94 V 583 K 1.322 V
1.6 V -  2.94 V 673 K 1.547 V
L6V -  2.94 V 773 K 1.892 V
1.6 V 2.8 V 1073 K 1.083 V
1.6 V Z 8V 1223 K 1.39 V
Table 5-2: Microbolometer Response Data Taken at ULIS
VOUTvs.Temp,UL 01 02 E, f/1.4
0 fOO 200 300 400 500 600 700
Blackbody Temperolure I
Figure 5-4: Microbolometer Response Data Taken at ULIS
Suiprisingly, the uncooled microbolometer array, operating in the LWIR, has a good response 
across the range of cool (low flux) to hot (high flux) radiances. With a constant value of Vpio, it 
was possible cover the entire range of potential Earth scene blackbody temperatures, albeit with 
one adjustment of V e b a s a g e -
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In summaiy, with die proper settings of V p i o  and V e b a s a g e ,  the microbolometer can be tuned to 
best respond to the expected range of radiances of a given scene. By increasing V f i d ,  the detector 
gain is increased yielding a lower NETD but with a lower dynamic range. V e b a s a g e ,  on the other 
hand, can be decreased to increase the effective saturation threshold or increased to better image a 
cold scene. The data discussed in this section as well as that in the next will be used to model the 
effects of V f i d  and V e b a s a g e  on the detector signal and therefore, be able to determine their 
optimal values for candidate space-based Earth obseivation scenarios.
5.4 Detector Response
Apart from the noise measurements, the detector responsivity was one of the most important 
figm*es of merit for accurately predicting on-orbit performance. In this section, the 
manufacturer’s results for the detector spectral responsivity have been presented followed by the 
results of tlie blackbody response measurements taken in the LWIR and MWIR respectively.
5.4.1 Spectral Responsivity
The manufacturer’s measm'ements for the microbolometer response across tlie thermal IR 
spectrum (spectral responsivity) can be best understood by readdressing the pixel micro-stmctme 
introduced in section 4.1.2.1 and displayed in figme 4-2. The microbolometer detector output 
signal is related only to the incident absorbed thermal energy. In theory, a thermal bolometer 
made from a resistively coupled thin film membrane should yield a fiat response across the entire 
spectrum. However, in order to maximize the response in the LWIR, the semi-transparent thin 
film stmctmes are built with a quarter wave optical cavity beneath the membrane. This cavity 
increases the absorption efficiency in the LWIR by re-captmrng some of the missed LWIR flux 
reflected back by an aluminium reflector. The peak absorption wavelength Ap dictated by this 
optical cavity is given by (5-1) where n is the index of refraction of the transmission media in the 
cavity (vacuum), e is the cavity deptli, and k  is the resonant order [80].
(2/c + lUn '6  = ----------- — (5-1)
So, for n = 1 (vacuum), e -  -2,5 |xm, and k - 0 , À p = \ 0  p,in which corresponds to tlie centie of the 
design operating waveband for this microbolometer array. However, for k = 1, = 3.33 pm.
Therefore, tliis microbolometer should exlubit increased absorption in the MWIR, albeit not as 
high as that in the LWIR,
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At ULIS, the spectral responsivity was measured indirectly with an IR spectrometer equipped 
with an integration sphere. A large beam (~ 5 mm diameter) was used to illuminate the array and 
the total reflected, diffracted or diffused back flux was detected, and normalized against the 
spectral reflectivity of a reference mirror. The quantity (1 -  reflectance) was assumed to be 
closely representative of the effective spectral absorption, and hence the response. The 
normalized results are shown in figure 5-5 [46].
0.9
>
f  0.8
I5-
0.71Iz 0.6
0.5
0.4
Wavelength (pml
Figure 5-5: Normalized Spectra! Responsivity 180]
Note the secondary absorption peak at 3.33 um, just as was predicted by equation 5-1. To 
validate as well as to determine the normalised spectral responsivity curve’s magnitude for this 
specific detector array for the range of values for V p i o  and V e b a s a g e ,  a  series of blackbody 
response measurements were taken. These measurements will be discussed in the next sections 
and their agreement with the spectral responsivity curve will be evaluated in section 6.4.1.
5.4.2 Blackbody Response Measurements - LWIR
In this section, two of the collected LWIR data sets are presented in figures 5-6 and 5-7 below. 
The first set of data shows the mean detector response for the 8 -  10, 10 -  12, 8 -  14 pm 
wavebands over the range of 0 to 80 °C. Figure 5-7 shows the response for the same wavebands 
but over the range 0 to 300 °C.
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%Q- 7400-I
7200 -
ULIS Microbolometer Detedro kray  Response B da 16 Nov 2004
Two point calibration 0 & 70 deg C
FFA Tem p:2degC
Vebasage = 180 V
VTid = 320V
Red = 8 — 10 |irn 
Green = 1 0 -1 2  (irn 
Blue = 8 — 14 (im
66001 L 10 20 30 40
Blackbody Temperature Ideg 0
Figure 5-6: LWIR Blackbody Response Measurements (16/11/04)
The error bars present in figure 5-6 represent the standard deviation of pixel reponses across the 
array. As can be seen, with proper calibration, most nonuniformities of pixel response (gain and 
offset) can be significantly corrected. As expected, the mean detector response increases with 
blackbody temperature. Also as expected, the wide waveband ( 8 - 1 4  pm) increases at a higher 
rate than the smaller wavebands ( 8 - 1 0  and 1 0 - 1 2  pm). The wider the waveband, the more 
radiance incident on the detector. This relationship as it relates to the radiometrically limited 
microbolometer will be a key item of discussion in the next chapter.
A curious artifact of both data sets is the higher signal for the smaller wavebands ( 8 - 1 0  and 10 - 
12 pm) over the wide waveband ( 8 - 1 4  pm) at lower blackbody temperatures despite the lower 
level of target radiant flux. This is most likely due to the added ‘DC’ thermal radiance of the 
passband filter which is not present during the 8 -  14 pm measurements in which only the 
detector window is present. This effect will be analyzed more fully in the next chapter as the test 
set up is modeled to help validate that used for on-orbit performance.
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M icrobolom eter D e tec to r Array Blackbody Response, 18-19 Oct 04
R e d  Squ ar e  = 8 - 1 0  u m  
Green Triangle = 1 0 - 1 2  p m  
Blue Circle = 8 - 1 4  p m
100 150 2 0 0
Blackbody Tem pera ture (deg Cl
Figure 5-7: LWIR Blackbody Response Measurements (19/10/04)
In figure 5-7, detector saturation is reached for all wavebands at high blackbody temperatures. 
Obviously, the larger waveband ( 8 - 1 4  pm) saturates before the smaller wavebands ( 8 - 1 0  and 
1 0 - 1 2  pm) as more radiant energy is present in the larger waveband. As determined through 
several test series, detector saturation is a function of gain and offset.
5.4.3 Blackbody Response Measurements -  MWIR
For the MWIR blackbody response measurements, the detector manufacturer’s laboratory (ULIS 
in Veurey Voroize, France) was utilized. In order to prepare the detector for MWIR 
measurements, the standard germanium detector package window, transmitting in the LWIR, was 
first removed and replaced with one transmitting from 3 to 5 pm (see figure 4-11). Then, the 
entire package was re-evacuated to vacuum to ensure a thermally stable environment for the 
detector array. This process proved much easier to facilitate at ULIS, who were generous enough 
to assist with these measurements.
The MWIR test set up at ULIS consisted of a high temperature cavity blackbody in which an 
aperture was positioned in the optical path to fix the field of view. The f-number resulting from 
the limiting aperture was 9.54. The resulting detector data (mean response) taken as the 
blackbody temperature was varied is shown in figure 5-8.
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UncQoled Microbolometer Response Data Tcken at ULIS 
W aveband: 3 - 5  p m
400 500 600 TOO
Blackbody Temperature (deg Cl
Figure 5-8: MWIR Measurements Taken at ULIS
In the next chapter, the detector response (V/K) for all four wavebands has been modelled in 
terms of the normalized detector responsivity, 91 (V/W) (figure 5-5), as well as detector gain 
( V f i d )  and offset ( V e b e s a g e ) -
5.5 System Noise Measurements
Determining the total system noise and its effects on system performance was also an important 
step to qualifying the low-cost approach to TIR Earth observation. In this section, the published 
values of system noise for ULIS microbolometer arrays were compared to those values measured 
at ULIS and on the prototype. The impact tlie final determined value has on the system 
performance will be discussed in the next section as well as chapters 6, 7, and 8 when values for 
on-orbit system noise equivalent temperature difference (NETD) and signal to noise ratio (SNR) 
are calculated.
Noise in the imager comes about because of the random nature of the motion of the charge 
carriers through the system. The total noise is the mis (root of the sum of the squares) of all the 
contributing sources [42]. There are numerous sources of noise, but for most imaging systems, 
only a few noise somces dominate. For microbolometers, there are lour primary sources of noise. 
These include Jolmson noise, 1/f power law noise, temperature fluctuation noise, and background 
fluctuation noise. Jolmson (or Nyquist) noise is caused by the thermal motion of charged particles
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(thermal current fluctuations) in a resistive element and is directly related to both the temperature 
and resistance of the resistive element as well as the its effective bandwidth. Johnson noise is 
present bolli in the microbolometer pixel as well as in the read out circuit and drive electronics 
[42].
The 1/f noise is sti'ongly dependent on frequency and becomes more dominant at lower 
frequencies. Although the causes are not completely understood, the 1/f noise magnitude is 
affected by non-ohmic contacts at electrodes, and surface-state tiaps that cause cunent flow to be 
interrupted by variations in the trappings time constants. It has been well published that 1/f noise 
is the dominant source of noise in amorphous silicon microbolometers and the level of 1/f noise is 
linked with the volume of material used for electrical conductivity [42, 82]. Therefore, in the 
microbolometer array used for the imager prototype, ULIS has selected a pixel electrode design 
that maximizes material surface used for the electi'ical conduction as well as increased the 
thickness of the amoiphous silicon as much as possible without increasing its thermal mass 
beyond acceptable levels. 1/f noise is also present in the read out circuit and drive electronics but 
can be minimized via careful system design.
The last two sources of noise, the temperature and background fluctuation noise, are both related 
to temperatui'e fluctuations of the microbolometer pixel from radiative exchanges with the 
background and/or conduction with the pixel supporting legs. As a result, a lot of effort has gone 
into increasing the thermal isolation of the pixel microstructure and increasing the thermal 
resistance of the supporting legs [83].
The values of each of these sources of noise are not nearly as important as the total system value. 
Therefore, in order to determine a realistic value for total system noise, several publications were 
referenced in which the total noise for this model ULIS microbolometer array were presented. In 
addition, during the MWIR measurements at the vendor’s production facility, a precise 
measurement of total system noise was taken. Lastly, measurements were made on the prototype 
to confirm range of the published values and Üiat measured at ULIS to ensure the prototype was 
operating at the expected performance level. Table 2-1 summarizes the published noise values for 
various ULIS microbolometer detector arrays.
Publication
Date
Source ULIS model description Freq. Noise Value
1998 LET! (ULIS) 256 X 64 aiTay, 50 pm pitch 25 Hz 700 pVrms
2002 ULIS 320 X 240 ai-ray, 47 pm pitch 50 Hz 509 pVrms
2003 ULIS 160 X 120 array, 35 pm pitch 50 Hz 550 pVrms
2003 ULIS 320 X 240 array, 45 pm pitch 50 Hz 526 pVrms
2004 ULIS 320 X 240 array, 35 pm pitch 60 Hz < 320 pVrms
Table 5-3: Published Values of Noise for ULIS Microbolometer Arrays [83 - 87]
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The measured value for the 320 x 240, 45 |im pitch array at the ULIS production facility during 
the MWIR response measurements was 480 pV rms over 200 frames (60 Hz). This, according to 
the vendor, was a typical value given the performance of the standard arrays coming off the 
production line at that time (2004). Given, the continued advances as demonstrated by the latest 
publication in table 4-1, 480 pV rms was deemed an appropriate (even conservative) value for the 
remainder of the analysis contained in this thesis. This value was used in the on-orbit predictions 
present in later chapters.
As a further validation of this value, a series of total system noise measurements were made on 
the imager prototype. This was done primarily to ensure the drive electronics and scene variance 
didn’t add a considerable noise component over that of just the detector array and read out circuit. 
From the imaging tower on the University of Surrey, ten consecutive frames were taken using the 
imager prototype. The first frame and its associated histogram are shown below.
Figure 5-9: Frame 1 of 10 Used for Noise Measurements
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Figure 5-10: Histogram of Digital Pixel Values for Figure 5-9
As can be seen in figure 5-9, several pixels (A -  F) have been selected for monitoring over the 
course of ten frames. These pixels present a variety of scene pixel types as well as distances from 
the imager. The digital values for these pixels over ten frames are shown in figure 5-11 and the 
rms values in table 5-4. From table 5-4, it is clear that the atmosphere and drive electronics do not 
add considerable noise above that measured in the detector and read out integrated circuit.
D. 7150
i k M m
2 3 5 6 9 10
F r a m e  N u m b e r
Figure 5-11: Pixel Values Across Ten Frames
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Pixel A B C D E F
Noise (^iVrms) 445 449 444 297 313 369
Table 5-4: Total System Noise Measured Over Ten Frames for the Pixels Selected in Figure 5-9
5.6 Noise Equivalent Temperature Difference (NETD) Calculations
Using the response and noise measurements, the detector/electronics noise equivalent temperature 
(NETD) was calculated. The laboratory value of NETD is useful in that it can be directly 
compared to tliose values published by tlie detector manufacturer. However, the calculations for 
the expected on-orbit NETD in the next chapter will be much more relevant to the conclusions of 
this thesis.
NETD can be defined as the change in scene temperatuie that yields a signal to noise ratio o f one 
[42]. In other words, NETD is the smallest variation in scene temperature that can be 
distinguished by the detector pixel. The expression for NETD is given by
NETD
i y ^ - y ù
(5-2)
where 7),2 are the range of scene temperatures at which the NETD is being measured, E/,2 are their 
respective detector signals, and is the rms noise [42]. For the data presented in figures 5-6, (5- 
2) can be used to calculate the NETD for the tlnee wavebands between any two of the temperature 
data points. However, the detector output must first be put in terms of an analogue voltage as 
opposed to the digitised form outputted by the electronics. This has been done via a simple 
conversion which assumes 14,300 bits (consistent saturation point) are used to span the vendor 
specified 1.7 V dynamic range of tlie detector output [61]. Therefore, the digitised values were 
divided by 8,412 (1.7 V / 14,300 bits). Witli Vn set equal to 480 pV, the following NETDs have 
been calculated:
Waveband NETD (% 27.5 ° C
8.1 -9 .9  pm 0.918 K
9.9 -12.1 pm 0.776 K
8 -1 4  pm 0.161 K
Table 5-5: NETD Values for the Data Presented in Figure 5-6
For the 8 - 1 4  pm waveband, an NETD of 161 mK is slightly over the vendor specified value of < 
120 mlC. This can be due to several factors, some of which include the variation of the test set up, 
the unique performance of this specific detector array (noise and response), the assumptions in the 
digital/analogue conversion, and the likely bias of the manufacturer. However, given these
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variations, the measured value of NETD is within the expected range. If this approach is 
somewhat more conservative than that used by the manufacturer, it should only serve to increase 
the credibility of the on-orbit predictions in the next chapter.
5.7 Sample Imagery
In this section, sample imagery taken via the prototype is presented. All images were taken from 
the window of a tower on the University of Surrey campus. Included with each image is a 
histogram of the pixel values across the array, a brief description of what can be seen, and some 
brief comments regarding observed emissivity and temperature variations.
7050 7100 7150 7200 7250 7300 7350 7400 7460 7500
Image Description: Looking over university buildings (near field), houses and trees (m id-field), and 
pastureland/sky (far-field).
Comments: Man-made surfaces (brick, roofing shingles, etc.) have a much higher temperature and/or 
em issivity than vegetation (trees and grass). The sky is much less em issive (darker) than the Earth. Far 
field objects are just as bright as similar material objectives in the near-field.___________________________
Figure 5-12: Sample Image I
6000
6000
4000
3000
2000
1000
6900 7000 7100 7200 7300 7400 7500
image Description: Looking over university buildings (near field) and houses and trees (far-field). 
Comments: Same as figure 5-12. Different material types are easy to distinguish due to emissivity  
variations.
Figure 5-13: Sample Image 2
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5000
7000 7100 7200 7300 7400 7500
Image Description: Looking over university buildings (near field) and houses and trees (far-field). 
Comments: See figure 5-12. Metal w indow trim is more em issive or hotter than the surrounding brick.
Figure 5-14: Sample Image 3
2000
900 7000 7100 7200 7300 7400 7500
image Description: Clouds and sky.
Comments: Water vapour (cloud) is very opaque in the TIR. There is little variability in temperature 
across the cloud.
Figure 5-15: Sample Image 4
6000
3000
2000
7700 7800
Image Description: Looking over university buildings (near field) and houses and trees (far-field). 
Comments: Near field gives a very clear indication o f  the various emissivities/temperatures o f  scene  
components.
Figure 5-16: Sample Image 5
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7200 7260 7300 7350 7400 7450 7500 7550 7600 7650 7700
Image Description: Looking over university buildings (near-field), houses and trees (m id-field), and 
pastureland/sky (far-field).
Comments: Urban features are very easy to distinguish in the TIR.
Figure 5-17: Sample Image 6
As was discussed in section 1.1, a full-up instrument characterisation should ideally include 
airborne and spaee-bome instrument data. Whilst this was not completed in this thesis, data from 
an airborne experiment was obtained from the Global Fire Monitoring Centre (GFMC) and the 
German Aerospace Centre (DLR) [88]. In this experiment, a microbolometer camera was tested 
for airborne fire observation during a prescribed fire bum in a region 100 km south of Berlin close 
to the town Cottbus on 30 July 2003. The camera was flown together with other airborne sensors 
of DLR, one of them was the Advanced BIRD Airborne Simulator (ABAS) described in [89].
Figure 5-18: Airborne Microbolometer Fire Data |89]
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Figure 5-18 shows a fire plot of about 25 m x 40 m with burning grass (centre and top area) and 
burning wood debris (in tlie lower bright area) observed by a 320 x 240 niicrobolometer camera 
NEC TS 7302 from an altitude of 3000 m [88]. While information is lacking to perfonn a 
radiometiic analysis of this data, it has been included here as an illustration as to the type of air­
borne imagery that one could expect from a microbolometer-based instiument.
5.8 Conclusion
The data collected from the bench-top set up and the imager prototype has served to characterise 
the uncooled microbolometer for a variety of wavebands. The measured NETD value for the 8 -  
14 uni waveband was slightly larger than the value published by the manufacturer but close 
enough to establish agreement. The measured value for total system noise was very similar to 
those values published by the maiiufactiuer and will provide a credible value for the simulations 
modelled in the next chapter. Lastly, the capability discovered in the 3 -  5 jim waveband holds 
great potential for a low-cost on-orbit solution for this waveband.
In addition to providing credible response and noise values for the on-orbit simulations, the 
experience of designing, fabricating, and testing the image prototype had several other impacts on 
the design of a flight instrument. First, the knowledge gained in the flow of data from the detector 
array through the electronics and eventually to processed imagery will help in the electi'onics 
design and data exploitation. Similarly, the familiarity garnered on the effects of gain and offset 
will help in determining the optimal values for the top-of-atmosphere environment.
Whilst the 3-5 |jLm and 8-14 |Lim wavebands performed well over the range of expected blackbody 
temperatures, the two sub-bands, 8-10 p,ni and 10-12 pm did not. Whether these bands should be 
eliminated in the flight design will be an item of investigation in the next chapter. Lastly, the 
power drawn from the CEDIP electronics (6 W) appears to be quite high. The microbolometer 
itself is specified to only dr aw 200 mW and each of the 10,000 CCD pixel Disaster Monitoring 
Constellation multi-spectial camera heads with electronics only di'aws 1 W.
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Chapter 6
6 On-Orbit Performance Model
In this chapter, a radiometric model has been developed to help evaluate the remote sensing 
capabilities of an on-orbit microbolometer-based imaging radiometer. By integrating the effects 
of theoretical scene, atmospheric, and imaging optics models with the measured detector response 
and noise, a fairly robust model was created to accurately predict the imaging radiometer’s top of 
atmosphere performance. This validated model, described in the following sections, has not only 
be used in exploring the various design options for the flight instrument, but also provided the 
radiometric foundation used to define the mission applications described in chapter 8 .
This chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.1 presents the radiometric core for the model. In 
it, the base mathematical relationships between all the model’s components are laid out and 
simplified into a series of expressions. Then, in section 6.2, some of the model’s components 
requiring further derivation are explained and integrated back into a system level computer code 
in section 6.3. In section 6.4, the model is validated by comparing it directly with the 
experimental and published data and undergoing independent reviews by external experts in the 
field of thermal IR remote sensing. Lastly, in section 6.5, options for optimising die performance 
of the imager in the flight design in chapter 7 were explored.
6.1 Model Radiometry
Referencing figure 6-1, the incident power on each of the microbolometer detector pixels, Pj can 
be defined radiometrically by
Pj = L x A q X T ^ x CI XTq (6- 1)
where L  is the total radiance of the ground pixel (W m'^ |im‘  ^ s f ') , A q is the area of a ground pixel 
(ground sample distance squared) (m^), Ta is the atmospheric transmission, £ 2  is the solid angle 
subtended by the on-orbit imager entrance aperture (sr), and % is the optical tiansmission [6 6 ]. Pj 
will also be influenced by other sources of radiance within the imager’s field of view 
(atmosphere, optics, etc.). These effects will be accounted for later in sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2.
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F(Fo/te ) = LxÀf.'Xt^  xOxTqx9(
D elector R espon siv ity , 95 (V AV)
P( IVatts ) = LxAgXTfXQ.XTt
Optical Transm ission , X( + optics radiance 
(see section 6.2,2)
Solid  A n g le  Subtended  
b y  Im ager Aperture, £i (sr) P(Walls) = L x Ag Xt j XD.
+ atmospheric ladiance 
(see section 6.2.1)
A tm ospheric Transm ission,
Ground P ixel A r e a ,/f  g  (m^) 
Ground R adiance, L  (W m'^ s r ' )
P{}Vatls / s r )  = LxA,
Figure 6-1: Radiometric Model for Calculating the Optical Power at the Imager Detector
Taking advantage of the relationship between tlie gi'ound pixel and detector pixel areas and the 
imager altitude and focal lengths, equation (6-1) can be put in a more practical form. First, 
looking at the solid angle, i 2, which can be defined as
EP (6-2)
where EP  is the area of the imager entrance pupil (m^) and h is die distance from the imager to the 
ground scene, i.e. orbit altitude (m) [90]. Putting (6-2) into (6-1),
Pj =  L x A ^ x t ^ x ^ x T ( )  = L x ^ x t ^ x E P x t ^  h h (6-3)
Now for an on-orbit Earth observing imager, it can be assumed that the ground scene is 
effectively at infinity and the image is formed on the imager’s focal plane. Using die principles of 
basic optics shown in figure 4-7 and assuming square ground and detector pixels (square roots of 
area),
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where An is the area of the detector (pixel) a n d /is  the optical focal length [55]. Putting (4-3) into 
(6-3),
XjEf XTo (6-4)
Now, since the area of the entrance pupil, EPy is D^Jt/4, where J> equals the entrance pupil 
diameter, (6-4) becomes
(6-5)
Now, the radiated power in watts per square meter from a flat diffuse source smface into a 
hemisphere is the radiant emittance or spectral irradiance, W  (W iiT^  piiT^). The relationship 
between the spectral irradiance and the radiance is L = W/tc [91]. With this and the substitution 
for optical relative a p e r t u r e , f o r / ©,  (6-5) becomes
(6-6)
In order to make (6 -6) more useful for analysis of candidate imager designs, the incident optical 
irradiation on the detector, P/, will be converted to a detector signal voltage by the detector 
responsivity, 9t, expressed in output volts per incident watt (V W'^).
^  X 7^ XTo x 9 t  (6-7)
Since W, 9Ï, Ta, and To all varying with wavelength can all be evaluated simultaneously over the 
selected waveband,
(6-8)
Equation (6-8) will form the basis of the performance calculations. However, the terms WfÀJ, 
9Î(X), Ta(X), &  Tq(X) require further derivation which will be described in Section 6.2.
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Equation 6-8  will also be used as a basis for tlnee important figures of merit for which to judge 
the performance of the proposed imaging radiometer. These three figures are the system signal- 
to-noise ration (SNR), the noise equivalent power (f#), and the noise equivalent temperature 
difference (NETD). The SNR is simply the ratio of the detector signal, to tlie total system 
noise, [42].
S N R = - ^ (6-9)
The noise equivalent power is the optical power flux level that yields a signal voltage equal to the 
noise (SNR =1). Setting Vf^  equal to Vout, in (6-8) and realizing that the optical power incident on 
the detector pixel can be expressed as
4(//#) (6-10)
therefore
AÀ
and the noise equivalent power can be expressed as
(6-11),
(6-12).
While this is a useful expression, in the analysis described in this thesis, P^ will be used in 
conjunction with (6-8) to calculate the noise equivalent brightness temperature of the ground 
scene.
The noise equivalent temperature difference is a measure of the detector/imaging radiometer 
sensitivity. In addition to the expression given in (5-2), NETD can also be defined by the ratio 
between the noise, and the system responsivity, 91, measured in volts per Kelvin (as opposed 
to volts per watt as defined above) [83].
NETD = SR(F/K)
The system responsivity (V/K) can be defined as
(6-13)
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NETD =
(6-14)
where T jj  and F/,2 are the blackbody temperatuies and resulting detector signals respectively 
across die temperature range of interest [42], Ti,2 are related to W(À) in (6-9) and will be 
described in section 6.2,1. Putting (6-15) into (6-14) brings us back to equation (5-2) presented in 
the last chapter.
(5-2)
6.2 Model Components
Before the above expressions can be used, some of the terms [i.e. W(À), 9Î(X)  ^ & ToCÂJ]
require fiuther definition. In this section, each of these terms will be defined as they apply the 
design of a thermal IR imaging radiometer. Then, in section 6.3, we will return to die expressions 
defined in Section 6 .1 in terms of a comprehensive model diat can be put into computer code and 
utilized for the required analysis.
6.2.1 Upwelling Earth Irradiance, JVfÂJ
The upwelling Earth spectral irradiance, (W(À)) in (6 -8), has been modelled using Planck’s law 
for blackbody radiation and emissivity data collected by the NASA ,Iet Propulsion Laboratory 
(JPL) [66 ]. W(À), also called die radiant emittance, represents the thermal radiant signal in watts 
per unit area and was theoretically modelled for a blackbody (perfect radiator) by Max Planck in 
1890. His derivation of the equation, know now as Planck’s law or Planck’s blackbody radiation 
cui ve is given in (6-15) [66 ].
_]] («->5)
where Wx is the spectral irradiance (W cnT  ^um‘*), X is the wavelengdi (pm), T is the blackbody 
temperature (K), C; = 37,418, and Q  = 14,388, when the area is in square centimetres. Planck 
curves for three blackbody temperatures are shown in figui'e 6-2  below.
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Figure 6-2: Planck Curves for Three Blackbody Temperatures
Other sources of thermal irradiance used in the simulations (apart from atmospheric irradiance) 
were also modelled using (6-15). These other sources include the surfaces within the imaging 
radiometer itself within the field of view (imaging optics, optical filters, and the detector 
window). Atmospheric emittance was modelled using the MODTRAN computer code for the 
atmospheric conditions of interest and will be explained in section 6 .2 .2 .
Since most of radiation sources sensed by the imaging radiometer are not perfect blackbodies, 
surface emissivity has been incorporated into the model for W(À) when required. Emissivity e can 
be defined as the ratio of the radiant emittance of the source to the radiant emittance of a 
blackbody at the same temperature [6 6 ]. When the dimensionless emissivity is multiplied by the 
appropriate Planck curve, a good representation of the spectral irradiance can be modelled. The 
source for emissivity values of the modelled Earth ground scenes was the ASTER Spectral 
Library compiled by the NASA JPL [92]. Some of the emissivity data used in the model is shown 
in Figure 6-3.
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Figure 6-3: Emissivity Data from the ASTER Spectral Library |92|
For the other sources of emission (optics, etc.), the respective transmission curves were modified 
to approximate the surface emissivity using the relationship
T - \-e - \-r  = 1 (6-16)
where r is  the transmission, f i s  the emissivity, and r is the reflectance of the emitter [6 6 ]. From 
equation 6-16, f  + r = (1 -  t). To ensure f  was realistically taken into account when calculating 
the thermal effects of the optics, it was assumed to equal 0.9 * (1 -  %), leaving r the value of 0.1 * 
(1 - 7 ) .
6.2.2 Atmospheric Effects, Ta
The term Ta in (6 -8 ) addresses the losses of radiant energy as it propogates from the surface of the 
Earth to the top of the atmosphere. Flowever, there are also atmospheric emittance effects that 
have also been considered. To assess all influences that can affect the transmission and emittance 
is a very complex matter. Many variables, such as changes in temperature; pressure of the gases; 
shapes, sizes, and chemical composition of suspended particles; and slanted optical path for 
example, make it extremely difficult to predict IR transmittance and emittance of the atmosphere 
[66 ]. However, the increase in computer power and the dedicated efforts of many specialists in 
this field have led to highly detailed computer models. In modelling the atmospheric transmission 
in this thesis, the generally accepted and readily available computer model M0DTRAN4 version
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3.1 developed by Spectral Sciences, Inc. and the US Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) has 
been utilized [93]. Without getting too lost in the workings of MODTRAN, the inputs and the 
inodeTs outputs have been summarized in table 6-1 and figures 6-4 and 6-5. Following that, a 
short discussion on the suitability of the outputs has been presented.
MODTRAN Tape 5 Inpu ts
CARD I n p u t
Name Description Value
1 MODEL Geographical-seasonal model atmospheres Tropical Atmosphere (15 deg N Latitude) Mid-Latitude Summer (45 deg N Latitude) Mid-Latitude Winter (45 deg N Latitude)
1 ITYPE Type of line-of-sight path Vertical or slant path to space or ground
1 lEMSCT Mode of execution Spectral thermal radiance (no sun/no moon) mode
1 IMÜLT Multiple scattering? Execute without multiple scatteringlA C02MX C02 mixing ratio Default value of 330 ppmvlA H20STR Vertical H20 vapor 
column Default water vapor column
lA 03STR Vertical ozone column Default ozone column2 IHAZE Aerosol model RURAL extinction, default VIS = 23 km2 ISEASN Seasonal aerosol profile Determined by the value of MODEL
2 IVULCN Stratospheric aerosols Background stratospheric profile and extinction
2 ICLD Cloud and rain model No clouds or rain3 HI Initial (sensor) altitude 700 km
3 H2 Final (target) altitude 0 km
3 ANGLE Initial zenith angle 180 degrees
4 VI Initial wavelength 2 urn4 V2 Final wavelength 20 urn
4 DV Wavelength increment 0.05 um
4 FWHM Slit function FWHM 0.1 um
4 FLAGS Specify desired units Spectral units in microns
Table 6-1: MODTRAN Tape 5 Inputs
Using tlie inputs defined in table 6-1, MODTRAN the outputs in the following values for 
atmospheric transmission and emittance for the three chosen geographical-seasonal models 
(figm es 6-4 and 6-5):
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Figure 6-4: MODTRAN Atmospheric Transmission for Three Geographical-Seasonal Models [93]
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Figure 6-5: MODTRAN Atmospheric Emittance for Three Geographical-Seasonal Models [93]
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In interpreting the values illustrated in figures 6-4 and 6-5, it is usefiil to examine the primary 
constituents in the atmosphere that absorb and emit in the infrared spectrum. These constituents 
can be divided into two general classes: 1) permanent and 2) variable [66 ]. The permanent 
constituents are nearly constant as a percent of the total gas volume and include carbon dioxide 
CO2, methane CH4, nitrous oxide N2O, and carbon monoxide CO. The wavelengths where these 
gases primarily affect thermal infrared radiation agree with figuie 6-4. There are two major 
variable constituents which vary with temperatuie and altitude: Ozone O3 and Water vapoui" H2O. 
Water vapour, or precipitable water, is by far, the greatest contributor to atmospheric absorption 
and has a significant effect on bounding tlie thermal infrared atmospheric windows (mid-wave IR 
at 3 to 5 (xm and long-wave IR at 8 to 12 |xm) [6 6 ]. Precipitable water also has a significant effect 
within these windows as can be seen by the transmission and emission variations between 
geographical-seasonal models. Because precipitable water has such a large effect and varies 
significantly over time and space, the appropriate typical ti'ansmission and emission profiles in 
figuies 6-4 and 6-5 are used in the simulation model, depending on the characteristics of the 
particular mission application under consideration. In each case, the particular profiles will be 
noted.
6.2.3 Optical Transmission, To
The next model component defined is optical ti’ansmission, denoted by %o hi (6 -8). By design, the 
imaging optics and optical filters pass only the wavelengths of interest to the detector array. To 
model the transmission across the thermal infrared, manufacturer provided profiles were used 
where possible. Manufacturer provided ti’ansmission data was available for the mid-wave infrared 
filter used during testing at ULIS, the two long-wave infrared filters used in the prototype (figure 
6-7), as well as the detector package window (figure 6-8). Where ti’ansmission data was not 
available, notional profiles were created based on typical values researched from the literatuie. 
For the imaging optics, the vendor provided specifications for spectial pass-band and transmission 
were used to create notional profiles (figure 6 -6).
When used in the simulations, the appropriate transmission curves are combined by simple 
multiplication across the waveband. For example, when simulating the blackbody measurements 
described m section 5.4.2, the respective filter from figuie 6-7 is combined with the detector 
window in figure 6 -8 . When required, tlie transmission cui’ves were used to help calculate steady- 
state thermal contribution of the optical components to the detector signal. This will be discussed 
in detail in Section 6.4.
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Figure 6-6: Imaging Optics Transmission Curves [711
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Figure 6-8: Detector Package Window Transmission Curve [611
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6.2.4 Detector Responsivity, 9 t(À )
The detector responsivity, 5R, is the last term to define for (6-8). As discussed in section 5.4.1, 
many factors determine the pixel’s responsivity. These factors are illustrated in figure 6-9. 
However, because most of these factors are intrinsic qualities of the device, a simple three-part 
model can be used to accurately predict the linear relationship between the incident radiation and 
the detector response. The first two parts (relative responsivity and gain) describe the slope of 
this relationship. The third part (offset) describes the ‘y-intercept’.
POWER (W)
AO
WAVEBAND (urn)
OF RESISTANCE (TCR) CURRENT I. (Aj
CURR04Tlt(A)
(VOLTAGE
CONVERSION)
■ M  PIXEL BIAS VOLTAGE
VOLTAGE Vc(V)
Figure 6-9: Microbolometer Block Diagram
The model’s first part is based on the pixel’s relative response to a given waveband of incident 
radiation. As presented in section 5.4.1, the relative responsivity varies with wavelength. The 
relative responsivity, normalized, is shown again as figure 6-10.
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F igure 6-10: N orm alized Spectral R esponsivity (80]
The responsivity model’s second component is the gain associated with the normalized 
responsivity and, as previously mentioned, dictated by the voltage bias Vpio- A change in gain 
will scale the normalized responsivity thereby changing the slope of the pixel response. The third 
and last part of the responsivity model is simply a voltage offset driven by the voltage bias 
Vebasage. Together, with the normalized responsivity and gain, these three components can easily 
be used to describe the pixel’s linear response. Returning to the expression for the pixel signal in 
(6-9), the responsivity term, %(k) can be pulled out and expanded to include the three parts just 
described.
V —out
V =out
jw (À m À )T „ (À )T /A :)d À
IW {À )T a (À )T /À )d À
AÀ
The bracketed term, as shown in (6-10) is simply the incident optical power (watts).
V„^ , = P ,x j3 i(À )d À
(6-8)
(6-16)
(6-17)
Inserting the responsivity model’s components: 1) normalized responsivity, 2) gain, G, and
3) offset, Vojfsei
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and returning to (6-8).
(6-18)
AX
W (X )lG -3 i^ (X )]T ^W T ,(X )d X4(//#) (6-19)
This expression (6-19) is what will be used to build the computer model in MATLAB and run the 
simulations described in the following sections.
6 3  Model Integration
The block diagram below in Figure 6-11 describes the way (6-19) was coded into MATLAB.
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Figure 6-11: Radiometric Model Block Diagram
The top section of the block diagram represents the summing of all the major sources of spectral 
irradiance onto the detector pixel. This includes not only the irradiance from the ground pixel, but 
also that from the atmosphere and optics. As will be seen in the simulations, these secondary 
sources of irradiance do not interfere with the performance of the imaging radiometer, as long as
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they are constant across the scene. However, they are important for determining the appropriate 
gain and offset values as well as interpreting the laboratory and field data in the model validation.
After the irradiance is summed, the integrand is completed by multiplying by the responsivity 
(gain and normalized responsivity discussed in section 6.2.4) and integrating across the waveband 
of interest. A final voltage is then calculated by factoring in the pixel area and relative aperture. 
Finally, the predetermined offset voltage is added/subtracted to yield the final pixel signal value 
(volts).
The corresponding MATLAB code for figure 6-11 is given in figures 6-12 and 6-13.
f o r  a = 1 : 20
GTemp(a) = 2 6 8 . 1 5  + a  * 5;
V p i x e l ( a )  = V(ATran, A E m it ,  LTran, FTran, WTran, NResp, GEmis, G T em p (a)) ;  
D p i x e l ( a )  = ( V p i x e l ( a )  -  1 . 4 4 6 )  * 2 1 8 0 0 ;
end
% The i n p u t s  f o r  f u n c t i o n  V out  a r e  s i x  ID a r r a y s  [ d e s c r i b i n g  t r a n s m i s s i o n ,
% r e s p o n s i v i t y ,  and  e m i s s i v i t y  p r o f i l e s  a c r o s s  t h e  s p e c tr u m  (2 t o  20 u m )) and  
% o n e  v a r i a b l e ,  GTemp, w h ic h  i s  t h e  t e m p e r a t u r e  (K) o f  t h e  g r o u n d  p i x e l .
% The s i x  ID a r r a y s  :
% ATran = a t m o s p h e r i c  t r a n s m i s s i o n
% AEmit = a t m o s p h e r i c  e m i t t a n c e
% LTran = o p t i c a l  t r a n s m i s s i o n  (CEDIP L e n s  o r  t h e o r e t i c a l  d u a l  band  l e n s )
% FTran = f i l t e r  t r a n s m i s s i o n
% WTran = d e t e c t o r  p a c k a g e  w indow t r a n s m i s s i o n
% NResp = n o r m a l i z e d  r e s p o n s i v i t y
% GEmis = s u r f a c e  e m i s s i v i t y  o f  t h e  g r o u n d  p i x e l
Figure 6-12: Core MATLAB Code for Iniplenieiiting Radiometric Model
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f u n c t i o n  V o u t  = V (A T ra n ,  A E m it ,  LT ran, F T ran ,  WTran, N R esp ,  GEmis,  GTemp)
% T h i s  s e c t i o n  o f  t h e  f u n c t i o n  d e f i n e s  t h e  v a l u e s  f o r  g a i n  an d  o f f s e t .
V f  i d  -  0 . 5 ;  % 0 . 5 V  < V f i d  < 3 . 3  V
C g a in  = 8 . 8 1 4 6 e 5 ;
G a in  = C g a i n  * V f i d ;
V e b a s a g e  ■ 2 . 9 8 7 ;  % 2 , 5V < V e b a s a g e  < 4 . 0  V
C o f f s e t  = 0 . 5 6 3 5 ;
O f f s e t  = C o f f s e t  * V e b a s a g e ;
% The n e x t  s e c t i o n  sum s  a n d  i n t e g r a t e s  a l l  t h e  i r r a d i a n c e  s o u r c e s  and c r o s s e s  
% t h i s  w i t h  t h e  r e s p o n s i v i t y  ( R e s p ) .
% G Rad = g r o u n d  p i x e l  i r r a d i a n c e  Bold red terms indicate variables to set prior to each mn:
% ARad = t o p  o f  a t m o s p h e r e  i r r a d i a n c e  Gain and offset detector biases (Vfid &Vd5asage. ),
% LRad = i m a g i n g  o p t i c s  i r r a d i a n c e  I TOA, optics, filter, & window temperatures,
% FRad = o p t i c a l  f i l t e r  i r r a d i a n c e  And optics relative aperture.
% WRad = d e t e c t o r  w in d o w  i r r a d i a n c e
VB = 0;  % s e ts  t h e  i n i t i a l  v a l u e  o f  V o u t  t o  0
f o r  a  = 1 : 3 6 1
l a m ( a )  = a  * 0 . 0 5  + 1 . 9 5 ;  % c r e a t e s  an  a r r a y  o f  w a v e l e n g t h s  (2 t o  20  um) 
G R ad(a)  = B B ( l a m ( a ) ,  GTemp) * G E m i s (a )  *ATran *L T r a n (a )  *W Tran(a)  * F T r a n (a )  
A R ad(a)  = ( A E m it (a )  /  p i )  * L T r a n (a )  * WTran(a ) * F T r a n ( a ) ;
L R ad (a )  = B B ( l a m ( a ) ,  2 9 4 . 6 5 )  * 0 . 9  * (1 -  L t r a n ( a ) )  * F T r a n ( a )  * W Tran(a)
F R a d (a )  = B B ( l a m ( a ) ,  2 9 4 . 6 5 )  * 0 . 9  * (1 -  F T r a n ( a ) )  * W T r a n ( a ) ;
WRad(a) = B B ( l a m ( a ) ,  2 7 6 . 1 5 )  * 0 . 9  * (1 -  W T r a n ( a ) ) ;
T o t a l R a d ( a )  = G R ad(a)  + A R ad (a )  LRad (a )  + WRad(a)  + F R a d ( a ) ;
R e s p ( a )  = N R e s p (a )  * G a in ;  - ,
VA (a)  = T o t a l R a d ( a )  * R e s p  ( a ) ;  TOA, optics, filter and window emissivities assume: >
VB = VB + VA (a )  ; Emissivity = 0 . 9 *  (1 -  transmission)
e n d  (emissivity + reflectivity + transmission = 1 )
% The n e x t  s e c t i o n  c o m p l e t e s  t h e  i n t e g r a t i o n  ( S i m p s o n ' s  R u l e )  a n d  m u l t i p l i e s  
% t h e  r e s u l t  b y  t h e  p i x e l  a r e a  a n d  1 /  4 ( f / # ) .
VB = VB * 0 . 0 5 ;
VC = VB * 0 . 0 0 4 5  * 0 . 0 0 4 5  * 0 . 0 8  * (1 /  (4 * 0 . 7  * 0 . 7 ) ) ;
V o u t  = VC + O f f s e t ;
i f  V o u t  > 2 . 1  %If V o u t  i s  b e y o n d  i t s  u p p e r  r a n g e  ( s a t u r a t e d )
V o u t  = 2 . 1 ;
e n d
fu n c t io n  E = BB(lambda, T)
% Plots Planck's curve for the Spectral Radiant Emittance (W cm-2 um-1) for 
% a blackbody of temperature T (K) at the wavelength specified by lambda.
Cl = 37418;
C2 = 14388;
E = Cl ./ ( (lambda.''5) .*  ( (exp (C2 . / (lambda .* T) ) ) -1 ) ) ;
Figure 6-13: MATLAB Functions Used by Core Code in Figure 6-12
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6.4 Model Validation
Before the model was used to evaluate the on-orbit performance of candidate imager designs, it 
was validated by directly comparing the blackbody response measurements described in sections 
5.4.2 and 5.4.3. While it would be ideal to use on-orbit data, the laboratory measurements will 
suffice in validating the model’s most critical node—detector responsivity. Three sets of data 
were used: the LWIR data collected on 18 Oct 04 and 16 Nov 04 as well as the MWIR data 
collected at ULIS. The emissivity of the blackbody was assumed to be 1.
(Scene) Irradfance (SRad)
(FRad)
(WRad)
Figure 6-14: Blackbody Response Test Set Up
The input parameters for the model for each of these cases, as illustrated in figure 6-14, are 
summarized in table 6-2. The differences between the three data sets include the filter and 
detector window transmission, the detector and detector (and hence detector window) 
temperature, the room (and hence the filter) temperature, the two voltage biases, Vfid and 
V e b e s a g e , and the effective optical aperture.
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Parameter Value 
18 Oct 04 Data
Value 
16 Nov 04 Data
Value 
ULIS MWIR Data
Atmospheric Transmission (ATran) 1 across entire spectrum 1 across entire spectrum 1 across entire spectrum
Imaging Optics Transmission (LTran) 1 across entire spectrum 1 across entire spectrum 1 across entire spectrum
Filter Transmission (FTran) see Fig 6-6 see Fig 6-6 see Fig 6-6
Detector Window Transmission (WTran) see Fig 6-7 see Fig 6-7 1 across entire spectrum
Normalized Responsivity (NResp) see Fig 6-11 see Fig 6-11 see Fig 6-11
Ground Pixel Emissivity (GEmis) 1 across entire spectrum 1 across entire spectrum 1 across entire spectrum
Ground Pixel Temperature (GTemp) same as blackbody 
temperature setting
same as blackbody 
temperature setting
same as blackbody 
temperature setting
Gain voltage bias (Vf id ) 1.20 V 0.5 V 3.3 V
Offset voltage bias (V eb a sa g e) 2.90 V 2.99 V 2.5 V
TOA Temperature N/A N/A N/A
Optics Temperature N./A N/A N/A
Filter Temperature 302.65 K 294.65 K 276.65 K
Detector Window Temperature 287.15 K 276.15 K 276.15 K
Pixel Area (45 pm)  ^X 0.8 (45 pm)  ^X 0.8 (45 pm)' X 0.8
Relative Aperture ( f# ) 0.7 0.7 9.53
Table 6-2: Radiometric Model Inputs for Data Compare/Model Validation
With the inputs detailed in Table 6-1 used in the radiometric model, the following curves for Vout 
vs. blackbody temperature were created. In these cases, Vout has been digitised using (6-20) so it 
can be directly compared to the data. The results are shown in figures 6-15, 6-16, and 6-18.
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Figure 6-15: Radiometric Model Comparison with 18 Oct 04 Lab Data
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Figure 6-16: Radiometric Model Comparison with 16 Nov 04 Lab Data
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Fig 6-17: Radiometric Model Comparison for ULIS MWIR Data
To understand the model's behaviour with respect to emulating the data, the curves representing 
the various sources of irradiance incident on the pixel are shown in figure 6-18. The figure shows
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the irradiances for the three wavebands measured on 16 November 2004 for the lowest and 
highest blackbody temperatures, 273.15 K and 338.15 K respectively.
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Figure 6-18: Radiometric Model’s Spectral Irradiance Components
From the figure, it is obvious that the irradiance components from the detector window and filter 
is constant and simply adds a ‘DC’ component to the final pixel signal. This explains the added 
offset in the 8 -  10 pm and 1 0 - 1 2  pm data above that of the wide 8 - 1 4  pm band. At low 
blackbody temperatures, these components dominate the irradiance incident on the pixel. 
However, a change in irradiance is still detectable as long as the blackbody temperature is above 
the noise level.
In conclusion, a radiometric model has been constructed that accurately emulates the laboratory 
data. While external sources of blackbody irradiance (atmosphere, optics, etc.) add a ‘DC’ 
component to the output signal (assuming they are constant across the scene), only the scene 
irradiance and the detector noise have a direct effect on the capabilities of the imaging radiometer. 
This point will be the bases for the conclusions drawn in the mission analysis in the next chapter 
and final statement of capability of the low-cost imaging radiometer proposed in this thesis.
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6.5 Optimising the On-Orbit Performance
By inserting the atmospheric and imaging optics into the radiometric model, the simulations used 
to emulate the laboratory data can be taken up to Earth orbit. In the following simulations, a few 
of the controllable design parameters are analysed with respect to the various geographical- 
seasonal atmospheric models establishing the realistic capabilities of a microbolometer-based 
space-borne TIR imaging radiometer. With this understanding, it was then possible to influence 
the final optimisation of the instrument specification in the next chapter.
6.5.1 Waveband vs. NETD
As introduced in section 3.1.4, the key figure of merit in evaluating scene temperature and 
emissivity gradients is the noise equivalent temperature difference (NETD). Using the pixel 
response model described in this chapter, the NETD was calculated using (5-2) repeated here for 
clarity.
NETD = y À T ^ - T , ) (5-2)
The results are shown in figures 6-19 through 6-22 and table 6-3 below.
A tm osphere Model
1. No Atmosphere
2. Mid-Latilude Writer
3. Mid-Latitude S im m er
4. Iropicd
Baseline Spec ifico to i 
Æ TD . 0.6 K @ 500 K
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Figure 6-19: On-orbit NETD vs. Ground Pixel Brightness Temperature for the 3 - 5  |im Waveband
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Figure 6-20: On-orbit NETD vs. Ground Pixel Brightness Temperature for the 8 -1 0  pm Waveband
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Figure 6-21: On-orbit NETD vs. Ground Pixel Brightness Temperature for the 10 -  12 pm Waveband
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Figure 6-22: On-orbit NETD vs. Ground Pixel Brightness Temperature for the 8 -1 2  pm Waveband
NETD @ 300K Ground Pixel Brightness Temperature
Atmospheric Model 3 -5  pm 8 -1 0  pm 10 - 12 pm 8-1 2  pm
No Atmosphere 0.94 K 0.44 K 0.51 K 0 .19K
Mid-Latitude Winter 4.79 K 0.64 K 0.58 K 0.27 K
Mid-latitude Summer 7.11 K 0.82 K 0.81 K 0.36 K
Tropical 8.13 K 0.94 K 1.06 K 0.45 K
NETD @ 500K Ground Pixel Brightness Temperature
Atmospheric Model 3 - 5 pm 8 -1 0  pm 10 -12 pm 8 - 12 pm
No Atmosphere 0.07 K 0.16 K 0.24 K 0.07 K
Mid-Latitude W inter 0.21 K 0.22 K 0.27 K 0.11 K
Mid-latitude Summer 0.28 K 0.29 K 0.38 K 0.1 4 K
T ropical 0.31 K 0.33 K 0.49 K 0 .1 8 K
Table 6-3: Two On-orbit NETD Calculations for the Specified Wavebands & Atmospheric Models
From these results, it is clear that the two smaller wavebands in the LWIR ( 8 - 1 0  and 1 0 - 1 2  
pm) are somewhat less capable than the wideband ( 8 - 1 2  pm). For the remote sensing data user, 
smaller wavebands would typically be considered more useful for distinguishing various noise 
contributors to the signal and therefore make better corrections for their effects. However, in the 
context if microbolometers, high spectral resolution (narrow wavebands) was deemed a 
reasonable trade for increased sensitivity. Therefore, in defining suitable niche applications for 
this instrument, the wideband LWIR channel will be utilised with an emphasis on relative 
measurements as opposed to absolute measurements, which would rely on corrections requiring 
two smaller wavebands. This will be further explained in chapter 8.
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6.5.2 Dynamic Range vs. NETD
The next controllable design parameter to be evaluated was detector gain, or more practically, 
dynamic range versus NETD. The higher the gain, the more sensitive the detector but the more 
vulnerable it will be to saturation. Therefore, as measured in section 5.3, dynamic range and 
NETD are inversely proportional and finding the right balance has been a useful application of the 
radiometric model. Figures 6-23 and 6-24 show the pixel response verse ground pixel brightness 
temperature for both the 3 -  5 and 8 - 1 2  pm wavebands. Each figure shows the response for four 
geographical-seasonal atmospheric models with both maximum and minimum gain.
On-orbil Pixd Res
for the 8  -  12 p n  t 
Com ero Heod
M n G an
I
Almospheric Model
1. No A tmosphère
2. Mid-Latitude Minier
3 Mid-tatitude S tm m er 
4. Tropical
Ground Pixel Brightness Temperature Kl
Figure 6-23: On-orbit Pixel Response (Min and Max Gain) vs. Temperature for the 8 - 1 2  pm Waveband
On-orbil Pixel R esponse 
for the 3 -  5  pm  
C am era Head
—  Min Gam
Almospheric Model 
I. No A tmosphere
2 Mid-Latitude Wmter
3 Mid-Latitude Summei
4 Tropical
Ground Pixel B rightness Tem perature IKI
Figure 6-24: On-orbit Pixel Response (Min & Max gain) vs. Temperature for the 3 - 5  pm Waveband
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In determining the optimal value for on-orbit gain for each of the wavebands, NETD versus 
dynamic range was plotted in figure 6-25 for each of the atmospheric models. Except for the 8 -  
12 pm waveband over a winter atmosphere, figure 6-27 suggests that the microbolometer detector 
array gain should be set at its maximum value in order to meet the baseline specification for 
NETD and dynamic range for most conditions.
Atmosphetic Model 
I No Atmosphere
2. Mid-Latitude Winter
3. Mid-Lotitude Summer
4. Tropical
3 -  5 pm
8 -  12 pm
Baseline Specification 1€TD. 0.6 K
Baseline Specification 
Dynamic Range > 410 K
500
Dynamic Range IKI
Figure 6-25: NETD vs. Dynamic Range for the 3 - 5  and 8 - 1 2  pm Wavebands
6.5.3 Relative Aperture (f-number) vs. NETD
The last controllable design parameter to be evaluated is the relative optical aperture or f-number. 
As the f-number is decreased, the more radiance is collected per pixel and therefore, the better the 
radiometric performance (NETD). However, low f-number optics can be complicated to design, 
often requiring additional lens elements and the use of multiple glass types. This can lead to 
heavy, large, and quite costly optical designs that may work against the goals of a low-mass, low- 
volume instrument design.
From the research conducted in chapter 4, it was learned that LWIR optics around f/1.1 to f/1.25 
are commercially available. Therefore, in this section, that region will be examined for its effect 
on the on-orbit NETD. In figure 6-26, it can be seen that an f-number close to f/1 will meet the 
specification for NETD for all atmospheric conditions. Therefore, for the flight design, a sub-f/1 
f-number will be sought but, if design complexity begins to escalate, an f-number equal to or 
slightly larger than f/1 will suffice.
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Red Dostied Line  ^IÆTD of 3 -  5 jjin camera at 500 K 
Blue Solid Line = NETD of 8 -  12 n/n camera at 300 K
Atmospheric Model
1. No Atmosphere
2. MicJ-Lalit'jde Winter
3. Mid-Lotitude Summer
4. Tropical
2 0.5
Figure 6-26: NETD vs. F-number for the 3 - 5  and 8 - 1 2  |xm Wavebands
6.6 Conclusion
The on-orbit performance model presented in this chapter has served as a useful tool in the 
continued development of an on-orbit imaging radiometer. Modelled radiometry and the 
microbolometer pixel model emulate the laboratory data and vendor specification fairly well. The 
slightly lower values of pixel signal suggested by the model infers a degree of conservatism in its 
predictions, which will help to preserve objectivity in the final results of this thesis.
Although the imaging optics and atmospheric components were not validated with empirical 
airborne or space-borne measurements, the credibility of the model is still high given the 
simplicity of modelling optical transmission and the strong legacy of MODTRAN in the remote 
sensing community. Furthermore, it has been shown that minor sources of extraneous radiation 
do not effect the performance of the detector as long as they remain stable. A close look at the 
effects of temperature gradients within the optics will be taken in the next chapter.
From the results of section 6.5, a few conclusions can be drawn. First, from figures 6-19 and 6- 
22, it can be seen that when imaging in the 3 - 5 pm and 8 -  12 pm wavebands, the on-orbit 
NETD of the uncooled microbolometer based imaging radiometer is well within that required by 
the baseline specification (0.6 K). However, from figures 6-20 and 6-21, it can be seen that the 
smaller LWIR wavebands ( 8 - 1 0  pm and 1 0 - 1 2  pm) are less capable. As a result, mission 
applications focused on cool Earth phenomena should utilize the single 8 - 1 2  pm waveband 
along with the 3 -  5 pm channel if possible. This will be an area of exploration in chapter 8.
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A  summary of the recommendations for optimising the flight instrument design parameters gained 
from running on-orbit simulations is contained in table 7-1 in the next chapter. There, the 
recommendations have been integrated with the knowledge gained from the prototype fabrication 
and testing to form a final list of influencing factors for the flight design.
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Chapter 7
7 Flight Instrument Design
In chapter 1, an iterative approach for developing an optimised specification for a lovy-cost 
thermâl IR Earth imaging radiometer was proposed. Following the definition of the baseline 
specification in chapter 3, the capabilities of candidate COTS technologies were evaluated 
through iterative prototyping, testing, and simulation efforts (chapters 4 -  6). From the 
knowledge gained through this process, it is now possible to optimise the final instmment 
specification for the design of a low-cost, DMC-compatible, and most importantly, a useful TIR 
imaging radiometer. In this chapter, after the determination of the final specification, the system 
design for a flight instrument will be presented followed a brief summaiy of its expected on-orbit 
performance. Following this, in the next chapter, the instrument’s capability to support niche 
mission areas, within the context of the Disaster Monitoring Constellation, will be explored.
7.1 Optimised Instrument Specification
Before embarking on the design of the flight instalment, the lessons learned from the prototype 
design, fabrication, and test in addition to the on-orbit simulations were reviewed for use in 
optimising the baseline specification. In table 7-1, each component or design parameter that was 
evaluated via hardware testing or computer simulations has been assessed for the lessons 
applicable to an optimised specification and flight instmment design. In deriving the lessons 
applicable for each category, the following questions were considered:
• What were the values of the contiollable parameters that gave the greatest performance per 
cost?
• Which things, validated by the prototype would be best preserved in the flight instrument in 
the interest of reducing risk?
• How would the selection of COTS components change?
• Would there be any upgrades due to technology progression (remembering one of the 
advantages of a COTS approach is the insertion of the latest technologies)?
• Which items require further engineering (e.g. electronics, calibration, etc.)?
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Component or 
Design Parameter
Lessons Applicable to an Optimised Specification and Flight Instrument 
Design
Detector Array: • ULIS offere a dependable source for microbolometer detectors. ULIS 
arrays remain at the top of the field. The accommodation by the ULIS 
R&D team has been a big advantage to instmment development. 
Approved export license will facilitate rapid detector delivery.
• The MWIR response of the imcooled ULIS array is adequate for Earth 
obsei-vation applications. The performance in the 8 -  10 and 10-12 pm 
wavebands is marginal.
• 320 X 240,45 pm pixel pitch array is not the largest array but offers the 
best performance with regards to pixel integr ation time and str uctural 
integrity over smaller 25 and 35 prn pixel rnicrostmctures. The 
radiometric model favoius a large pixel area ( A d ) .  Recommend an 
irpgrade to 480 x 640 array on the condition it can be properly 
characterised and meet the specification for integration time, sensitivity, 
noise, and robustness.
• Keep the pulse of the TIR detector industry (cooled and uncooled).
Electronics: • COTS electronics are unsuitable for space flight (not designed for on-orbit 
operation, can’t adjust fiarne rate, not very autonomous)
• Recommend taking firll advantage of robust SSTL flight engineered 
electronics; greater certainty of reliability; easier to interface with satellite
• 14 bits shoirld be adeqirate for generation imager
Software: • Some aspects of the developed algorithms should be maintained but
indigenous code will have to be written to ensure compatibility with DMC 
electronics and autonomous operation
Optics: • COTS will probably come short for flight instrirment; no COTS options 
for low f-number MWIR. However, COTS optic for LWIR bands exists.
• Low f-number will have a significant effect on performance; f/# < 1?
• Options exist for a single custom dual-band optic
Mechanical 
Structure/ Thermal 
Control:
• Custom A1 housing structure should be fabricated to ensure an effective 
integration on the spacecraft bus; no special requirements other than 
maximizing thermal stability so follow standard SSTL practices; possible 
use of focusing mechanism like DMC 32-m camera
♦ Variation will be required due to close back focal length
Calibration: • Need to correct for array non-uniformities (gain and offset), bad pixels, as 
well as inaccuracies with the ground truth
• Shutter mechanism has risks and limitations with a quality calibration (still 
an option though)
• External paddle/miiTor requires a heated blackbody
• Cold space can be used for other blackbody source
• For absolute radiometric calibrations, may be able to cross-calibrate with 
other on-orbit instruments (ASTER, etc.)
Table 7-1: Knowledge Gained from the Prototype Design, Fabrication, and 
Test as Well as the On-orbit Simulations in Chapters 4 - 6
From these lessons, many of the baseline specifications were confirmed as suitable for a flight 
instmment. However, some of the specifications were optimised to values offering a better 
balance between performance and cost. In table 7-2, the final flight instmment specification is 
listed along side tlie original baseline presented in chapter 3. It is from this final specification that 
the flight instrument design presented in tlie remainder of this chapter is based.
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Specification Original Basciine Value Flight Instrument Value
Spatial resolution 250 -  500 metres OSD 300 metres OSD
Temporal resolution (revisit time) 1 - 6  days 3.6 - 7.2 days
Waveband selection and Spectral 
resolution
3 .5 5 -3 .93  pm
10 .3 -11 .3  pm
11 .3 -12 .3  pm
3 - 5 pm 
8 -1 2  pm
Sensitivity (NETD) 0.1 -  0.6 K NETD for a 
300 K ground scene
0.5 K NETD for a 
300 K ground scene
Dynamic range 190 - 600 K 190-600 K
Timeliness and delivery of imagery < 24 horns via the internet < 24 hoius via the internet
Mass 3 - 1 0  kg < 6 kg
Volume <0.01 n f < 0.01 m^
Overall dimensions <150 mm X 150 mm x 150 mm 
(< 100 mm input apertui e)
<150  mm X 150 mm x 150 mm 
(< 100 mm input aperture)
Peak power < 5 Watts < 4 Watts
Memory Usage < 1GB <1GB
Data rate < 30 Mbit/s < 30  Mbit/s
Data format LVDS/ CAN LVDS/ CAN
Command and control format LYDS/ CAN LVDS/ CAN
Thermal control able to withstand 
265 -  275 K
able to withstand 
265 -  275 K
Orbit height 700 km 700 km
Orbit type Sun-synchronous, LAN 10:00 Sun-synchronous, LAN 10:00
Number of platforms in 
constellation 4 to 8 4 to 8
Pointing accmacy +/-1.0 deg +/- 1.0 deg
Pointing Knowledge +/- 0.25 deg +/- 0.25 deg
Table 7-2: Baseline and Final Flight Instrument Specification
7.2 System Design
In the following sections, a brief discussion on each of the flight instmment’s components or 
subsystems will be presented. Rather than repeat the analysis that was presented dming the 
prototype design (chapter 4), only the departures from the prototype have been presented.
7.2.1 Detector Array
Given the satisfactory results of the laboratory tests and the on-orbit simulations, the choice of 
detector array used for the prototype should be preseived in the flight instmment. The ULIS 240 
X 320, 45 |im pixel pitch uncooled microbolometer array was determined to be the best low-cost, 
low-power, low mass, low-volume aiTay commercially available during prototype development. 
Although there have been some improvements made in the commercial sector, these gains are not 
significant enough to justify the expense and the time required for a re-characterisation campaign. 
Furthermore, this array was shown to exhibit reasonable on-orbit capability for it’s size, mass, 
power consumption and cost and, therefore, the best option for a low-risk, rapidly developed, first 
generation DMC imaging radiometer.
However, after further characterisation tests, the newly available ULIS 640 x 480, 35 pm pixel 
pitch array should be considered as a potential for future instruments. The larger array and
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smaller pitch will bring obvious advantages regarding increased ground coverage (increased 
temporal resolution) and the use of a smaller effective optical focal length (see section 4.1.3.6). 
Other candidates for future instruments include the linear microbolometer arrays being developed 
by INC in Canada. At the time of the detector sui’vey discussed in chapter 4, the INC detector 
arrays were too immature for a rapid instalment development but this may have changed. Lastly, 
the significant gains made in the miniaturisation of cooled detector assemblies cannot be ignored 
for their potential in a future generation instalments.
For the flight instrument, two ULIS 240 x 320, 45 pm pixel pitch uncooled microbolometer array 
packages, with integrated Peltier cooler and read out integrated circuit (ROIC) will be needed 
(model UL 01 01 E). One would be used for the 3 -  5 pm waveband (MWIR) and one for the 8 -  
12 pm waveband (LWIR). For the MWIR camera head, a special order detector should be 
purchased in which the standard 8 - 1 4  pm window is replaced by one transmitting from 3 - 5  
pm. 25 mm diameter COTS optical filters tiansmitting in this waveband are readily available as 
discussed in chapter 4. This refitting of the front window should be performed at the 
manufacturer’s facility in order to ensuie die window maintains the integrity of the thermally 
isolating vacuum inside the detector package. However, an alternative is to purchase the newly 
available ULIS 240 x 320, 45 pm pixel pitch uncooled microbolometer array product which now 
comes standard with a window tiansmitting at both 3 - 5  um and 8 -  9 pm (model UL 01-12-1). 
The exact effects this pass band would have on mission utility would require additional 
simulation. However, an additional sapphire filter could be used to restrict radiation greater than 
5 pm. For space applications, however, the benefit of using the COTS product over the first 
option (special order semi-COTS product) is most likely not cost-effective.
7.2.2 Electronics
As stated in the lessons in table 7-1, the COTS electronics used in the prototype should be 
abandoned for electronics designed and manufactured in-house at the Surrey Space Centre (SSC). 
Unlike the other technologies used in the prototype, using the SSC electionics would actually 
reduce the risk of flight by permitting the use of flight-proven components and layouts, the use of 
redundancy when required, and a more efficient layout integrated within the standard electionics 
Micro-tiays used on board the DMC satellite.
The electr onics for each of the flight camera heads has been adapted from the work performed by 
Cary Martin of SSTL [96]. The adaptation described here has been designed in two stages. The 
first stage is located in close proximity to the detector package and contains those components 
most susceptible to noise, namely a 14-bit analogue to digital (A/D) converter and the 
corresponding buffers. The second stage electronics, however, contains the remainder of the
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circuit (memory, timing, etc.) and is located on-board the spacecraft in a standard Surrey Micro­
tray located in a stack with the other spacecraft electionics trays. In this, the second stage, the 
data from tlie A/D converter in the first stage is read into one of the shared imaging payload solid- 
state data-recorders (SSDRs). The data are tlien held until ready for transmission to the user 
under the control of a dedicated field programmable gate array (FPGA), which links the SSDR to 
a dedicated downlink. The FPGA also contains all the sequencing and timing logic for the 
microbolometer detector arrays, as well as all the control signals needed to operate the imagers 
under the various data collection scenarios. The command and conti'ol of the FPGA is performed 
by a dedicated microcontroller that sends and received telecommands and telemetry through 
Control Area Network (CAN) packets from other on-board controllers. This microcontioller can 
also provide on-board image processing such as automatic feature detection and data- 
compression. A block diagram of the two-stage electronics (two stages and each of the two 
camera heads) is shown in figure 7-1 below.
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Figure 7-1; DMC Imaging Payload Electronics Block Diagram 16]
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7.2.3 Optics
The lens and filter assembly used in the prototype served its puipose as a mechanism for rapidly 
evaluating a preliminary imager concept. The imaging optics can be considered an area of low- 
risk in this instrument development primarily due to the limited volume available necessitating a 
simple refiactive/difliactive design and the basic spectral and spatial resolution requirements. As 
shown in section 4.1.3.9, a COTS solution could be found that meet all the optics requirements 
required for the LWIR ( 8 - 1 2  pm) camera head. However, the lack of low f-number MWIR 
imaging optics on the commercial market presents more of a challenge. Therefore, in the interest 
of using similar optics for both TIR cameras to ensure better image registration and flexibility in 
producing multiple instruments, it is recommended that a custom-designed optic be acquired for 
both camera heads. To meet the requirements outlined in the specification, it is proposed that a 
dual-band optic be special ordered from one of the optics vendors listed in section 4.1.2.9. The 
requirements, tightened up for the potential future use of a 640 x 480, 35 pm pixel pitch array, can 
be summarized as follows:
Optics Specification Value
Focal length ICO mm
Relative aperture (F#) <f/l
Spectral Passband > 90 % at 3 -  5 and 8 -1 2  pm
Image Area 17 mm X 23 mm
Centre MTF @16.7 Ip/mm > 70 %
Edge MTF @ 16.7 Ip/mni >30%
Back focal distance < 10 mm
Field of view >9.8''
Additional information • Low-mass/size/cost designs preferred
• Optics materials should be suitable 
for the space environment
Table 7-3; Flight Optics Specification
Research conducted during this thesis has shown that an optic meeting these specifications would 
be a straightforward design and could be procured commercially at a very low cost [97, 98, 99]. 
For example, the above specification can easily be met by a manufacturer such as Umicore 
located Acigné, France for about € 7,000 per camera lens assembly [99]. The mounting of the 
lenses would then be performed here at the Surrey Space Centre in the mechanical structure 
described in the next section. Momiting is best performed at Surrey to ensure the removal of any 
lubricants or adhesives that may adversely affect the optics by out-gassing in a space environment 
as well ensure they remain in proper alignment despite the turbulent launch environment.
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7.2.4 Sti'ucture
The flight instmment structure consists of three primary elements. The first element provides a 
structure for optical alignment and focusing, optics and detector thermal control, and housing for 
the proximity electionics. The second element is an adaptation of the standard DMC 
multispectral camera optics bench whose puipose is to provide a stable imaging platform for 
precise co-registration with the other on-board imagers. The last stmctural element supports a 
calibration mechanism that will be described further in section 7.2.5.
The first structural element, making up the tliermal IR camera heads, is further made up of four 
sub-components. These sub-components include: (1) the optics mount, (2) the optical 
alignment/focusing assembly, (3) the detector mounting/focusing plate, and (4) the proximity 
electronics housing. The optics mount is the lens housing provided by the optics vendor or one of 
many other camera manufacturers. In order to prepare the stmcture for flight, any non-space 
compatible lubricants and optical adhesives are removed and, if required, replaced to meet 
vibration/thermal requirements. Also, after the imager undergoes its final pre-flight alignment 
and focusing, any movable focusing mechanism are locked with a space-qualified adliesive.
155mm
ElectronicsHousing24 0  X 320 Uncooled M icro-bolometer Array Package
Proximity Electronics
Power, Data, 
Eommand & Eontrol
Lens Assembly/ Optical Mount
Detector Package Mounting/Focusing P lateLens Alignment / Focusing Assembly
Figure 7-2: Camera Head Structure Design
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The optical alignment/focusing assembly encases the rear of the optics mount and forms the core 
of the camera head stincture. It contains attach points for the optics bench and detector mounting/ 
focusing plate and proximity electronics housing. Like the remainder of the camera head 
structural components, it is machined out of a single block of aluminium to ensure structural 
integrity and low mass. The detector mounting/focusing plate (figure 7-3) attaches to the rear of 
the optical alignment/focusing assembly and provides a rigid support between tlie optics and 
detector array. The position of the detector array package can be adjusted along the optical axis 
via four bolts, which are locked with adhesive prior to launch.
m
M icrobolom eter D etector  
Array Package
\// / / / / / ,\^/// A s id e  c ro ss-se c tio n
93mm
top view
9" f
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A  « o • ^  
:: $
Lo
bottom  view
Figure 7-3: Detector Package Mounting/Focusing Plate
The second primary stiiictural element is an adapted DMC micro-satellite optical bench. The 
bench, machined from a single aluminium block, contains eight circular mounting apertures, two 
of which are utilised by the thermal IR payload. The remainder of the apertures are used by the 
standard ‘6-pack’ DMC medium-resolution multi-spectral imaging suite. By anchoring the 
thermal IR cameras to those operating in the visible and near IR, the imagery can be better co­
registered providing synergistic data products.
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Figure 7-4: Optics Bench Structure Design (Top View)
7.2.5 Calibration Mechanism
The third element of the imager stiuctme consists of the mechanism used to support on-board 
instmment calibration. Instmment calibration is performed via a novel wheel design powered by 
an SSTL flight-tested drive motor. Two of the four apertures in the calibration wheel contain 
apparatus for performing a two-point calibration. The first contains an angled minor for viewing 
cold space and tlie other a diffuse blackbody surface that is heated prior to calibration. The other 
two apertures contain baffles to reduce the affects of solar induced stiay light.
C a lib ra tion  t i r r o r  
C o ld  S pace!
Figure 7-5: Calibration Wheel Structure Design
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The mirror assembly, when positioned over tlie camera head aperture, exposes the imager’s field 
of view to deep space for a cold (3 K) calibration reference point. It consists of a gold-plated 
mirror to reflect the low-space radiation at both the MWIR and LWIR wavebands. The flat mirror 
is angled at 45 degrees and supported by an aluminium stmcture. Similarly, the blackbody, when 
positioned over tlie camera head aperture, exposes the imager’s field of view to a diffuse uniform 
surface heated to a predefined temperature. This out-of-focus uniform hot reference provides an 
upper reference to complete the two-point calibration. The heater, embedded within the 
blackbody, is powered via an electrical connect within the calibration wheel centie post.
The entire wheel assembly is controlled via a drive motor located beneath the optics bench near 
the camera head detector and electronics housings. Given the criticality of the calibration’s 
movement (failure to move after calibration would yield the entire thermal IR payload ineffective) 
a Norcroft Dynamics drive motor (model 013HBV112) used for tlie filter wheel of the niulti- 
spectial imager that flew on UoSat-12 as well as tlie reaction wheels that have flown on several 
other Surrey spacecraft was utilized [100]. The drive motor is controlled by a separate micro­
controller by sending commands and receiving position feedback via the spacecraft CAN bus. 
Figure 7-6 shows the two camera heads and tlie calibration wheel in both the imaging and 
calibration configurations. Two-point calibration in the right-hand figuie would be complete with 
an additional 180-degree rotation of the wheel.
\ \ l
Figure 7-6: Image Mode (Left) and Calibration Mode (Right)
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7.3 Expected On-orbit Radiometric Performance
Using the radiometric model detailed in chapter 6, the predicted on-orbit performance of the flight 
instmment design was evaluated. However, a full presentation of the instalments capability, 
within the context of the Disaster Monitoring Constellation, will not be given until the next 
chapter when the suitability of this design for specific, niche applications will be explored. The 
following inputs, based on the characteristics of the flight inshument, were used as inputs to the 
radiometiic model:
M odel Input V alue
Detector area, Ad 45 pm X 45 pm x 0.8
Fnimiber 1.0
Gain voltage bias, V fid and 
Detector gain, G
3.3 V , G =  3.52x10*^
Normalized responsivity, 9În(^) See figure 5-7
Optical transmission, to Im aging O ptics: Dual-band optic as defined in 
figure 6-7.
D etector W indow : A s defined in figure 6-8 (3- 
5 pm) and figure 6-9 ( 8 - 1 2  pm)
Total system noise, V n 480 pV  rms
Lens temperature 288.3 IC
Detector window temperature 278.3 K
Atmospheric transmission, Xa See figure 6-5
Atmospheric eniittance See figure 6-6
Offset voltage bias, V fid 2.5 V
Ground p ixel temperature 1 0 0 - 8 0 0  K
Ground p ixel em issivity 1.0
T able 7-4: R adiom etric M odel Inputs for E valuation  o f  the F ligh t Instrum ent
7.3.1 On-Orbit Signal to Noise Ratio
The on-orbit signal to noise ratio (SNR) for each of the camera heads was calculated via the 
following expression:
(7-1)
where KmfV  is the pixel response for the giound pixel brightness temperature, T, Vo„t(OK) is the 
pixel response at a giound pixel brightness temperature of 0 K (DC component), and Vn is the mis 
noise (480 pV) [42]. To generate the pixel signals for use in (7-1), the inputs presented in table 7- 
4 and the radiometric model were used to generate the on-orbit pixel response versus ground pixel 
brightness temperature for the three geographic-seasonal atmospheric models. The pixel response 
without atmospheric effects has also been included for comparison purposes.
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Figure 7-7: On-orbit Pixel Response for Both Thermal IR Cameras
Using the data from figure 7-7 and (7-1), the signal to noise ratio (SNR) was calculated over the 
range of ground pixel brightness temperatures and atmospheric conditions. The results are 
displayed in figure 7-8.
1000
D ashed  R ed Line « 3 - 5  p m  
Solid  Blue Line -  8 -  12 p m
900
«00
Almospheric Models 
I. No Atmosphere
2 Mid-Latitude Writer
3 Mid-Lotitude SuTimer
4 TropicalB  600
S  500
300
100 350 400 450 500
Ground Pixel Brightness Temperature Kl
Figure 7-8: On-orbit Signal to Noise Ratio for Both Thermal IR Cameras
For clarity, the SNR values for two ground pixel brightness temperatures are presented in tabular 
form below:
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On-orbit SNRs for a 300 K Ground Pixel Brightness Temperature
Atmospheric
Model
No
Atmosphere
Mid-Latitude
Winter
Mid-Latitude
Summer
Tropical
3 - 5  pm 37 5.8 3.7 3.2
8 - 1 2  |im 370 270 198 160
On-orbit SNRs for a 500 K Ground Pixel Brightness Temperature
Atmospheric
Model
No
Atmosphere
Mid-Latitude
Winter
Mid-Latitude
Summer
Tropical
3 -  5 pm 1342 391 288 258
8 - 1 2  nm 2140 1841 1347 1097
Table 7-5: On-orbit SNRs for 300 and 500 K
The SNR for both wavebands is at an acceptable level in their respective regions (300 K for 8 -  
12 jim and 500 K for 3 -  5 pm). Whilst the 3 - 5  pm waveband will not be able to image an 
extent of cooler ground pixels, it will perform very well at distinguishing warmer ground pixels 
from a cooler background.
7.3.2 On-orbit Noise Equivalent Temperature Difference (NETD)
Lastly, the on-orbit noise equivalent temperature difference (NETD) has been calculated for the 
two thermal IR cameras and the three geographic-seasonal atmospheric models. Using the pixel 
response simulations displayed in figure 7-8, the NETD was calculated using (5-1) repeated here 
for clarity. The results are shown in figure 7-9 and table 7-6 below.
NETD = yÀT2-T,) (5-2)
D ashed Red Line .  3 -  5  fim  
Solid Blue Line -  8  -  12 um
Atmospheric Models
1 No Atmosphere
2 Mid-Lotitude Wr.ter
3 Mid-Latitude Summer
4 Tropical
250 300 350 400 450 500
Ground Pixel Brightness Temperolue Kl
550 700
Figure 7-9: NETD Signal to Noise Ratio for Both Thermal IR Cameras
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On-orbit NETDs for a 300 K Ground Pixel Brightness Tern perature
Atmospheric
Model
No
Atmosphere
Mid-Latitude
Winter
Mid-Latitude
Summer
Tropical
3 -  5 um 1.22 6.89 10.50 21.11
8 —12 uui 0.19 0.27 0.36 0.45
On-orbit NETDs for a 500 K Ground Pixel Brightness Tern perature
Atmospheric
Model
No
Atmosphere
Mid-Latitude
Winter
Mid-Latitude
Summer
Tropical
3 - 5  um 0.07 0.21 0.28 0.31
8 —12 UOÎ saturated 0.09 0.12 0.15
Table 7-6: O ii-o ib itN E T D s for 300 and 500 K
The key NETD to note is that of the 8 - 1 2  fim camera at 300 K. This value most directly applies 
to mission applications in which NETD becomes most important and therefore will be the value 
quoted and compared with other systems. An NETD of around 0.4 K (average of summer and 
tropical conditions) is respectable for an uncooled system. Obviously, the large waveband and 
fast optic have compensated for the low detector responsivity. The loss in spechal resolution is 
one of the major concessions with the use of tliis technology.
7.3.3 Dynamic Range
Lastly, witli full gain, the dynamic range has been calculated and displayed below in table 7-7. 
For each camera, these values correspond to the ground pixel brightness temperatures in figures 7- 
8 and 7-9 where the SNR = 1 (minimum detectable brightness temperature) and detector 
saturation. While it may be possible to utilize the multiple rows of the 2-D in a pushbroom 
configuration to incoiporate a real-time shift of dynamic range, the static values shown below are 
adequate to meeting or coming close to the baseline specification of avoiding saturation until 600 
K. Also, all the minimum detectable brightness temperatuies are well below what is needed for 
these respective wavebands. The 8 - 1 2  |im waveband will easily be able to image the coldest 
regions of the globe whilst the 3 -  5 jam waveband will be able to easily distinguish hot pixels 
from the ambient surroundings.
W aveband N oA tm osphere
M id-L atitude
W in ter
M id-L atitude
Sum m er T ropical
3 - 5  j-im 2 1 7 - 5 3 7  K 262 - 662 K 273 - 703 K 281 -7 2 1  K
8 - 1 2  pm 1 3 6 -4 6 6  K 1 3 9 -5 2 9  K 143 - 593 IC 1 8 2 -6 4 3  K
T able 7-7: D ynam ic R ange for B oth T herm al IR  C am eras a t F u ll G a in
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7.3.4 Analysis: Optics Thermal and Ghosting Effects
In this section, two artefacts related to the performance of the imaging optics that can sometimes 
prove problematic in space-based TIR instrument designs will be investigated. These two 
artefacts include the detector signal errors induced by either thermal gradients or internal 
reflections (ghosting) within the imaging optics. In the following paragraphs, these two areas will 
be analysed with respect to the performance of the instrument design described in this chapter.
7.3.4.1 Effects of Thermal Gradients within the Flight Optics
The first effect to be investigated is that arising from potential thermal gradients within the 
various components of the imaging optics, which could in-tum induce non-uniformities in the 
pixel signal offsets across the detector array. The risk of thermal gradients is real in that they can 
arise from a number of external influences including the on-board blackbody during instrument 
calibration, the satellite thermal environment, or the natural radiant flux incident from the ground 
scene. In order to evaluate the potential error this effect could induce on the detector output 
signal, the scenario illustrated in figure 7-10 was set up using the radiometric model.
Tq = 260, 500 K
Ground
Scene Atmosphere Lens Window
Tw = 280-310 %
Detector
Pixel
Total Irradiance 
= A + B + C + D  
^  V„„
Figure 7-10: Scenario Used to Evaluate the Effects of a Thermal Gradient in the Imaging Optics
In this scenario, the ground pixel irradiance, Wg, was modelled with a brightness temperature of 
260 K (relatively cold target) for the first set of simulations and 500 K (relatively hot target) for 
the second set. The atmospheric transmission, Ta, and emittance have once again been modelled 
using a MODTRAN mid-latitude summer atmosphere (see figures 6-4 and 6-5). The TIR imaging 
optic has been modelled by both the lens whose transmission, Tl, is given in figure 6-6 and the 
LWIR detector window present in the standard ULIS microbolometer detector product whose
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transmission, Tw, is given in figure 6-8. The thermal irradiance emitted by the lens and filter are 
represented by Wl and Ww respectively. The emissivities of the lens and filter have been 
approximated by (1 - Tl) and (1 - tw) respectively. The formulas used to represent the combined 
irradiance (rays A -  E in figur e 7-10) incident on the detector pixel are summarised in the table 
below:
Total spectral irradiance component Formula used
A (Ground scene component) W g  X T a   ^Tl  X T w
B (Atmospheric component) [MODTRAN atmospheric emittance x tl x xw
C (Lens component) W l X ( I - t l )
D (Detector window component) Ww X (1 — T w )
Table 7-8: Formulas Used to Model the Various Componeuts
To test the effects of a thermal gr adient within the imaging optics for each of the two ground pixel 
temperatures, the detector pixel response (Vout) was calculated whilst the temperature of the 
detector window, Tw, was varied from 280 to 310 K. This temperature range is representative of 
that which would most likely be experienced by this imager design on-orbit in the DMC luicro- 
satellite platform. The results are listed below in table 7-9 and plotted in figures 7-11 and 7-12.
Tw V„ut (Tg = 260 K)
Vout
(Tg = 500 K)
280 K 1.0511 V 1.4158 V
285 K 1.0567 V 1.4214 V
290 K 1.0627 V 1.4274 V
295 K 1.0692 V 1.4339 V
300 K 1.0762 V 1.4409 V
305 K 1.0837 V 1.4484 V
310 K 1.0917 V 1.4564 V
Temperature 
Range = 30 K
Vout Range =
0.0406 V
Vout Range =
0.0406 V
Table 7-9: Modelled Detector Response as the Detector Window Temperature is Varied
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Ground Pixe "emoerotirs = 260 K Ground Pixel Temperature - 50C K
sI
Deterim WindoK Tem;»mlure ffl
Figure 7-11 and 7-12: Detector Signal vs. Window Temperature for Both Ground Pixel Temperatures
In order the understand the magnitude of error that could be induced on the perceived ground pixel 
brightness temperature, the detector signals (Vout) in table 7-9 have been equated to their corresponding 
‘normal’ gound pixel brightaess temperatuies, To, below in table 7-10. In this case, it is assumed that 
the detector window is a constant 295 K.
Vout
(Tw = 295K) Tg
Vout
(Tw = 295 K) Tg
1.0511 V <210K 1.4158 V 493 K
1.0567 V 231 K 1.4214 V 495 K
1.0627 V 246 K 1.4274 V 497 K
1.0692 V 260 K 1.4339 V 500 K
1.0762 V 272 K 1.4409 V 503 K
1.0837 V 283 K 1.4484 V 506 K
1.0917 V 294 K 1.4564 V 509 K
Vout Range = 
0.0406 V
Tg Range = 
> 8 4 K
Vout Range =
0.0406 V Tg Range = 16 K
Table 7-10: Modelled Ground Pixel Brightness Temperature as the Detector Response is Varied
It is evident from the values for Tg in the table above that thermal gradients within the imaging optics 
will induce a much larger error in the detector signal for cold groimd pixel temperatures than for those 
relatively hotter. This is expected given shape of the detector response curve, which increases to the 
fourth power of gound pixel temperature (see figure 7-8). For cooler ground pixel brightness 
temperatures, the detector responds to smaller steps than for hotter temperatures and is therefore more 
gea tly  affected by a set voltage error.
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Obviously, a 30 K temperature gadien t within the optics would induce very serious errors into the 
output of Üiis imaging radiometer. However, the thennal design of the optics would ideally limit 
potential thermal gradients to within that which would induce a detector sigial error below that of the 
system noise level determined in section 5.5 (480 pV). To calculate this required value, equation 7-2 
below was used. In equation 7-2, the data in table 7-9 has been used to approximate a linear 
relationship between tlie detector pixel signal and tlie window temperature.
y  - V\  ou t,2 ou t,\ y
= 4 8 0 ^ r - | ^  | =  0.355A: (7-2)' 1 .0 9 n -1 .0 5 1 1 F  '
To gauge the impact of this thermal gradient constiaint, an element of the imaging optics was 
modelled as a slab and the heat flow rate was examined in one dimension. The heat flow rate Q 
tlu'ough a slab normal to the direction of heat flow is given by
where 7) and T? are the two temperature on the ends of the slab and R is the thermal resistance of 
the slab and is given by
R — (7-4)A k
where L is tlie length of the slab, A is the cross section area, and k is the thermal conductivity 
[101]. Assuming L equals 10 cm (diameter of largest optic), A equals 10 cm x 1 cm (10 cnf), and 
k  equals 0.55 W cnT  ^IC  ^ for GaAs, the optic material used in the flight instrument, R would equal 
1.81 W K '\  Assuming 7/ -  T2 equals 0.355 K from equation 7-3, Q would equal 0.196 W cm‘^ . 
Therefore, 0.196 W cm'^ of continuous optical flux would be required to maintain a thermal 
gadien t in the optics gea ter than or equal to 0.355 K and hence have an effect on the detector 
signal greater than the existing system noise. Given that one solar constant at the top of the 
atmosphere is 0.1369 W cm" ,^ having a temperature gadien t induced by the ground scene 
irradiance that would in-turn induce an error beyond the system noise level already experienced 
by the detector array is not be a realistic concern [102]. However, ensuring the spacecraft and
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blackbody do not induce a non-uniform energy level on this magnitude should remain critical 
factors in the remainder of the imager design.
7.3.4.2 Effects of 1®* Order Ghosting
The second optical effect to be investigated is that arising from a order ghost. A order ghost 
can result in an optical system when a strong scene signal or sun glint reflects off the detector 
array, back off an element of the imaging optics, and is then re-imaged on the detector array in a 
different location. This effect obviously creates a false signal that is at risk of being 
misinterpreted. Ghosting effects, as with otlier stay light effects can be a complicated 
phenomenon for analysis. However, a good understanding of the system’s vulnerability in this 
area can be obtained with a first order analysis. To do this, the following scenario was simulated 
using the radiometric model.
Optic
Detector
Pixel
V,out
Figure 7-13: Scenario Used to Evaluate the Effects of a 1®‘ Order Sun Glint Ghost
As displayed in figui*e 7-13, the imaging optic has been modelled as the LWIR window or MWIR 
filter presented in figures 6-7 and 6-8 respectively and the detector pixel as the standard 
microbolometer pixel used in the other simulations. In figure 7-13, the spectral irradiance ‘rays’ 
labelled A -  E have been defined as follows:
Total spectral irradiance component Formula used
A  (Direct sun glint) Ws Ta X Ta +  atmospheric irradiance
B (Direct sun glint incident on detector) A  X To +  optics irradiance
C (Sun glint reflected o f f  detector) B x ( i _ 5 î )
D  (1®‘ order ‘ghost’ incident on detector) C X (1 — To)
E (Nominal ground scene irradiance) Wg X Ta X To +  atmospheric/optics irradiance
Table 7-11: Formulas Used to Model A -  E in Figure 7-13
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where Wg is the spectral irradiance of a sun glint defined by Planck’s curve for a 5777 K 
blackbody subtended by a solid angle defined by the Sun’s diameter of 695,500 km at a distance 
of 149,597,900 km [2]. Wg is the specti'al irradiance of a ground scene pixel. Ta is the 
atmospheric transmission defined by a MODTRAN mid-latitude summer atmosphere and Tq the 
optical transmission of the respective filter / window. 31 is the normalised responsivity defined in 
figure 5-5 which is used here to represent the absoiption fraction of tlie incident radiation. As 
some of the incident radiation also passes directly through the detector pixel and is absorbed in 
the underlying substrate, (1 - 91) represents a conservative estimate of the reflected optical energy.
Applying the above definitions to the radiometric model, the following detector pixel signals were 
simulated:
‘Ray’ Pixel Signal (V) 
LWIR
Pixel Signal (V) 
MWIR
B (Direct sun glint incident on detector) 1.1415 1.5194
D ( f  order ‘ghosf incident on detector) 1.0669 1.1637
Table 7-12: Detector Signals in the LWIR and MWIR for a Direct Sun Glint & 1*‘ Order Ghost
These values have been plotted against the standard ground pixel blackbody response of both the 
LWIR and MWIR camera heads in the figure below.
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Green Solid Line = UVjR Response 
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Figure 7-14: Detector Response for the LWIR and MWIR for a Range of Ground 
Temperatures Along with the Response Produced by Direct Sun Glint and its Order Ghost
From the figure, it is evident that, as expected, a order ghost from a sun glint would not be a 
problem in the LWIR. The signal generated by a ghost in this waveband falls well below the 
noise level. However, in the MWIR, it can be seen that a L* order ghost falls approximately 75 
times higher than the noise level and could very well be mistaken for a ground pixel with a 
temperature around 450 K. It is critical that the data user be well aware of the potential for this 
phenomenon to present hotspot false alarms in the data products from this instrument.
Although the analysis presented here has been performed for sun glint, it can easily be scaled to 
other strong signals incident onto the detector array. For example, for a ground pixel consumed 
by a very hot forest fire at 1000 K, the direct signal (B) would saturate the detector array whilst 
the 1®‘ order ghost (D) would generate a MWIR signal of around 1.4297. This ghost signal is 
equivalent to one normally produced by a ground pixel with a brightness temperature of 610 K. 
Therefore, it is critical that this potential vulnerability of false alarm generation from 1^* order 
ghosting effects be dealt with effectively through careful optical design (use of special anti- 
reflective coatings, proper matching of optical materials, etc.) and the simultaneous use of 
multiple imaging bands for false alarm discrimination.
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7.4 Conclusion
In summary, tlie flight instmment presented in this chapter has tlie following characteristics:
Specification Flight Instrument Value
Effective optical focal length 100 mm
Relative optical apertui'c f/1
Imaging Wavebands 3 - 5 pm 
8 - 1 2  pm
Optical Field of View 9.8°
Groxmd Sample Distance (at 700 
km orbit altitude) 315 m
Imaging Swath (at 700 km orbit 
altitide) 100 km
Sensitivity (NETD) 0.4 K NETD for a 
300 K ground scene
Dynamic range • 14-bit
® 150 - 600 K ground pixel 
brightness temperatme
Mass 6 kg
Overall dimensions 150 mm 150 mm 150 mm
Volume 0.01 n f
Peak power consumption 10 Watts
Average power consumption < 4 Watts
Cost (materials): -£50,000
Table 7-13; Characteristics and On-orbit Capabilities of the Flight Instrument
Given the results of the radiometric model, this instrument concept should be veiy successful at 
meeting the final specification defined earlier in this chapter once on orbit. In the next chapter, 
the true potential of a low-cost instmment will be explored as its modelled performance in a 
micro-satellite constellation is examined.
Figure 7-15: Low-cost Thermal IR Imaging Radiometer Design
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Chapter 8
8 Niche On-orbit Applications
The instrument defined in the previous chapter is unique in relation to the field of Earth observing 
thermal IR imaging radiometers discussed in chapter two. Not only does it’s low-mass, size, and 
power consumption dramatically reduce the ‘cost of flight’, it also holds strong potential to bring 
a distinctive and valuable capability apart from that of current systems. By affordably flying this 
low-cost imaging radiometer on multiple microsatellite platforms and meeting the low power 
requirements for high duty cycle imaging, constant or frequent monitoring of large Earth surface 
areas would be possible to an extent not possible with the current field of high-power, highly 
tasked systems. Furthermore, with the use of autonomous operation, predefined thermal IR 
phenomenology, such as those pertaining to natural disasters, could be monitored for 
methodically and responsively at a low cost alerting dedicated niche users groups only when 
required.
In this chapter, the tme potential of a low-cost microsatellite thermal IR imager based on COTS 
teclmology will be explored. By modelling the integration of the flight instmment from chapter 7 
into the SSTL Disaster Monitoring Constellation and the use of autonomous comparison 
techniques, an architecture exploiting the unique nature of this instrument will be defined. In the 
following sections, tlie baseline capabilities of a ‘TIR-enhanced’ Disaster Monitoring 
Constellation and the use of thermal anomaly detection techniques will be outlined followed by 
the recommended autonomous architecture for supporting dedicated niche user groups. Finally, 
in chapter 9, conclusions will be drawn with regards to the potential of this approach in 
relationship to currently available TIR data products.
8.1 The D isaster Monitoring Constellation
In 1996, Surrey Satellite Technology Limited (SSTL), the commercial offshoot of the Surrey 
Space Centre, proposed a remote sensing satellite constellation based on the emerging Earth 
observation capabilities of low cost microsatellites. The baseline concept, called the Disaster 
Monitoring Constellation, or DMC, targets medium-resolution visual observation of disaster- 
stiicken areas using multi-spectral instiuments. Now a reality, the four-, soon to be five-, 
micro satellite DMC has clearly demonstrated an affordable and sensible solution for a dedicated
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disaster monitoring system [6]. The cost of the entire constellation proved to be well within that 
of a single conventional remote sensing spacecraft and was further distributed over an 
international consortium where each member owns a single spacecraft and ground station pair. 
Besides low cost, the DMC has brought many other benefits to its data users. Amongst these is 
enhanced temporal resolution, a unique source of data that is not available from other existing 
space-based assets for imagery of this resolution. Because of its low-cost, a system like DMC will 
never be able to address the full list of complex imaging requirements, but it has provided a useful 
and practical first step in the development of truly low-cost Earth observation.
The baseline Earth observation payload on DMC comprises of six lens and sensor pairs, 
configured in two banks as part of an overall optical bench assembly (see figure 8-2 and section 
7.2.4). The complete instrument provides near 20,000 pixels in the standard LANDSAT bands, 2, 
3, and 4 (Green: 0.52 um to 0.62 um. Red: 0.63 um to 0.69 um, and Near Infrared: 0.76um to 0.9 
um). Various imaging modes are possible. The accessible swath width by the payload is over 
660 km from a 700 km orbit when using both halves of the payload. Various parameters are 
stored with each image, including spacecraft position, attitude, and attitude rate [6].
Figures 8-1 & 8-2; The DMC Microsatellite Platform & the Baseline Multi-spectral Optics Assembly [6]
As new satellites are added to the DMC, or existing ones are replaced, there will be opportunities 
for advancing the capabilities of the constellation. One such option, of course, is the 
incorporation of an instrument operating in the thermal IR, such as the one proposed in chapter 7. 
This context will be used for the mission application analysis presented in the remainder of this 
chapter.
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8.2 A ‘TIR-enhanced’ DMC
Using tlie adapted optics bench described in section 7.2.4 to integrate the flight TIR imager with 
the standard DMC Earth observation payload, a constellation of four ‘TIR-enhanced’ DMC 
micro-satellites would have the following spatial and temporal capabilities:
Channel Waveband GSD Swath Revisit Time
Green 0.52 - 0.62 pm 32 m 660 km 1 day
Red 0.63 - 0.69 gm 32 m 660 km 1 day
NIR 0.76 - 0.9 |Lim 32 m 660 laii 1 day
MWIR 3 - 5  pm 315 m 100 km* 7 days*
LWIR 8 - 1 4  pm 315 m 100 km* 7 days*
*see paragraph below for the TIR-enhanced’ DMCII providing daily TIR coverage at the same GSD 
Table 8-1; Capabilities of TIR-enhanced DMC
The radiometric resolution of the thermal bands was presented in section 7.3 (NETD = 0.4 K for 
the LWIR camera @ 300 K). The 7-day temporal resolution for the thermal wavebands assumes 
the use of a 240 x 320 microbolometer array and no spacecraft roll enabled off pointing. 
However, after die technology utilized in the flight instrument design has been demonstrated on- 
orbit, it will be possible to progress the imager’s capability with more advanced designs. For 
example, using an ‘8-pack’ version of the DMC optics bench, four pairs of imagers could be 
flown including one operating in the MWIR, one in the LWIR, one in the VIS, and one in the 
NIR. With the commercially available 640 x 480 microbolometer arrays, both TIR imaging pairs 
would have a swath of 1280 pixels. A constellation of six microsatellites (TIR-enhanced DMCII) 
could provide daily revisit times. A revisit time versus ground sample distance comparison of 
both versions of a ‘TIR-enhanced’ DMC to the field of space-borne TIR imagers is shown below.
100 tr-
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Figure 8-3: Revisit Time vs. Ground Sampie Distance Comparison Between 
the ‘TIR-enhanced DMC’ and the Field of Space-borne TIR Imagers
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8.3 Global Thermal IR Change Detection
As outlined in chapter 2, numerous Eartli observation mission areas utilize the thermal IR. As 
with most other micro-satellite imaging payloads, the capabilities of the TIR-enlianced DMC 
can’t presently compete with those of large-scale spacecraft such as ASTER or AVHRR. 
However, three key characteristics of the TIR-enhanced DMC that can be exploited to bring a 
valuable capability differing from that brought by current systems. These characteristics include:
• Ability to affordably support smaller, niche user groups
• Low-power enabled high-duty cycle or constant imaging
• High temporal/medium spatial resolution class of data products
These characteristics allow for dedicated, frequent monitoring at medium spatial resolution of 
large Earth suiface areas to an extent not possible with high-power, highly tasked systems. 
Furthermore, with the use of autonomous detection techniques, predefined thermal IR 
phenomenology, such as those pertaining to natural disasters, could be methodically monitored 
for alerting dedicated niche users groups only when required. It is the serving of these 
applications where a TIR-enhanced DMC has the greatest opportunity to conti'ibute to the field of 
thermal IR remote sensing. Therefore, the detection and monitoring o f  dynamic thermal 
phenomena has been the proposed overarching application for this instrument. The following 
sections describe some potential methods for taking the TIR enhanced DMC into the realm of 
automatic detection and monitormg of spatially and temporally dynamic thermal phenomena.
8.3.1 Temporal Comparison Technique
Ideally, a global network of thermal IR imagers such as a TIR-enlianced DMC would employ 
some level of temporal comparison to automatically monitor for anomalous thermal phenomena. 
To demonstrate, a simple temporal comparison teclmique has been examined. Wiüi the use of the 
0.05-degi'ee pointing knowledge and the visible wavebands of DMC to spatially co-register 
subsequent data sets, the mid-wave and long-wave IR wavebands could be continuously 
compared over time. With enough archived data, it would be possible to autonomously detect 
dynamic phenomena such as abnormal increases or decreases in cloud, snow, or ice cover, 
changes in atmospheric constituents, flooding, abnormal vegetative hydric states, general 
warming or cooling trends, and sudden increases in urbanization or industiialization.
To illustrate, consider the Robust AVHRR Teclmique (RAT) approach proposed by Pergola et al. 
in which the Absolutely Llocal Index of Change of the Environment (ALICE) provides, at the 
pixel level, an estimate of how much the signal under investigation differs from its “normal” 
behaviour in imperturbed conditions [13]. This index [Asfx,y,t)] is defined as
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(7y[x,y} (8-1)
where V(x,y,t) is the pixel signal under investigation obseived at time t, VRErCx.y) is tliat ground 
pixel’s “normal” response, and <7v(x,y) is the natural variability [13]. VREF(x,y) and affx^y) are 
computed from historic data for the same location based on a time series of collocated, 
homogenous (for time slot, month of year, etc.) satellite images. The robustness of this approach 
is intrinsic because higher signal variability <Jv(x,y) (in the chosen spatial/temporal domain) will 
result in lower values o f Ay(x,y,t), reducing the likelihood of false alarms. Following Pergola’s 
methodology, tlie RAT approach can be implemented as a three-step process:
(1) Data pre-processing (collection, radiometric calibration and precise navigation)
(2) Coristiiiction of reference fields VMifx^y) and (Jv(x,y)
(3) Thermal anomaly detection
For the TIR-enhanced DMC instrument, the independent radiometric calibration yielding absolute 
ground brightness temperatures in step (1) may not always be possible. In order to directly 
implement the above technique, cross-calibration with the latest available ATSR or AVHRR data 
of the same ground scene may sometimes be required. To illustrate the use of this technique, 
three hypothetical scenarios have been studied in which dynamic thermal IR Earth smface 
phenomena has been simulated along with the on-orbit response of the imaging radiometer via tlie 
model presented in chapter 6.
8.3.1.1 Detection o f Inland Lake W arming / Cooling
The following representative data has been simulated using the radiometric model for a giound 
pixel completely covered by freshwater. The simulated data for the 8 -  12 p.m waveband covers 
data sets over five consecutive days for three separate years.
Year 1 14 July 15 July 16 July 17 July 18 July
Temp (IC) 291 292 294 293 295
V8-I2uni (V) 0.0457 0.0464 0.0480 0.0472 0.0487
Year 2 14 July 15 July 16 July 17 July 18 July
Temp (K) 294 296 297 295 296
V8-12llni (V) 0.0480 0.0495 0.0503 0.0487 0.0495
Year 3 14 July 15 July 16 July 17 July 18 July
Temp (K) 295 295 294 297 295
V8.12U111 (V) 0.0487 0.0487 0.0480 0.0503 0.0487
Table 8-2; Simulated LWIR Data for a Ground Pixel Covered 
by Freshwater and a Mid-latitude Summer Atmosphere.
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For this data, VnEF(x,y) in (8-1), taken as the mean, would equal 0.0484 V and <7y(x.y), taken as 
tluee standard deviations, would equal 0.0039 V. For a mid-Tuly freshwater pixel from this 
location to cross an index threshold of 1 (3 standard deviations above the mean —> -
0.0523 V), the brightness temperature of that pixel would be required to increase to approximately 
300 K. This is only 3 K above the highest measured temperature yet represents a reasonable flag 
for an anomalous condition. In this example, perhaps a previously dormant power plant became 
active or a volcanic lake warmed in advance of an emption. In any case, the data user can be 
alerted to a potential region of interest with less risk of false alarms that would undoubtedly be 
present witliout the use of previously catalogued data.
8.3,1.2 Detection of Volcanic Cone Warming
Similarly, consider the following series of simulated imager responses for a ground pixel covered 
entirely with schist and a mid-latitude winter atmosphere characteristic of a large, high-altitude 
volcanic cone.
Year 1 14 Mar 15 Mar 16 Mar 17 Mar 18 Mar
Temp (IC) 282 285 283 286 289
Va-num (V) 0.0486 0.0512 0.0494 0.0521 0.0549
Year 2 14 Mar 15 Mar 16 Mar 17 Mar 18 Mar
Temp (K) 274 273 276 280 279
V8-I21UU (V) 0.0419 0.0411 0.0435 0.0468 0.0460
Year 3 14 Mar 15 Mar 16 Mar 17 Mar 18 Mar
Temp (K) 280 275 277 282 287
V8-12um (V) 0.0468 0.0427 0.0443 0.0486 0.0531
Table 8-3: Simulated LWIR Data for a Ground Pixel Covered 
by Schist and a Mid-latitude Winter Atmosphere.
In this case, V]tEF(x,y) equals 0.0474 V and <7v(x,y) equals 0.0127. This giound pixel would 
surpass an index threshold of one when the ground pixel temperature reaches approximately 295 
K, a relatively low threshold for the detection of a dynamic thermal anomaly on a volcanic cone.
8.3.1.3 Flood Detection / Night Time Flood Extent Mapping
The last example case is one in which a ground pixel covered by grass and a mid-latitude summer 
atmosphere. Similarly to the previous two cases, the following data was simulated:
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Year 1 14 May 15 May 16 May 17 May 18 May
Temp (K) 295 297 297 298 296
Yg.i2^m(Y) 0.0484 0.0500 0.0500 0.0508 0.0492
Year 2 14 May 15 May 16 May 17 May 18 May
Temp (IC) 299 301 298 297 299
V8-I2uni (V) 0.0516 0.0532 0.0508 0.0500 0.0516
Year 3 14 May 15 May 16 May 17 May 18 May
Temp (K) 294 295 295 296 298
Vs-Uuin (V) 0.0477 0.0484 0.0484 0.0492 0.0508
Table 8-4: Simulated LWIR Data for a Ground Pixel Covered 
by Grass and a Mid-latitude Summer Atmosphere.
In this case, VjiEF(x,y) equals 0.0500 V and CTv(x,y) equals 0.0045 V. This ground pixel would 
surpass an index threshold of negative one when the ground pixel brightness temperature is 
reduced to approximately 291 K. This brightness temperature difference would result if  the 
normal ground pixel (297 K grass) were covered 70 percent by cooler (288 K) seawater. For a 
ground sample distance of 315 m, this would result in an area of 69,458 m  ^ or 264 x 264 m. 
Requiring such a large surface area would likely render an application such as the detection of 
dike leaks impractical. However, for large extent flooding, especially at night when visible 
channels aren’t available, the 8 - 1 2  pm channel may prove useful.
Similarly, simulation runs could be completed for other niche mission areas such as oil slick and 
urban heat island monitoring. Because of its low cost to orbit and low power consumption, both 
the 3 - 5  pm and 8 - 1 2  pm wavebands, served by the TIR-enlianced DMC, would be available to 
seiwe in countless ‘highly specialized’ applications.
8.3.2 Sub-Pixel Hotspot Detection
Before discussing tlie remaining autonomous thermal anomaly detection techniques, it is 
necessary to first summarize the principles involved in the detection of sub-pixel hotspot events. 
In this section, the capability of the flight instrument to detect sub-pixel hotspots will be 
examined. Consider the giound pixel illustiated in figure 8-4. In this instance, a ground pixel 
with a background temperature T I, is partially consumed by a hotspot event by some fraction and 
with a brightness temperature of T2. For reference, a neighbouring pixel is completely contained 
by the same brightness temperature as the previous pixel’s background, T l.
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sub-pixel
hotspot
Figure 8-4: Ground Pixel Definition for Sub-pixel Hotspot Detection and Characterization
The detection limits can be determined by examining the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the TIR 
instrument as the hotspot temperature and size varies for each of the wavebands of interest. SNR 
in this case is defined by equation (8-2) below:
V - V  S N R =  ^ (8-2)
where V^s is the pixel signal resulting from the radiance of the pixel containing the hotspot, Vb is 
the pixel signal resulting from the radiance of a neighbouring ‘cool’ pixel, and is the system- 
level noise [66]. Note that Vhs has two components; one being the hotspot and the second being 
the remaining cooler background. For the detection limit calculations, the background brightness 
temperature (Tl) was assumed to be 300 K and the hotspot brightness temperature (T2) was set to 
500 K, 800 K, and 1200 K respectively. These temperatures were chosen as representative of 
smouldering, normal burning, and blazing vegetation fires, respectively, as determined by Oertel 
et al. [4]. Furthermore, the hotspot size, as a fraction of the total ground pixel, varied from 0 to 
0.1. Because heritage fire detection spacecraft typically use a narrow waveband in the LWIR, the 
results for a hypothetical 8 to 10 pm waveband are shown as well as the MWIR and wide LWIR 
channel used in the TIR-enhanced DMC. The results are shown below in figure 8-5. As can be 
seen, the SNR is strongly related to hotspot temperature and size. For lower hotspot temperatures, 
the SNR for the LWIR is greater than the MWIR. However, as the hotspot temperature increases, 
the converse becomes true.
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Figure 8-5: SNR for Three TIR Wavebands for Three Hotspot Temperatures 
and Hotspot Size Ranging from 0 to 0.1 of the Total Pixel Area
Although the three wavebands are all capable of independently detecting relatively small hotspots, 
determining the appropriate SNR ‘threshold’ is problematic. Hotspot detection is further 
complicated by sun glint off water surfaces, which can exhibit brightness temperatures 
comparable to large-extent hotspots [4]. To counter these effects, a higher SNR threshold could 
be used to reduce the false alarms, resulting in smaller and cooler hotspots being ignored. 
Therefore, it is recommended that an intrinsic comparison technique, such as the RAT approach 
as described in the previous section or, a spatial or spectral technique as described in the next two 
sections be applied to better distinguish hotspot events whilst minimising false alarms.
8.3.3 Spatial Comparison Technique
A spatial comparison technique can be applied to the imagery collected in either the 3 -  5 or 8 -  
12 pm wavebands. However, for illustrative purposes, only the 3 - 5  pm waveband (MWIR) will 
be examined here in the context of sub-pixel hotspot detection. This method assumes the MWIR 
brightness temperature of a pixel containing a hotspot will be significantly different to 
neighbouring background pixels [94]. By assuming each pixel in each image is a “potential” 
hotspot and statistically comparing its MWIR brightness temperature to its neighbours, positive 
discrimination of hotspots can be achieved when the temperature difference exceeds a certain 
threshold. This method accommodates the influence of seasonal and geographical effects on the 
MWIR signal by tailoring the threshold for positive detection to the prevailing local background.
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To demonstrate the spatial comparison method, a matrix of 15 x 15 giound pixels with the 
following characteristics has been modelled:
• 192 giound pixels have a surface emisivity defined by a conifer profile (see figure 6-4)
• 11 giound pixels have a surface emisivity defined by a brown sandy soil profile
• 24 pixels were modelled as warm clouds (290 K and emisivity = 1 )
• All non-cloud pixels had an absolute temperatme randomly selected within a distribution 
defined by a mean of 290 K and a standard deviation of 2.5 K.
Within the field of non-cloud pixels, 17 interior ‘conifer’ pixels (not on the border of the image) 
were selected to contain one sub-pixel hotspot each as defined by table 8-5. The overall 
disti'ibution of ground pixels is shown in figure 8-6. Then, using a MATLAB routine and a 
MODTRAN mid-latitude summer atmosphere, the MWIR signal for each non-border pixel was 
compared to its local threshold, defined as tlnee standard deviations above the mean of all its 
neighbouis. If the MWIR pixel signal crossed tliis threshold, it was flagged as a potential hotspot. 
The results can be seen in figure 8-7.
Hotspot
Number
Row# Column
#
Hotspot
Temperature
(K)
Pixel 
Fraction 
Consumed 
by Hotspot
1 3 5 500 0.001
2 3 11 700 0.01
3 6 5 600 0.1
4 6 9 800 0.001
5 6 10 500 0.1
6 7 4 700 0.01
7 9 5 1100 0.001
8 9 9 600 0.001
9 9 14 1000 0.01
10 10 7 700 0.1
11 10 13 800 0.1
12 10 14 1200 0.01
13 11 14 1100 0.1
14 12 2 800 0.01
15 12 7 600 0.01
16 12 14 700 0.001
17 14 6 900 0.1
Table 8-5: Hotspot Definitions for Spatial Comparison Analysis
8 - 1 0
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
□
e = JHU conifer 
T = 285 K, 0 = 2 .5  K
e = JHU soil 
T = 285 K, 0  = 2.5 K
e =  1
T = 290 K
e = JHU conifer 
T = 285 K, 0 = 2 .5  K 
with sub-pixel 
hotspot (see table)
Figure 8-6: Distribution of Ground Pixels Used for the Spatial Comparison Analysis
Figure 8-7: On-orbit MWIR Response for the Ground Pixel Array Defined in Figure 8-6
In figure 8-7, the MWIR signals for those ground pixels containing hotspots (numbered 1 through 
17) can be viewed in relationship to the remainder of the scene. The hotspots that were detected 
are circled in white. The pixels shown at the top of the range (0.4 V) are actually valued at a
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higher level but the scale has been adjusted to provide maximum dynamic range for the figure in 
the region of interest. From the figure, several interesting observations can be made:
• Several of tlie ground pixels containing hotspots that were part of a larger cluster of 
hotspot pixels were missed (hotspots 4, 6, 9, 11, 12, 14). However, at least one pixel 
was detected in each cluster except hotspot 1 (see next bullet).
• Only one hotspot cluster was not detected (hotspot 1). However, this is not too 
suiprising since it represents a very ‘cool’ fire (smouldering at 500 K) and only 
covering an extent around 90 m .^
• No false alarms were detected, even amongst the warm clouds contrasting the cooler 
conifer and soil ground pixels.
• Hotspot 8 was detected even though its brightness temperature is cooler than the 
pixels containing clouds.
Therefore, using a simple spatial comparison technique, the MWIR capability of the TIR- 
enhanced DMC has demonstrated strong potential to be a valid instrument for hotspot detection.
8.3.4 Spectral Comparison Technique
The last comparison technique to be examined takes simultaneous advantage of both the thermal 
IR wavebands used by the TIR-enhanced DMC. Consider the following types of modelled 
ground pixels and their response for both the MWIR and LWIR channels in tables 8-6 and 8-7 and 
flgui'es 8-8 and 8-9. These giound pixel gi'oups include those representing the ocean, cold and 
warm cloud tops and land surfaces, as well as a group of modelled land pixels partially containing 
sub-pixel hotspots. These hotspots vary from 500 to 1200 K and consume from 1 to 30 percent of 
the groimd pixel area.
In comparing the simulated signals o f all these pixels for the 3 - 5 and 8 - 1 2  pm wavebands, it 
becomes increasingly difficult to distinguish the smaller and cooler hotspots from background 
pixels such as those classified as ‘warm clouds’ (pixels 9 -  12 in table 8-6) or ‘warm land’ (pixels 
1 7 - 2 0  in table 8-6).
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Temp
(K)
Emis ATran / 
AEmis
1. Cold sea 1 274 seawater win
2. Cold sea 2 278 seawater win
3. Tropical sea 1 281 seawater ti'op
4. Tropical sea 1 284 seawater ti'op
5. Cold cloud 1 210 1 none
6. Cold cloud 2 218 1 none
7. Cold cloud 3 223 1 none
8. Cold cloud 4 230 1 none
9, Warm cloud 1 270 1 none
10. Warm cloud 2 278 1 none
11. Warm cloud 3 283 1 none
12. Warm cloud 4 290 1 none
13. Cold conifer 272 conifer win
14. Ice field 265 ice win
15. Snow 270 snow win
16. Cold basalt 260 basalt win
17. Warm deciduous 300 deciduous trop
18. Warm brown sandy soil 310 brown sandy soil sum
19. Warm diy gi'ass 305 diy glass sum
20. Warm schist 312 scliist sum
Table 8-6: Ground Pixel Descriptions
Table 8-7: Sub-pixel Hotspot Descriptions
3 -  5 |im  Pixel S ignal
g
0,01 -
Cloud
Cold
O o u d0001 -
0.0001
HS
#
Bek grnd 
Temp (K)
Bekgrnd
Emis
HS Temp HS Pixel 
fraction
ATran
1 270 conifer 500 0.1 win
2 295 basalt 800 0.001 win
3 285 conifer 1200 0.2 win
4 305 deciduous 550 0.01 sum
5 302 diy grass 850 0.05 sum
6 298 schist 1250 0.14 sum
7 310 conifer 450 0.005 tl'Op
8 316 di y grass 750 0.09 trop
9 312 schist 1150 0.3 trop
Sub-pixel
lio lspo ts-  14 |im  Pixel Signal
Cloud Cold
1
001 -
Û00I -
QOOOI
Figure 8-8 and Figure 8-9: Pixel Signals in Two Wavebands for the 
Modelled Ground Pixels Described in Tables 8-8 and 8-9
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However, if we apply a simple spectral comparison technique, the sub-pixel hotspots become 
easier to distinguish. The spectral comparison method, as applied to hotspot detection, relies on 
the fact that the presence of a high-temperature radiator causes the brightness temperature to 
increase much more dramatically in the MWIR than in the LWIR. The magnitude of this 
temperature difference largely depends on the hotspot size and its temperature. This phenomenon 
is illustrated in figure 8-10 and has been used successfully as a basis for discriminating wildfires 
and active lava flows [3, 28, 103].
I2Ü
Hotspot consum es Ipercent of pixel
100
3 - 5 p m
SI
-  IO|im
600 800 900
Sub Pixel Hotspot Temperature
1100 1200
Figure 8-10: SNR vs. Hotspot Temperature for Three 
Wavebands and a Hotspot Consuming 0.1 of the Pixel Area
The spectral comparison technique should be a more robust method for detecting hotspots than 
simply using a LWIR or MWIR signal threshold because it automatically accommodates changes 
in the ambient background temperature and solar heating effects. However, if we simply track the 
difference in MWIR and LWIR pixel signals, we can see little improvement over the use of just a 
single waveband. In fact, there appears to be degradation from the single waveband approach, 
especially in figure 8-11, which uses a smaller 2 pm LWIR waveband.
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Figure 8-11 and Figure 8-12: Results of MWIR -  LWIR Pixel Signal Subtraction
However, by normalizing by the sum of the radiances, an index value can be obtained that is 
weighted to those surfaces that emit substantial amounts of radiance in the MWIR rather than 
those that emit lower amounts of radiance in the same waveband. This approach, termed the 
‘normalized thermal index (NTI)’ by Wright et ah, allows much better discrimination between 
hotspots and the other cover types typically within the image, offering the possibility that active 
hotspot pixels can be automatically discriminated on the basis of an NTI threshold [103]. The 
NTI can be defined in the following equation:
Ltm (8-3)
where Vmwir is the pixel signal measmed in the MWIR and Viwm is the pixel signal measured in 
the LWIR [103]. If we use the same pixels described in tables 8-6 and 8-7, we see a markedly 
improved ability to distinguish hotspots, including those that are relatively small and cool (see 
figures 8-13 and 8-14).
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Figure 8-13 and Figure 8-14: Results of NTI Spectral Comparison Technique
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It is interesting to note that the wide LWIR waveband ( 8 - 1 2  jiim), used in the TIR-enhanced 
DMC imaging suite, appears more capable of detecting hotspots (i.e. use of a lower NTI) than the 
8 - 1 0  pm waveband more characteristic of heritage fire detection systems [28].
8.3.5 Autonomous Monitormg and Reporting Architectnre
The last section of this chapter proposes the use of an autonomous monitoring and alerting 
architecture to further advance the unique capabilities brought by the TIR-enhanced DMC and the 
comparison techniques just described. The identification of anomalous dynamic thermal IR 
phenomena on a global scale has the potential to become an extremely powerful tool when 
combined at a low cost with autonomous reporting.
To complete the proposed architecture component concerned with autonomous monitoring, it is 
proposed that multiple TIR-enhanced DMC microsatellites be used as a coarse network (sensor 
web) in which large extent areas/regions can be frequently monitored. The TIR enhanced DMC 
network would be most effective when working autonomously in concert with a higher spatial and 
radiometric resolution spacecraft whose high-level of tasking or narrow ground coverage cannot 
maintain the same level of spatial/temporal coverage as the TIR-enhanced DMC. One low-cost 
candidate for a ‘complementary’ spacecraft is one with similar capabilities as BIRD (see section 
2.3.2). With an autonomous cross-link, the higher capable spacecraft could be alerted by the TIR- 
enhanced DMC spacecraft when an anomalous condition was detected. The more capable 
spacecraft would then investigate tlie area with a higher precision (spatially and radiometiically) 
to characterise the phenomenon. Obviously, responsiveness would be increased if the more 
capable spacecraft had a large degree of off-pointing capability to ensure a timely investigation.
The second half of this architecture is concerned with autonomous reporting. The identification 
and characterisation of anomalous dynamic thermal IR phenomena on a global scale is of little use 
if the information camiot be effectively distributed to those who need it, especially in the area of 
disaster response. For these mission applications and the ones described in the introduction of 
section 8.3, data/reporting distribution would be best served through a high-speed, highly 
decentralised architecture. It is proposed that this architecture be implemented in two phases, the 
first utilizing the current DMC data handling infrastiucture, and the second a migiation to direct 
links between the satellite and user. The entire proposed architecture has been illustrated in figure 
8-15.
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Anomaly
□ □
Figure 8-15: Autonomous Global TIR Anomaly Monitoring and Reporting Architecture
8.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, it has been shown that the basic capabilities of the low-cost TIR imager presented 
in chapter 7 can be significantly multiplied witli the use of a micro-satellite constellation such as 
DMC and the use of autonomous temporal, spatial, and spectral comparison techniques. 
Furthermore, with an autonomous monitoring and reporting architecture combined with the 
capabilities of a single, high-performance spacecraft, a truly powerful but low-cost global TIR 
Earth observation network could be realised. As demonstrated by the FUEGO and BIRD 
programmes, current approaches to TIR instiument development continue to fall short of 
providing a capability such as that proposed in section 8.3.5. However, if realised, the approach 
proposed by this thesis has genuine potential to provide a near term solution to an important 
capability currently pursued by the TIR community.
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Chapter 9
9 Conclusion
In this chapter, the following claim will be supported:
The results of this thesis are novel and by their application, it would be possible 
to create a new class of low-cost, high-temporal, and medium-spatial resolution 
TIR data products capable of supporting currently ill-served niche user groups.
This argument has been structuied by first, in section 9.1, readdressing the key problem best 
served by the work completed in this thesis— the lack of low-cost and therefore dedicated TIR 
Earth observation data products for niche user communities. Then, in section 9.2, the novel 
intellectual processes midertaken to formulate the innovations produced by this thesis are 
summarised. Then in seetion 9.3, in order to qualify their contribution, the thesis results (the 
predicted capabilities of the TIR-enhanced DMC) are compared directly to the field of space- 
borne TIR imagers presented in chapter 2.
The final two sections of this chapter contain a list of thesis-based teclmical papers that have been 
defended by the author within the Earth observation community followed by a summary of 
recommendations for future work.
9.1 The Perpetual Cycle of High Cost TIR Earth Observation Data
The underlying assumption in the design of space-based TIR imagers has typically been that 
opportunities for flight are rare. This assumption has merit given that there have been only a 
handful of on-orbit imaging radiometers serving die global TIR data community at any given time 
(see chapter 2). Because the opportunities to fly new TIR imagers are infrequent, most designers 
are required to develop highly precise instmments capable of serving the majority of data users at 
a national and international level. In addition, risk in the design is required to be reduced 
extensively because the stakes are so high. As a result, the current field of instruments tend to be 
complex and multi-facetted, hence requiring massive amounts of money to place on orbit. This in 
turn, perpetuates tlie high-cost, high performance design cycle keeping opportimities to fly the 
type of low-cost instiument capable of providing dedicated space-based TIR Earth observation 
(EO) products for small or niche user groups low.
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Granted, there have been recent departures from the high-cost cycle of complex and large-scale 
TIR imager design and the proposal of low-cost systems capable of operational dedication to 
small user gi'oups. DLR paved the way with the Hotspot Recognition System (HSRS) on BIRD, 
the first micro-satellite compatible TIR imaging radiometer and the first to be dedicated to a niche 
mission application (hotspot recognition) [28]. However, efforts to carry the BIRD concept over 
to an operational system (fire monitoring constellation) so far have failed because the costs still 
have proven too high. In addition, the cancelled MUST and FUEGO concepts give further 
evidence that the efforts to achieve low-cost, dedicated space-borne TIR data products continue to 
fall short of the mark.
In this thesis, a practical solution to the high-cost space-based TIR data product problem has been 
engineered. With the careful evaluation and novel adaptation of a key low mass, low power 
detector technologies (uncooled microbolometer arrays) and the exploitation of the unique 
capabilities of the DMC, an opportunity to support small /niche users groups with dedicated 
global TIR data products is now available.
9.2 Novel W ork Completed
To make the innovative solution for low-cost TIR Earth observation data products scientifically 
credible, the following intellectual processes described in the proceeding chapters of this thesis 
but summarised here have been completed:
• Through the analysis performed in chapter 2, the current limits of low-cost approach were 
quantified thereby defining a region of previously unexplored instiument characteristics for 
investigation. Clearly, the instiument proposed in chapter 7 is a dramatic departure from the 
field with regards to mass, size, and power consumption (an order of magnitude in most 
areas). Unlike the HSRS on BIRD, the TIR-enhanced DMC still allows for the flight of the 
primary imaging instiuments upon which tlie DMC was built (high-temporal, medium spatial 
resolution imagers operating in the visible and NIR). Doing this whilst preserving real 
mission utility, see section 9.3, helps make this design a genuine contribution to the field.
• The engineering undertaken to develop a working prototype significantly reduces the risk and 
micertainty of flying an indigenous TIR payload here at Surrey. By working with the actual 
detector drive signals and data type and flow, as well as confirming the mass, size, and power 
consumption properties of an actual device, the interface between the candidate imager and 
the DMC spacecraft was confidently defined. Prior to this research, SSTL, the world’s leader 
in micro-satellite design and flight, possessed no option for flying an in-house TIR instrument.
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• From lab measurements and the use of a self-derived, validated radiometi'ic model the 
spectral-dependent on-orbit response for standard COTS microbolometer arrays was explored. 
For the LWIR, the 2 |Lim wavebands ( 8 - 1 0  and 1 0 - 12  |L in i) were found to have a less than 
ideal on-orbit performance for this detector technology. Therefore, a departine from the field 
with respect to a lower spectral resolution was proposed (imaging from 8 - 1 2  |im) and 
consequently found to have real applications. The use of the wide waveband on-orbit as a 
primary TIR channel was previously unexplored. For the MWIR band ( 3 - 5  jiim), this thesis 
contains the first proposal for the use of a microbolometer for MWIR Earth observation. This 
thesis may also contain one of the first proposals for the use of a microbolometer for any 
MWIR application. To test this hypothesis, laboratory data was collected in the MWIR after a 
modification of the standard COTS product. The results were incorporated into the on-orbit 
model and the positive results were presented to the space-based Earth observation 
community [106]. This testing was also one of the influencing factors for the development of 
a commercial product in the MWIR for tenestrial applications [80].
• Lastly, given the challenges of competing directly with the large-scale programs that make of 
the field of space-borne TIR instruments, real and useful niche applications were explored, 
again using the radiometric model. From the results of chapter 8 and the comparison 
presented in the next section, it is clear tliat a low-cost approach yields more than simply 
reducing the costs of flight. If implemented, it truly would enable a useful class of low-cost 
TIR data products currently unavailable.
9.3 Comparison of Results to the Field of Space-borne TIR Imagers
In this section, the ‘TIR-enhanced’ DMC and ‘TIR-enhanced’ DMCII concepts have been 
distinguished from the field of space-borne TIR imaging radiometers. In table 9-1, each of the 
systems representing the field described in chapter 2 has been evaluated with regards to six key 
areas, each pertaining to a certain characteristic of its capability. A low rating suggests a 
capability for that category near tlie bottom of the field. Conversely, a high rating indicates a 
capability is at the top of the field.
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Instrument SpatialResolution
TIR
Spectral
Resolution
Temporal
Resolution
Radiometric
Resolution
Duty
Cycle
Low-cost (A bility  to  
Support N iche U ser  
Groups >v/ Dediciited 
Dattt Products)
BTM+ High Low Low Medium Low Low
ASTER High : . High Low Medium Low Low
AVHRR Low Mcdimii High High Low Low
ATSR-1,-2,
AATSR Low Medium Medium .. High Low Low
MODIS Low High High , High Low Low
GOES Very Low \ High High - High ' High Low
VIIRS Medium : High . High High Low Low
BIRD Medium Mediiuii Low High Low Medium
MUST High Medium High Medium Medium Medium
FUEGO Medium Medium High High Mediimi Low
TIR-enhanccd
DMC Medium Low/Medium Medium Medium fÎH igh High
TIR-enlianced
DMCII Medium Low/Medium ; High Medium High High
Table 9-1: The TIR-enhanced DMC in Relationship to the Field
With regards to spatial and temporal resolution, the TIR-enhanced DMC concepts are on par with 
the bulk of the field (see figui e 8-3). Most TIR Earth obseiwation programs being proposed today 
seek to maintain a high temporal resolution whilst increasing the spatial resolution when the 
detector teclmology permits. Medium spatial, high temporal systems appear to be systems most 
in demand for the bulk of today’s TIR data users—an area well suited for the TIR-enhanced 
DMC.
Spectral resolution has been an obvious concession with the low-cost approach. However, the 
inclusion of a MWIR capability puts the TIR-enhanced DMC in a class above that of ETM+ 
especially with regards to hotspot detection. Also, as was demonsliated in chapter 8, the two TIR 
wavebands selected for this approach have a high degree of utility so the lack of a dual-band 
LWIR capability, for instance is minor considering the gains in reduced cost. Lastly, the low cost 
of the TIR-enhanced DMC will enable the dedication of its data products to small user groups. 
Therefore, having a large variety of wavebands is not as critical as in the other systems serving 
very large user groups.
From the laboratory characterisation outlined in chapter 5 and the use of the robust radiometric 
model developed described in chapter 6, it was shown that a TIR-enhanced DMC would have a 
radiometric resolution competitive to the field. This assessment has been one of the key findings 
made in this thesis. Without the unique data sets collected in the MWIR and the rigorous 
modelling of the microbolometers on-orbit response, a credible proposal of the novel use of this 
technology towards a low-cost instmment would not have been possible. It is important to note, 
however, that uncooled detector technology such as that used in this thesis is fundamentally 
limited and therefore will never be able to directly compete radiometrically with systems such as 
BIRD and MODIS. However, the cost of the cooled technology brings with regards to the last
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two categories, ‘duty cycle’ and ‘low-cost’ is significant. It is here, in the last two categories, 
where the contiibutions made by the instrument proposed in this thesis are most noteworthy.
With the low-power requirements of the instmment with relation with the power available on­
board a DMC spacecraft, high duty cycle medium-spatial resolution TIR monitoring, previously 
only possible at low spatial resolutions, would be possible. The implications of this would be 
significant amongst those sectors of the TIR user community interested in more detailed 
monitoring of dynamic phenomena over large extent areas.
Lastly, with the low cost of flight, the TIR-enhanced DMC, unlike any other instrument concept 
to date, could assmiie an operational capability (frequent global coverage) at a cost affordable 
enough to be dedicated to small user groups. Low-cost adaptations of the BIRD and FUEGO fire 
detection constellations could potentially now be realised.
9.4 Papers Presented
In this section, the five technical papers based on the work contained in this thesis are listed. All 
papers were defended within the European Earth observation community at internationally 
regarded symposia. They represent a determined effort to ‘air’ and garner feedback on the 
conclusions made.
• Oelrich, Brian D. and Underwood, Craig 1., Low-cost Thermal-IR Imager for an Earth 
Observation Micro-satellite, 10‘*‘ SPIE International Symposium on Remote Sensing, 
Barcelona, Spain, Sep 2003, The Proceedings of SPIE, Vol. 5234, pp. 364 -  374, Feb 2004.
[104]
• Oelrich, Brian D. and Underwood, Craig I., Low-cost Thermal-IR Imager for an Earth 
Observation Micro-satellite, ESA’s 5**’ International Conference on Space Optics, Toulouse, 
France, Mar 2004, Proceedings of the 5*** In ternational Conference on Space Optics, ESA 
SP-554, Jun 2004. [105]
• Oelrich, Brian D., Crastes, Arnaud, Undeiwood, Craig I., Mackin, Stephen, Low-cost M id­
wave IR Microsatellite Imager Concept Based on Uncooled Technology, 11* SPIE 
International Symposium on Remote Sensing, Gran Canaria, Spain, Sep 2004, The 
Proceedings of SPIE, Vol. 5570, pp. 209 -  217, Nov 2004. [106]
• Oelrich, Brian D., Underwood, Craig, Mackin, Stephen, The Evaluation of the Un-cooled 
Detector for Low-cost Thermal-IR Earth Observation at the Surrey Space Centie, 5* 
International Symposium of the lAA, Small Satellites for Earth Obseiwation, Berlin, 
Germany, Apr 2005, The Proceedings of the lAA, Apr 2005. [107]
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• Oelrich, Brian D., Mackin, Stephen, Undeiwood, Craig I,, da Silva Curiel, Alex, Newell, 
Hugh, Low-cost Global Thermal IR Change Detection via the Disaster Monitoring 
Constellation, The Proceedings of OPTRO 2005, Paris, France, May 2005. [108]
9.5 Recommendations for Future W ork
The recommendations for friture work include, without a doubt, the remaining development 
required to take the TIR-enhanced DMC concept to orbit. While the risks of success have been 
minimised significantly by the work in tliis thesis, a full up engineermg and flight model 
campaign would remove any remaining uncertainties. The imager electi'onics still require full 
development as does the calibration mechanism and integration (fit-check) with the DMC 
spacecraft. Furthermore, tlie engineering / flight models should undergo environmental testing. 
The ultimate validation should include the evaluation of airborne and on-orbit imagery. The 
evaluation of niche TIR mission areas such hotspot (fire) detection on the ground, as well as in air 
and space is highly recommended.
It is also strongly recommended that any additional engineering carried on from this thesis be 
performed with a close knowledge of the latest innovations continually occurring in the uncooled 
and cooled TIR detector commercial sectors. For example, as proposed in chapter 8, the used of a 
640 X 480 detector array would double the gromid coverage of a TIR-enlianced DMC. 
Fui'thermore, the reduced pixel pitches currently available (25 and 35 pm) would lessen the size 
and mass requirements with a lower required optical focal length. Every year during the research 
of this thesis, the microbolometer array industry had made continued improvements in their 
COTS products. Micro-satellite TIR imaging radiometer designers have a lot to gain with these 
improvements and a rapid design cycle that allows the insertion of the latest available 
teclmologies. Lastly, tlie gains made in the miniaturisation of COTS photovoltaic detector/cooler 
assemblies for both die thermal and short wave infrared ( 1 - 3  pm) wavebands should be 
continually referenced with each new design cycle. The mass, size, and power requirements have 
been reduced considerably and are expected to find their way onto more micro-satellite platforms 
in the years ahead.
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